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Chaudhry Fawad Hussain, Federal Minister for Science & Technology

Message from Chaudhry Fawad Hussain
Federal Minister for Science and Technology
It is a great pleasure for me to give this Message for the Year Book 2018-19, which highlights
the activities of Ministry of Science and Technology and its Organizations including three Universities
during the year.
The scientists and technologists of S&T organizations are developing sound projects, that
ensure need based research and development necessary for conservation and harnessing of our natural
resources. A number of high class projects are in the process of preparation and approval under the
PSDP programme. These projects cover important areas of affordable and sustainable energy, testing
laboratories, health, manufacturing and engineering, environment, agriculture, mineral, food
technology and food processing, etc. Research and Development organizations are encouraged and
supported to commercialize their products and services to become sustainable over a period of time.
Ministry of Science and Technology has elevated its vision to become a strategic collaborator
of the industry through research, technology transfer, technology incubation and skill development.
The research organizations under its administrative control are now diverting more resources towards
the development and implementation of projects and plans, in close collaboration with their relevant
stakeholders both from public and private sector.
R&D Organizations were given policy directives to commercialize their products and services
with a view for achieving sustainability, providing employment opportunities and improving living
standards of the people. In this regard, efforts were made to develop more collaboration and
cooperation with relevant stakeholders in the emerging areas of Science, Technology and Innovation,
from both public and private sectors.
Ministry of Science and Technology launched Pakistan’s first moon sighting website/App
along with lunar calendar for the next five years to minimize the moon sighting controversy on all
important Islamic festivals.
Under the guidance of MoST, NUST launched Pilot Pakistan Science & Technology Park
(PSTP) and inaugurated the state of the art centres namely; National Centre of Artificial Intelligence,
National Centre of Robotics and Automation and Medical Device Development Centre.
Pakistan Halal Authority (PHA) has been established by Ministry of Science & Technology
and recruitments are under way. PHA will be fully functional by end of this year.
In line with the CPEC initiatives, establishment of Precision System Training Centre (PSTC)
and PCSIR Laboratories at Gwadar, Balochistan has been initiated and their construction is started.
For ease of doing business and facilitation of Import and Export, two liaison offices of
PSQCA at Port Qasim and Karachi Port Trust are being established. Centralized System for Product
Licensing / Certification (PSQCA) has been installed and is being run on trial basis. National Single
Window (NSW) has been introduced by Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) with PSQCA as active
partner. Bar/QR code system has been initiated at PSQCA, Karachi for ensuring transparency.
With the efforts of the Ministry, establishment of University of Engineering and Emerging
Technologies in Prime Minister House has been approved by the Cabinet, along with draft charter of
the University. Land measuring 50 Acres in PM House has also been earmarked.
The Government is spending a substantial amount on human resource development,
enhancement of infrastructure and upgradation of research potential at research institutes and
universities, to promote scientific and technological research activities.
The Ministry of Science and Technology would continue these initiatives, to promote
Research & Development and to make its contribution towards economic development of the country.

Capt. ® Nasim Nawaz, Secretary, Ministry of Science & Technology

Foreword
The Year Book 2018-19 is an official document of Ministry of Science and Technology. The
Year Book indicates the activities and achievements of the Ministry, its Organizations and three
Universities during the period.
The importance of science and technology developments, contributing towards socioeconomic needs in the country had always been well understood by the Ministry and its affiliated
organizations and universities. The experts, scientists, technologists and professionals continued
reviewing the latest trends in science and technology and their adoptions to deliver. Hectic efforts were
made, mainly in the thrust areas that include: renewable energies, management of water resources,
coastal and oceanic resources, industrial research, electronics, testing and quality assurance, etc.
In the present era, development is no longer dependent merely on natural resources.
Knowledge has now become the main driving force. Increasing application of knowledge at various
stages of value chain and every sector of economy will only be attained by giving due priority to
Education, R&D and Industry. Ministry of Science and Technology initiated and launched Scientific
and Technological programs and projects, as per national needs necessary for the rapid SocioEconomic development of the country.
Keeping in view the Vision 2025, R&D organizations of Ministry of Science and Technology
have diverted their efforts and resources towards demand driven R&D and implementation of projects,
having significant economic impact. These organizations are being encouraged and supported to
transfer technology to the local industry and commercialize their products and processes, with the goal
to achieve Knowledge Based Economic Development.
To produce trained technical manpower, PCSIR initiated evening programmes at different
centres in collaboration with National Vocational & Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC),
Technical Education & Vocational Training Authority (TEVTA), FATA-Development Authority and
Punjab Skill Development Fund, City & Guild UK. 585 students attained technical trainings in
different courses, during the year 2018-19.
PCRWR has operationalized 18 water quality laboratories to provide water testing facilities
to general public and submitted a proposal to WHO for Installation of chlorinators to convert Islamabad
into a Model City with safe drinking water supply. For conservation and better use of water in
agriculture, irrigation, advisory issued to 20,000 farmers of 41 districts through mobile phones.
PCRWR also established National Capacity Building Institute to commence three years Water Quality
diploma course.
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO) has carried out Bathymetric survey of the
Surbunder Fish Harbour, on the request of Gwadar Development Authority (GDA).
PCRET has coordinated with NRIRE/HRC China for Establishment of R&D Center on key
Technologies of small Hydel Power for rural Electrification. Training of PCRET officers has started
in China.
During the period, Ministry has initiated important initiatives in various fields. Policy focus
of the Ministry is to ensure that Pakistan acquires world-class expertise within next few years, in
accordance with the priority of the present government.
Besides Human Resource Development and Capacity Building of Labs Infrastructure & Pilot
Plants, R&D activities were carried out in priority areas like, Quality Assurance and Standards,
Oceanography, Information Technology, Health, Food, Water, Renewable Technologies etc. All these
efforts are dedicated to socio-economic uplift through application of S&T in all sectors of the economy
for a better & prosperous future.
I am confident that these efforts will pay dividends in the near future and contribute towards
acceleration of socio-economic development of Pakistan.

Capt. ® Nasim Nawaz
Secretary
M/o Science & Technology
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1.

Science and Technology Division
(S&T Division)

The Scientific and Technological Research Division was established in 1964. The Division
was administratively responsible for National Science Council, the Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research, the Atomic Energy Commission and the Space and Upper Atmospheric Research
Committee. The Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) has been functioning since 1972. It is
the national focal point for planning, coordinating and directing efforts; to initiate and launch scientific
and technological programs and projects as per national agenda for sound and sustainable S&TR base
for the socio-economic development.. This Division undertakes multifarious functions, as depicted
under entry 36 of Schedule-II of the Rules of Business 1973. These are:

SCHEDULE II [Rule 3 (3)]
Distribution of Business among the Divisions
36. Science and Technology Division
1.
2.

Establishment of science cities.
Establishment of institutes and laboratories for research and development in the scientific
and technological fields.
3.
Establishment of science universities as specifically assigned by the Federal Government.
4.
Planning, coordination, promotion and development of science and technology monitoring
and evaluation of research and development works, including scrutiny of development
projects and coordination of development programmes in this field.
5.
Promotion of applied research and utilization of results of research in the scientific and
technological fields carried out at home and abroad.
6.
Guidance to the research institutions in the Federation as well as the provinces in the fields
of applied scientific and technological research.
7.
Coordination of utilization of manpower for scientific and technological research.
8.
Promotion and development of industrial technology.
9.
Promotion of scientific and technological contacts and liaison nationally and internationally,
including dealings and agreements with other countries and international organizations.
Substituted vide S.R.O 622 (I)/2013 (F. No. 4-8/2013-Min-I) dated 28.06.2013.
10.
Initiate promotional measures for establishment of venture capital companies for
technological development and growth.
11.
Support to NGOs concerned with development of science and technology.
12.
Promotion of metrology Standards, Testing and Quality Assurance System.
13.
National Commission for Science and Technology.
14.
Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research.
15.
Omitted vide Cab: Div: Notification No.4-6/97-Min.I dated 3.3.1998.
16.
Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources.
17.
Omitted vide SRO 226(I)/2010 (F.No.4-4/2007-Min-I), dated 02.04.2010.
18.
Council for Works and Housing Research.
19-20. Omitted vide SRO 226(I)/2010 (F.No.4-4/2007-Min-I), dated 02.04.2010.
21.
Omitted vide SRO 634(1)/2016 (F.No.4-2/2016-Min-I) dated 22.7.2016
22.
Pakistan Science Foundation.
23.
National Institute of Electronics.
24.
Pakistan Council of Science and Technology.
25.
National Institute of Oceanography.
26-27. Omitted vide SRO 226(I)/2010 (F.No.4-4/2007-Min-I), dated 02.04.2010.
28.
STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan (Private) Limited.
29.
National University of Sciences and Technology.
30.
Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA).
31.
Prescription of standards and measures for quality control of manufactured goods.
32.
Establishment of standards of weights and measures.
33.
Development, deployment and demonstration of renewable sources of energy.
34.
Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC).
35.
Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET).
36.
COMSATS Institute of Information Technology.
37.
Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC).
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38-39. Omitted vide SRO1088 (I)/2011, (4-14/2011-Min-I) dated 09.12.2011.
Substituted vide SRO 634(I)/2016 (F. No. 4-2/2016-Min-I), dated 22.7.2016.
Substituted vide SRO 634(I)/2016 (F. No. 4-2/2016-Min-I), dated 22.7.2016.
The Division is headed by a Secretary; its establishment has a strength of 209 personnel as on
01.08.2019. The Day-to-day business assigned to this Division under Schedule-II of the Rules of
Business 1973 is undertaken by four technical Wings each headed by BS-20 level officers, while the
Administration and Finance & Accounts Wings are being headed respectively by the Joint Secretary
(I) & Joint Secretary (II) and Chief Finance & Accounts Officer (CF&AO). The Planning &
Development Cell are also operating in the Ministry with specific objectives and functions.
The operational business of the Ministry is distributed as specified hereunder:-

Additional Secretary
Responsible for monitoring of all wings of Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) and
submission of Policy matters to Secretary, MoST for approval.
While adhering to this distribution of Business, further distribution amongst various Sections of the
Administration and Finance & Accounts Wings would be as under:-

Joint Secretary (I):
All administrative matters of the Ministry.

Deputy Secretary (Admn):





a.

Administrative and Personal Management.
HRD, Training issues and cases.
Maintenance / Security.
Miscellaneous work.

Section Officer (Estt.):





b.

Section Officer (General):










c.

Recruitment, Promotions, Transfer/Postings and Pension cases of
officers/officials of the Ministry of Science & Technology.
Provision of miscellaneous information to President/Prime Minister’s
Office, National Assembly/Senate Secretariat and Ministries/Divisions
about the Ministry of Science and Technology.
Training of officers/officials of the Ministry inland and overseas.
Rules of Business, Secretariat Instructions, etc.

Maintenance of office building(s).
Maintenance of vehicles, office equipment and machinery (including
telephones, computers, fax and photocopier machines etc.).
Purchase of Stationery.
Security measures.
Hiring of accommodation for officers/official of the Ministry.
Record room and connected matters.
Receipt & Issue (R&I) matters.
Miscellaneous assignments not assigned elsewhere.
MoST Library.

Section Officer (Council)



Administrative and personnel matters relating to Pakistan Council of
Research in Water Resources (PCRWR).
National Assembly and Senate Secretariat Business including:
o National Assembly and Senate Questions.
o Adjournment Motions.
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o Calling Attention Notices.
o Government and Private Member Bills.
o Coordination for the meetings/visits of Standing Committee.
Miscellaneous matters.

(d) Section Officer (Coord):


Administrative and personnel matters relating to:
- Pakistan Halal Authority (PHA).



Coordination between Ministry and its organizations

Joint Secretary (II):
All administrative matters of the S&T Organizations.
Deputy Secretary (Organizations):
Administrative matters of S&T Organizations.
a.

Section Officer (Org-I):
Administrative and personnel matters relating to:






b.

Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC).
Pakistan Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (PCSIR)
including National Physical & Standards Laboratory (NPSL).
Pakistan Council for Science & Technology (PCST) including
Pakistan Technology Board (PTB).
STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation (STCC) of
Pakistan.
Council for works and Housing research (CWHR).
National University of Technology (NUTECH).

Section Officer (Org-II):
Administrative and Personnel matters relating to:







c.

Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC).
Pakistan Science Foundation (PSF) including:
- Pakistan Scientific & Technological Information
(PASTIC)
- Pakistan Museum of Natural History (PMNH)

Centre

National Institute of Electronic (NIE).
Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET).
National University of Science and Technology (NUST).

Section Officer (Org-III):
Administrative, Financial and Personnel matters relating to:









Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR).
Pakistan Standards & Quality Control Authority (PSQCA).
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO).
OIC Standing Committee on Scientific & Technological Cooperation
(COMSTECH).
Commission on Science & Technology for Sustainable Development
in the South (COMSATS).
COMSATS University, Islamabad (CUI).
Closure of Petroman Institute.
Specific Projects assigned from time to time.
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Chief Finance & Accounts Officer (CF&AO):


Maintenance and Reconciliation of Accounts.



Coordination and Scrutiny of Budget: Expenditure and Receipts.



Consolidation of Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP).



Advice in Delegated Field.



Processing of Cases in Non-Delegated Field.



Public Accounts Committee (PAC) and Department Accounts Committee (DAC).



Compliance with Rules, Regulations and Orders.



Internal Control / Internal Audit.

(a) Section Officer (F&A):


Budget preparation and coordination with other Wings, ST&RD
organizations and the Finance Division etc.



Re-conciliation of accounts and expenditure of the Ministry and its ST&RD
organizations.



Liaison with DAC/PAC including appropriation of accounts, and related
audit matters of the Ministry & its organizations.

(b) Accounts Officer (Development Budget):


Preparation of NIS of all development projects.



Release of funds to all development projects.



The AGPR matters including timely release of funds.



Monthly PSDP expenditure statements for FA’s organization.



Maintenance of Assignment Account of different projects.



External Audit/Public
Committee matters.



Administrative/financial matters of employees of Project Staff including
arrangements for logistic support i.e. Telephone, Stationery and CNG/POL,
repair of Government Vehicles of Development Projects etc.

Accounts

Committee/Departmental

Accounts

Technical Wings
1. Technology Wing:


Promotion and development of industrial technology.



Monitoring and evaluation of research and development works.



Pakistan Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (PCSIR).



Pakistan Standards & Quality Control Authority (PSQCA).



Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC).



Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC).
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Only
technical
matters relating to
these organizations.

2. Policy & Coordination (P&C) Wing:


Establishment of institutes and laboratories for research and
development in the scientific and technological fields.



Monitoring and evaluation of research and development
works.



Support to NGOs concerned with development of science and
technology.



Establishment of science universities as specifically assigned
by the Federal Government. (NUST)



Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR).



National University of Sciences & Technology (NUST).



Pakistan Science Foundation (PSF).



Pakistan Council for Science & Technology (PCST)/
National Commission for Science & Technology (NCST).

Only
technical
matters relating to
these organizations.

3. International Liaison (IL) Wing:


Bilateral Cooperation in S&T through Agreements / MoUs
with friendly countries including Pak US Cooperation.



Liaison with International Organizations



Monitoring and evaluation of research and development
works, including scrutiny of development projects.



Establishment of science universities as specifically
assigned by the Federal Government. (CUI)



National Institute of Oceanography (NIO).



COMSATS University, Islamabad (CUI).



OIC Standing Committee on Scientific & Technological
Cooperation (COMSTECH).



Commission on Science & Technology for Sustainable
Development in the South (COMSATS).



Foreign trainings/conferences/visits etc.

4. Electronics Wing:


Establishment of Science/Knowledge cities and S&T Parks.



Monitoring and evaluation of research and development
works.



Processing of Draft Bills of MoST Organizations established
through Resolutions/Ordinances.



Processing of the amendment Bills proposed in the existing
Acts of MoST Organizations.
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Only
technical
matters relating to
these organizations.



Preparation of Year Book of MoST.



National Institute of Electronics (NIE).



Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies
(PCRET).



Council for Works & Housing Research (CWHR).



STEDEC Technology
(STCC) of Pakistan.

Commercialization

Corporation

Planning & Development (P&D) Cell


Processing of PSDP Projects through DDWP/CDWP/ECNEC.



Processing of release of funds of Development Budget.



Preparation of Development Budget.



Monitoring of Development Budget
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Only
technical
matters relating to
these organizations.

Strength of Ministry of Science & Technology
As on 01.08.2019
Nomenclature of the Post
BS
Sanctioned posts
Secretary
Additional Secretary
Joint Secretary
Joint Technological Adviser
Joint Electronics Adviser
Joint Scientific Adviser
Chief Finance & Accounts Officer
Deputy Technological Adviser
Deputy Electronics Adviser
Deputy Scientific Adviser
Deputy Secretary
Science Counsellor, Beijing
Assistant Technological Adviser
Assistant Scientific Adviser
Assistant Electronics Adviser
Accounts Officer
Section Officer
Private Secretary
Assistant Accounts Officer
Scientific Officer
Admin. Officer (Legal)
Superintendent
Assistant Private Secretary

22
21
20
20
20
20
20
19
19
19
19
19
18
18
18
18
17/18
17
17
17
16
16
16

Total:
Assistant
Sub-Librarian
Stenotypist
Upper Division Clerk
Lower Division Clerk
Technician
Bearer
Staff Car Driver
Dispatch Rider
Daftary
Qasid
Naib Qasid
Electrician-cum-Plumber
Chowkidar
Frash
Sweeper

1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
3
2
1
2
4
3
1
8
4
2
1
1
2
25

72

15/16
15
14
11
9
6
6
4
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

26
1
19
3
9
1
1
13
2
2
2
46
1
5
2
4

Total:
Grand Total:

137
209
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Ministry of Science & Technology
FEDERAL MINISTER
SECRETARY (BS-22)
Additional Secretary (BS-21)

JS-I

JS-II

(BS-20)

(BS-20)

DS (Admn)
(BS-19)

SO (Estt)
SO (Gen)
SO (Council)

JTA (BS-20)

DS (Org)
(BS-19)

SO (Org-I)

DTA
(BS-19)
ATA-I
(BS-18)

SO (Org-II)
SO (Org-III)

JSA (P&C)
(BS-20)

DSA (P&C)
(BS-19)

JEA (BS-20)
DEA-I
(BS-19)

DEA-II
(BS-19)

JSA (IL) (BS-20)
DEA-III
(BS-19)

DSA (IL)
(BS-19)

ASA (IL-I)
(BS-18)

ASA (P&C)
(BS-18)

ASA (IL-II)
(BS-18)

CF&AO
(BS-20)

Chief (P&D)
(BS-20)

SO(F&A)

ASA (P&D)
(BS-18)

AAO

AEA (P&D)
(BS-18)

AO (DB)

Scientific Officer
(BS-17)

ATA-II
(BS-18)

SO (Coord)
AAO/DDO
AO (Legal)
JTA
JSA
JEA
JS
CFAO
DS
DSA
DTA
DEA

= Joint Technological Adviser
= Joint Scientific Adviser
= Joint Electronics Adviser
= Joint Secretary
= Chief Finance Accounts Officer
= Deputy Secretary
= Deputy Scientific Adviser
= Deputy Technological Adviser
= Deputy Electronics Adviser

SO
ASA
ATA
AEA
AO
AO (Legal)
AAO

= Section Officer
= Assistant Scientific Adviser
= Assistant Technological Adviser
= Assistant Electronics Adviser
= Accounts Officer
= Admin Officer (Legal)
= Assistant Accounts Officer
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Admn.
Org
Estt.
GA
Coord

= Administration
= Organizations
= Establishment
= General Administration
= Coordination

F&A
P&C
P&D
DB
H

= Finance and Accounts
= Planning & Coordination
= Planning & Development
= Development Budget
= Human Resource Development

International Liaison (IL) Wing
Introduction
International Cooperation in Science & Technology constitutes an integral function of the Ministry of
Science and Technology (MoST) under Schedule-II [Rule 3 (3)]-28 (9)] of Rules of Business-1973. It
provides opportunities to S&T organizations of MoST and Pakistani Scientists / Engineers to interact
with their international counterparts to enhance individual as well as institutional capacities on the
principles of equality, reciprocity and mutual benefits. International Liaison Wing, MoST is
responsible for enabling S&T organizations in Pakistan to develop linkages and pursue cooperation
with friendly countries other countries relevant international organizations.

The main functions of the International Liaison Wing are:


To manage matters pertaining to bilateral and multilateral fora cooperation in Scientific &
Technological fields under the umbrella of Bilateral Agreements/MRAs/PoCs/MoUs,
Joint Economic Commissions (JECs), Joint Ministerial Commissions (JMCs) and
Working Groups (WGs) on Science & Technology.



Negotiations and subsequent signing of Bilateral, Tri-lateral, Multilateral
Agreements/MoU, Programs & Protocols on Scientific & Technological Cooperation with
friendly countries and other countries at regional, international levels with
intergovernmental agencies and bodies.



Soliciting the approval of the Prime Minister/President/Cabinet of Pakistan to initiate and
signing of S&T Cooperation Agreements/MoUs/Programmes of Cooperation
(PoC)/Protocols/Executive Programs, etc.



Providing briefs/inputs on Science & Technology to Economic Affairs Division, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Planning, Development & Reforms and other Ministries
/Departments.



Cooperation with the intergovernmental bodies like UN Agencies, UNESCO UNESF,
Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO), South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC), Centre for Science and Technology of the Non-Aligned and other
Developing Countries (NAM S&T Centre), United Nations-Asian and Pacific Centre for
Transfer of Technology (UN-APCTT), Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC),
COMSTECH Committee on Scientific and Technological Cooperation, International
Center for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) to facilitate participation in their Projects/Programs
in the fields of Science & Technology and benefit from their assistance (technical and
financial) of S&T Organizations.



Dealing all matters of COMSTS University Islamabad (CUI) including the soliciting
approval of President of Pakistan as Rector CUI.



Preparation of Reports/Briefs for high level Pakistan delegations & Missions to facilitate
their purposeful participation in International Meetings, Conferences etc. on Scientific &
Technological Research matters.



All Technical/Semi Technical matters/works related to NIO, CUI, COMSTECH,
COMSATS and ECO-SF.

During the financial year 2018-19, International Liaison Wing has been undertaking coordination
focusing on the following activities within the framework of bilateral cooperation with friendly
countries / other countries and through framework of multilateral cooperation with Regional,
International organizations:

Bilateral Cooperation:
Algeria: The draft MoU on Cooperation in the field of Standardization and Conformity
Assessment between IANOR (Algeria) and Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority
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(PSQCA) was initiated by Algerian side. After completing Codal formalities shared the draft
MoU with Algerian side through diplomatic channels and IL-Wing consistently followed up but
the response from Algerian side is awaited.

China: The Scientific & Technological Cooperation between Pakistan and People’s Republic
of China is being pursued under an agreement, signed in May, 1976, through which mutual
benefits have accrued satisfactorily. The Projects under the 18 th S&T Protocol is being perused
during the Financial Year.
-

-

The Young Scientists Program (TYSP): MoST has been actively facilitating
Pakistani young scientists and researchers for participation in the capacity building
programs offered by the Chinese Government at China Science and Technology
Exchange Centre (CSTEC). More than, 30 scientists have availed this programme
during the Financial Year 2018-19.
Counsellor Technical Affairs: Counsellor (Technical Affairs) at Parep Beijing has
shared following collaboration opportunities:
o Collaboration opportunities with iflytek company, Hefei, China.
o International training workshop on Planning, Construction and
Management of Technology Business Incubators for the belt and road
countries, 12-26 October 2019, Beijing.
o International training course on Technology and Cloud Computing for
Food Safety.
o International training course on Laser Intelligent Manufacturing
Technology and Equipment.
o International training program-2019, of the Ministry of Science and
Technology of the People's Republic of China.
o Collaboration opportunities with Netease Group, China.
o World Internet of Things exposition, 7-10 September 2019, Wuxi, China.

Kyrgyzstan: The Agreement between the Ministry of Economy of the Kyrgyz Republic and
Islamic Republic of Pakistan on Cooperation in the Field of Halal Industry was initiated by
Kyrgyz side through MoFA. MoST in consultation with PNAC and PSQCA provided its response
to MoFA for onward sharing it with Kyrgyz side, response from counterpart is still awaited. This
Ministry is following up the case for expedition.
An MoU in the field of Standardization, Metrology, Conformity Assessment and Management
Systems between the Center for Standardization and Metrology under the Ministry of Economy
of the Kyrgyz Republic and Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority under the Ministry
of Science and Technology is also under process. MoST has completed all Codal formalities and
started initiation of negotiations through MoFA.

Romania: This Ministry has completed all the inter-ministerial Codal formalities regarding
MoU between COMSATS University Islamabad (CUI) and University Politehnica of Bucharest,
Romania. After the approval of Federal Minister for Science and Technology, the draft MoU has
been shared with Romanian side for ascertaining their views/comments on the draft.

Saudi Arabia: IL Wing, MoST has processed the draft Technical Cooperation Program (TCP)
between the Saudi Standards, Metrology and Quality Organization (SASO) and Pakistan
Standards and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA). This Technical Cooperation Program was
signed in February, 2019 during the visit of Saudi Crown Prince H.E Muhammad bin Salman in
Pakistan. In this regard, a draft Action Plan has been signed between SASO & PSQCA for further
cooperation.

Belarus: IL-Wing, MoST has issued the Call for proposals under Pakistan-Belarus Scientific
and Technological projects contest for the year 2019-2021 and so far the project titled “Retinal
image analysis for Diabetes based eye disease detection” has been approved for funding from
Pakistan Science Foundation (PSF).
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Turkey: IL-Wing, MoST has provided its input on the Joint Plan of Action regarding TurkeyPakistan Strategic Economic Framework, to Ministry of Communication.

Iran: IL-Wing, MoST has initiated the Codal formalities regarding the draft Mutual Recognition
Agreement (MRA) between Institute of Standard and Industrial Research of Iran (ISIRI), Iran
and Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA), Pakistan.

International MoUs:


Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Department of Science Service, Thailand
and Pakistan Scientific and Technological Information Center (PASTIC), of the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan is processed for initiation of negotiations.



Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Pakistan Museum of Natural History
(PMNH), Islamabad, Pakistan and National Museum of Natural History (NMNH), Sofia,
Bulgaria is approved by Federal Cabinet.



Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between NRIRE, China /PCRET, Pakistan.

Cooperation at Multilateral Forum
Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of Pakistan is the Focal Ministry for the
following Intergovernmental and Regional organizations and facilitates them in the activities
mentioned below:
i.

Pakistan’s annual contributions/payments for the year 2018-19 were processed
by the IL Wing in respect of the following Organizations:
i. UN-Asia Pacific Centre for Technology Transfer (UN-APCTT),
ii. The Centre for Science and Technology of the Non Aligned and other
Developing Countries (NAM S&T Centre),
iii. AS- ICTP- Abdus Salam International Center for theoretical Physics (ASICTP).
iv. Inter-Islamic Network on Space Sciences & Technology (ISNET),

Participation in Meetings/Training Workshops and Seminars Abroad:
During the FY 2018-19, many Scientists / Engineers and officers from MoST and its S&T
organizations proceeded abroad for participation in various scientific activities as a result of
interactions at bilateral and multilateral levels. As per instructions of Cabinet Division, approvals of
competent authority were processed and summaries were submitted to Prime Minister Office.

S&T Organizations of MoST
IL Wing, MoST facilitated the following R&D/S&T organizations in their technical, semi-technical
and administrative matters during the year 2018-19:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

COMSTAS University Islamabad (CUI)
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO)
ECO-Science Foundation
COMSATS Headquarters
COMSTECH Secretariat
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Technology Wing
Introduction
Technology Wing has been entrusted to initiate and monitor various programmes for technology
development and industrialization in the country. This wing also acts as liaison between various
ministries and national and international bodies for the development of Science Technology. The wing
is headed by a Joint Technological Adviser, assisted by one Deputy Technological Adviser and two
Assistant Technological Advisers.

Objectives & Functions


Promotion and development of industrial technology



Promotion of Metrology, Standards, Testing and Quality Assurance System.



Establishment of Accreditation system in the country.



Focal point for WTO / TBT affairs relating to PSQCA.



Establishment of Common Facility Centers to provide SMEs Training, product
Development, Consultancy and Quality improvement.



Technical matters of PCSIR, PNAC, PSQCA, PEC and PHA.

Technology Wing is dealing with the technical matters of following organizations:
Pakistan Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (PCSIR)
PCSIR was established PCSIR in 1953 as an autonomous body under the administrative control of this
Ministry and mandated to build a strong scientific and technological base for the economic progress
of the country.
The mandate of the PCSIR is to undertake, promote and guide scientific and technological research in
respect of problems connected with the establishment and development of industries under conditions
prevailing in Pakistan, and to encourage the extension of the results of research to various sectors of
the economic development of the country in the best possible manner. It started with manpower of
about 20 scientists and technicians in borrowed naval barracks in Karachi. By the Grace of Allah, it
has established, over the years, a network of four multi-discipline laboratories at Karachi, Lahore,
Peshawar and Quetta, four mono-discipline centers like the Fuel Research, Leather Research, both at
Karachi, Hyderabad Laboratories and National Physical and Standards Laboratory, Islamabad and 07
technical training centers at Karachi, Quetta, Lahore, Peshawar, Daska and Skardu.
PCSIR has also established Halal Authentication Laboratories at Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar, which
will definitely beneficial for export of quality Halal Products.
PCSIR, since its inception, has contributed immensely not only in terms of production activity and
technological processes to boost the national industry, but also in term of human resource development
to meet the requirements of academic and R&D institutions of the country.

National Physical and Standards Laboratory (NPSL)
NPSL is a unit of PCSIR, working under Ministry of Science & technology. It is an apex body
in the field of Metrology and is the sole custodian of National Standards of Measurement in the
country.

Objective & Functions


To establish, maintain and disseminate coherent National Measurement Standards
/ System of base and derived SI units for Physical and Chemical Metrology in the
country;
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To improve and develop measurement techniques in the field of Physical and
Chemical Metrology;



To produce secondary and working standards/equipment for supporting the
Scientific and Legal Metrology;



To acquire/develop SRMs for specific chemical and industrial applications;



To help establish Lab. Quality Management / Assurance System through
consultancy / advisory to R&D organizations, industries & academic institutions
and other customers;



To impart training in the field of metrology and Lab Quality Management System
to industry, academic institutions, R&D organization and other stake holders;



To maintain linkages for cooperation with regional / international Metrology
Bodies like APMP/BIPM, APLAC/ILAC and National Metrology Institutes of
other countries.

Pakistan Standards & Quality Control Authority (PSQCA)
Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA) established through an Act of Parliament
(Act-VI of 1996) is providing one window services for Standardization and Quality control. This
authority
works
through
three
integrated
components
namely:
Standards Development Centre (SDC), Quality Control Centre (QCC) and Technical Services Centre
(TSC).

Main Functions of PSQCA


Formulation of National Standards and adoption of different ISO, IEC Standards as
Pakistan Standards;



Enforcement of marks scheme of National Standards under compulsory /voluntary
Certification Marks Scheme;



Research and development work on standardization, Analytical / testing techniques in
chemical, metallurgical and other fields;



Setting up, assisting in, establishing and authorizing various inspection and testing centers
and agencies at important industrial sites and towns;



Inspection and testing of food and non-food products and services for their quality
specifications and characteristics during use and import and export purposes;



Examination of manufacturing plants for the designated products or processes for approval
of marks of the Authority;



Grant, renewal, suspension, cancellation or withdraw of a license or certificate in relation
to use of any of the Authority Marks;



Collection, circulation of statistic and other information relating to standardization, quality
control, metrology, applied research etc.

Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC)
Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC) is an apex body working under the administrative
control of Ministry of Science & Technology was established on 7 th January, 1998 with a mandate to
accredit Conformity Assessment Bodies (CABs) including laboratories (testing / calibration / medical),
inspection bodies and certification bodies etc. to improve the quality of products and services for
enhancement of export. PNAC has established, maintained and implemented quality management
system based on ISO/IEC 1701.
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Objective & Functions
The main functions of the Council are stated below:


Functioning of the Council in accordance with ISO/IEC 17011 (General requirements for
accreditation bodies accrediting conformity assessment bodies).



Accreditation of Certification Bodies in accordance with ISO/IEC 17021.



Accreditation of testing and calibration laboratories in accordance with ISO/IEC 17025.



Accreditation of medical laboratories according to ISO 15189.



Accreditation of inspection agencies in accordance with ISO/IEC 17020.



Accreditation of Halal Certification Bodies in accordance with PS 4992.



Conduct courses/workshops/seminars on Conformity Assessment standards like ISO/IEC
17021, 17025 and ISO 15189.



Act as a focal point for coordination with relevant international and national organizations.

Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC)
Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC), a statutory/autonomous body, was constituted through an Act of
Parliament 1976 to regulate the Engineering Profession and Engineering Education in the country.
Presently, PEC maintains its secretariat at Islamabad with branch offices at all the provincial capitals
including Gilgit-Baltistan and liaison offices at Sukkur, Multan, Hyderabad and Muzaffarabad.
The Technology Wing deals with the technical matters of PEC such as:



Formulation of Bye-laws for:

 Registration of Engineers and Consulting Engineers
 Conduct and Practice of Consulting Engineers
 Construction & Operations of Works
 Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
Major Functions/Objectives






Maintenance of a Register of persons qualified to work as Registered Engineers, Professional
Engineers, Consulting Engineers, Constructors and Operators.
Accreditation of engineering qualifications for the purpose of registration of registered
engineers, professional engineers, consulting engineers.
Promotion of engineering education and review of course of studies in consultation with the
Universities.
Ensuring and managing of Continued Professional Development (CPD) for career
enhancement of Professional Engineers.



Establishing standards for engineering contracts, cost and services.



Assistance to the Federal Government as a Think Tank.



Providing forum for arbitrations, pertaining to dispute in construction and consultancy
contracts.
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To recommend the bills for legislation pertaining to engineering profession, engineering
education and engineering works.

Pakistan Halal Authority (PHA)
Pakistan Halal Authority (PHA) under administrative control Ministry of Science and Technology
established through an Act of Parliament in March 2016 to promote imports and exports, trade and
commerce with foreign countries and inter-provincial trade in Halal articles and processes. The powers
and functions of PHA are:


Inspect and test Halal products and processes for their quality, specification and
characteristics with relation to the Halal Standards, for purposes of imports and exports,
trade and commerce with foreign countries and inter-provincial trade and commerce;



Prohibit production, storage and sale in the Islamabad Capital Territory of such Halal
products as do not conform to the Halal Standards;



Develop and implement strategies, plans and programmes for promotion of imports and
exports, trade and commerce with foreign countries and inter-provincial trade in Halal
articles and processes;



Recommend the Halal Standards developed for articles and processes, to be notified in the
official Gazette by the Federal Government for adoption and notification by the National
Standards Body;



Recommend mechanism for the Accreditation of Halal Certification Bodies and adoption
of Halal Certification systems;



Develop policies, plans and programmes for ensuring compliance of Halal articles and
processes with the Halal systems;



Develop and authorize use of Halal logo for Halal articles and processes;



Registration of Halal Certification Bodies.



Levy fees for issue or renewal of the Halal certificate and / or authorizing the use of Halal
Logo;



Maintain register of all persons, firms and companies authorized to use the Halal logo;



Secure international recognition of the Halal logo to build confidence in the Halal
Certification system and Pakistani Halal products abroad;



Coordinate with national and international organizations for strengthening the Halal sector.

The authority is under process of operationalization.
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Policy & Coordination (P&C) Wing
Introduction
Policy & Coordination Wing is headed by Joint Scientific Adviser (JSA), assisted by a Deputy
Scientific Adviser (DSA) and Assistant Scientific Adviser (ASA) and is responsible for dealing with
matters related to National Science, Technology and Innovation Policy initiatives and identifies areas
for S&T research to respond to national requirements in emerging technologies.

Objectives & Functions


Establishment of S&T/R&D institutes and laboratories for research and development in the
scientific and technological fields.



Monitoring and evaluation of research and development work.



Dealing with technical matters of the Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources
(PCRWR), Pakistan Council for Science and Technology (PCST), Pakistan Science
Foundation (PSF), Pakistan Museum of Natural History (PMNH), Pakistan Scientific and
Technological Information Centre (PASTIC) and National University of Sciences and
Technology (NUST).



Coordination with Federal & Provincial S&T Councils/Departments/Organizations and
NGOs dealing with S&T.



Matters related to National Commission for Science and Technology (NCST) and its
Executive Committee (ECNCST).



Civil Awards for Scientists and Technologists.



Miscellaneous matters.

Regular Activities
Regular activities of P&C Wing include:


S&T Policy related issues and coordination on technical matters pertaining to Organizations
of MoST and other relevant Ministries.



Coordination with Defence R&D organizations.



Civil Awards for Scientists and Technologists.



Technical matters of PCRWR, PCST, PSF, PMNH, PASTIC and NUST.



Matters relating to Environmental Pollution/Bio-safety and Bio-security in coordination
with Ministry of Climate Change.



NGOs working in the domains of Science & Technology.

Activities Performed During the Year under Report
o

Civil Awards for Scientists & Technologists
Nominations for different categories of Civil Awards are processed in the Cabinet Division.
Federal Minister for Science and Technology is the chairman of Awards Sub-Committee
on Science, Engineering and Education. R&D organizations and Pakistan Institute of
Engineering and Applied Sciences, Islamabad, different universities of the country, Geo
Environmental Engineering Division, NESPAK and Ministry of Federal Education &
Professional Training have forwarded nominations for consideration of Civil Awards –
2019. Policy & Coordination Wing examined credentials of the nominees as per approved
Quantified Criteria and recommended 03 nominees for different categories of Civil
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Awards. Following 02 scientists have been conferred with Civil Awards which were
recommended by this Ministry:
i.

Prof. Dr. Arshad Saleem Bhatti,
Professor/Dean Faculty of Science,
COMSATS University.
Dr. Shahnaz Perveen,
Director (P&D)/Chief Scientific Officer,
Pakistan Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research Labs, Karachi.

ii.

o

Sitara-i-Imtiaz

Tamgha-i-Imtiaz

National Commission for S&T (NCST)
NCST is the apex decision making body on S&T of Pakistan under the chairmanship of
Prime Minister of Pakistan. Summary for convening Fourth Meeting of National
Commission for Science & Technology (NCST) has been forwarded to Prime Minister’s
Office. Following agenda items are included for NCST meeting:



o

National Research Priorities (National Research Agenda)

o

National Science, Technology & Innovation Strategy and Action Plan

o

Promotion of R&D and Innovation in Industry

o

Increase in National R&D Spending up to 1% of GDP by the year 2020 and up to
2% by 2025

o

Uniform Salary Structure for S&T Organizations

o

Changes in the Composition of NCST that was approved by ECNCST on
9th March, 2016 and its Executive Committee

Coordination with MoST’s organizations


Coordination regarding BOGs/BODs/BOTs of PCRWR, PCST, PSF & NUST on
various technical matters.



Organized meetings on National Research Priority Areas and Revision of Criteria of
Research Productivity Award at MoST.



Coordination with PCRWR for commercialization of its patents/products for the
provision of safe drinking water and facilitation for operationalization of National
Capacity Building Institute (NCBI) for water quality management.



Review of Monthly Progress Reports of PCRWR, PCST, PSF, NUST, PASTIC and
PMNH and provided technical support for research activities.



Collaboration with newly established ‘National University of Technology’ by working
on the following lines:





Resource sharing i.e. sharing of available facilities, equipment, especially
sophisticated equipment with students, teachers and researchers.



Sharing of experience of R&D organizations for demand driven research in
collaboration with industry for university/firm collaboration and to create R&D
liaison with the industry.



Sharing of expertise of scientists working in R&D organizations of Ministry of
Science and Technology to encourage scientific mobility.

Meetings of the committee were held to peer review criteria for the research productivity
award/productive scientists of Pakistan.
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o



Circulated a draft Intellectual Property Policy (IPP) to R&D organizations for
views/comments.



Issue of transfer of PCRWR to M/o Water Resources came under discussion in a
meeting between Dr. Ishrat Hussain (Advisor to PM on Institutional Reforms &
Austerity) and Mr. Fawad Chaudhry (Federal Minister for S&T) on the observations
compiled by the P&C wing.



Ministry of Science and Technology has endorsed signing of the Implementation Partner
Agreement between Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources and UNESCO as
recommended by Economic Affairs Division subject to fulfillment of all codal
formalities.



PCRWR was requested to forward its comments/inputs on seminar report on “Water
Scarcity in Balochistan and Way Forward through Strategic Actions, Conservation and
Public Awareness” for circulation among stakeholders.



Organized Consultative Meeting to Address Water Scarcity in Pakistan on 18-01-2019
in Ministry of Science and Technology.



Circulation of the following gold medals amongst the R&D organizations of MoST
received from Zoological Society of Pakistan, School of Biological Sciences, University
of the Punjab, New Campus, Lahore:


Prof. A.R. Shakoori Gold Medal 2019.



Prof. Dr. Mirza Azhar Beg Gold Medal 2019.



Prof. Dr. Nasima M. Tirmizi Memorial Gold Medal 2019.



Prof. Imtiaz Ahmad Gold Medal 2019.



Dr. Abdul Aleem Chaudhary Gold Medal 2019.



Performance of MoST and its attached organizations was discussed and the report has
been forwarded to Prime Minister’s Office.



A meeting was arranged on 14 th March, 2019 in the Ministry of Science & Technology
to discuss Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).



A meeting was arranged on 29th August, 2018 in the Ministry of Science and
Technology regarding PTI’s manifesto points related to Science and Technology sector.



Organized Scientific Advisory Committee on Defense Planning (SACDP) meeting on
13th March, 2019 in the Ministry of Science and Technology.

Coordination with other Ministries/Participation of P&C Wing.


Ministry of Science & Technology coordinated with HEC and Ministry of Federal
Education & Professional Training for Provision of Lab Equipment and Computers to
Schools– A vision of National Science, Technology & Innovation Policy-2012.



The Ministry of Science and Technology has prepared a draft “Intellectual Property
Policy (IPP)” for S&T and circulated among stakeholders for their input.



Prime Minister’s Task Force on Science and Technology has been established after
approval of the Cabinet Division on 13.02.2019.



Cabinet Division approved the summary for Establishment of Prime Minister’s Task
Force on Science and Technology.
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o



President’s Secretariat (Public) was informed about 38th All Pakistan Science
Conference organized by Pakistan Association for the Advancement of Science
(PAAS).



The Ministry of Science and Technology organized a meeting on 20th May, 2019 in this
Ministry between Federal Minister for Science & Technology and Chinese Academy of
Sciences, delegation headed by Mr. Zhang Yaping, Vice President, Chinese Academy
of Sciences.



A well conversant scientist was nominated to attend the second meeting of the Project
Steering Committee (PSC) of the GEF-6 funded project “Snow Leopard and Ecosystem
Protection Programme (PSLEP)” held on December 27, 2018 in the Ministry of Climate
Change Islamabad.



Cooperation with Ministry of Energy, Directorate General of Petroleum Concessions
regarding intimation for permission/NOC for Ultra Deep Water Exploration Drilling of
Kekra-1 well in offshore Indus G Block (2265-1).



Coordination with Higher Education Commission for formulation of National Research
Agenda on Priority Technologies.



Coordination with President’s Secretariat (Public) regarding 30th Convocation of
Pakistan Navy Engineering College, Karachi, NUST held on 21st December, 2018.



Coordination with President’s Secretariat (Public) regarding seminar on “Pakistan’s
Economic Insight: A Way Forward” as Chief Guest; held on 23rd July 2019 at National
University of Sciences and Technology, Islamabad.

Workshops and Conferences


Participated in the One-day seminar on “water crisis - issues and way forward” held on
16th August, 2018 at Akhtar Hameed Khan National Centre for Rural Development,
Establishment Division, Islamabad.



Attended 30th meeting of National Scholarship Management Committee (NSMC), held
on 11th July, 2018 at Higher Education Commission, Islamabad.



Attended 18th National Biosafety Committee (NBC) meeting held on 13th July, 2018 in
the Ministry of Climate Change, Islamabad.



Attended 30th meeting of National Scholarship Management Committee (NSMC) held
on 11th July, 2018 at Higher Education Commission, Islamabad.



Attended the Consultative Workshop on Prevailing Drought Like Situation in Sindh and
Blochistan, NDMA being the Federal Agency is organizing a one day “National
Consultative Workshop on Drought (NCWD)” on 18 th January, 2019 at Serena Hotel,
Islamabad.



Attended Board of Governors (BOG) meeting - National Institute of Transportation was
held on 11th April, 2019 at Engineer-In-Chief’s Branch, General Headquarters (GHQ),
Rawalpindi.



Attended 20th National Biosafety Committee (NBC) meeting held on 26th April, 2019 in
the Ministry of Climate Change, Islamabad.



Attended the Meeting of the Underground Shelters Committee on Defence Planning



held on 1st March, 2019 in the Ministry of Housing & Works, Islamabad.



Attended the Meeting of the Natural Sciences Linkage Programme (NSLP) held on 11 th
April, 2019 at PSF, Islamabad.
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Attended the first meeting of Updation of Federal War Book held on 9 th May, 2019 in
the Cabinet Division.



Attended the Event of Guinness Book World Record of Periodical Table Setting by
Child Prodigy Master Zidane Hamid on May 28, 2019 at PSF.



Attended a coordination conference headed by DGWE held on 12th June, 2019 at Armor
Officers Mess.



Attended the Meeting of the Sub-Committee “for Transfer of Defence Technology” – a
Sub-Committee of the Scientific Advisory Committee on Defence Planning (SACDP).



Attended a meeting on Preparation for Voluntary National Review (VNR) Report on
SDGs Pakistan on 26th November, 2018 at M/o Planning Development and Reform,
Islamabad.



Attended ICT Consultation for Voluntary National Review of SDGs meeting on 14th
December 2018 at Planning Commission, Islamabad.



Attended Inter-ministerial meeting for consultation on PC-Is of the projects proposed
by Task Force on Technology Driven Knowledge Economy on 20 th March 2019 in the
Committee Room, M/o Planning, Development & Reform, Islamabad to discuss the
draft PC-I of 15 projects proposed by Task Force on Technology Driven Knowledge
Economy.



Attended Meetings of the Working Group to discuss Draft Intellectual Property Policy
for Organizations under MoST at PSF.
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Finance and Accounts Wing
Introduction
This Wing is headed by Chief Finance & Accounts Officer (CF&AO) assisted by an Accounts Officer
(Development Budget), Section Officer (F&A) and Assistant Accounts Officer (F&A).
According to System of Financial Control and Budgeting as notified by the Finance Division’s O.M.
No.F.3 (2) Exp.III/2006 dated 13 th September, 2006 in each Ministry/Division, there shall be a Chief
Finance and Accounts Officer (CFAO) equivalent to Joint Secretary under the Principal Accounting
Officer who shall assist him and report to him as part of his team.
The CFAO works directly under the Principal Accounting Officer and assists the Principal Accounting
Officer in matters relating to reconciliation of accounts, internal control/audit, monitoring and
coordination with DAC, PAC and financial proprieties of expenditure and receipts, risk management,
and asset protection. He/she shall coordinate his/her work with the Financial Adviser’s Organization.

Duties and Responsibilities:
The duties and responsibilities of the Chief Finance and Accounts Officer are as under:-

(i)

Maintenance and Reconciliation of Accounts:
The CFAO shall systematize proper maintenance of accounts and their timely reconciliation
with the CGA/AGPR and maintenance of ‘Liability Register’ in the Ministry/Division, its
Attached Departments and Subordinate Offices.
He shall monitor the progress of the expenditure and receipts and furnish, with the approval of
the Principal Accounting Officer, a monthly statement of departmental expenditure and receipts
to Financial Adviser’s Organization and the Finance Division (Budget Wing) by the 10 th and
the reconciled statement of expenditure and receipts by the 25 th of the month following the
month to which it relates.

(ii)

Coordination and Scrutiny of Budget Expenditure and Receipts:
He shall undertake coordination and internal scrutiny of budget estimates of expenditure as
well as receipts of Ministry/Division, its Attached Departments and Subordinate Offices,
including Budget Order (BO) and New-Items Statement (NIS) in accordance with the Budget
Call Circular issued by the Finance Division and proposals for additional funds to be met out
of Supplementary Grant.

(iii)

Consolidation of Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP):
He shall be responsible for consolidation of PSDP so that the development schemes of the
Ministry are prepared in accordance with the prescribed procedure and instructions under the
supervision and with approval of the Principal Accounting Officer.

(iv)

Advice in Delegated Field:
He shall tender advice to the Principal Accounting Officer in the delegated field, where called
upon, in all matters of payment and matters affecting the accounts or any other matter
concerning propriety and regularity of transactions.

(v)

Cases in Non-Delegated Field:
He shall process, in accordance with the prescribed rules and procedure, cases relating to the
non-delegated field, and matters relating to foreign exchange, and demands for Supplementary
Grant, which are required to be referred to the main Finance Division through the Financial
Adviser.
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(vi)

Public Accounts Committee (PAC) and Department Accounts Committee
(DAC):
He shall be responsible for the work relating to PAC, DAC and audit observations on
Appropriation Accounts and Audit Reports, ensuring compliance with the PAC observations
and recommendations. He shall assist the Principal Accounting Officer, prepare necessary
Briefs for PAC/DAC and attend the meetings of the PAC and DAC along with the Principal
Accounting Officer in the case of PAC and Additional Secretary/equivalent officer in the case
of DAC.

(vii)

Compliance with Rules, Regulations and Orders:
He shall tender advice to the Principal Accounting Officer for compliance of rules, such as
General Financial Rules (GFR), Fundamental Rules (FR), Supplementary Rules (SR), Federal
Treasury Rules (FTR) and other regulations, instructions and orders issued by the Finance
Division from time to time.

(viii) Internal Control:
He shall be responsible for observance of Internal Control prescribed by the CGA in the
Ministry/Division, Attached Departments and Subordinate Offices. He shall assist and advise
the Principal Accounting Officer for preventing irregularities, waste and fraud and shall
exercise internal checks as provided in Para 13 of GFRs Volume-I, which reads that:




(ix)

Rules on handling and custody of cash are properly understood and applied;
An effective system of internal check exists for securing regularity and propriety in
the various transactions including receipt and issue of stores etc., if any, and
A satisfactory arrangement exists for a systematic and proper maintenance of
Account Books and other ancillary records concerned with the Initial Accounts.

Internal Audit:
He shall conduct the Internal Audit of the Ministry/Division/Attached Departments and
Subordinate Offices and incorporate the results of these inspections in the form of an inspection
report and furnish the Internal Audit Report to the Principal Accounting Officer. The Principal
Accounting Officer shall, after scrutiny of the report, communicate to Audit, copies of the
report along with remarks and orders/action(s) taken thereon.
Principal Accounting Officer in the Ministries/Divisions and Departments are delegated
powers and may exercise these powers without consulting the Financial Adviser. The Chief
Finance and Accounts Officers may, however be consulted. His advice can however, be overruled by the Principal Accounting Officer who may record reasons for overruling the advice.

(x)

Reference to Financial Adviser/ Finance Division:
In cases where a reference to the Financial Adviser/Finance Division is necessary, the
Chief Finance and Accounts Officer shall ensure that:




the case is properly examined in accordance with the relevant rules and orders;
the facts of the case and the point of reference are clearly stated in a self-contained
note or office memorandum which shall be submitted in duplicate; and
such further data and information is furnished as may be asked for by the Financial
Adviser/Deputy Financial Adviser/Finance Division for the proper disposal of the
issues referred to him.
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The following five Department Accounts Committee meetings were held during financial year 20182019:
DATE

SUBJECT

30-10-2018

DAC meeting was held to discuss the Special Audit Report of National Testing
Services.

8-1-2019

DAC meeting was held to discuss the Draft Paras for the financial year 2004-05,
2010-11, 2011-12, 2012-13, 2014-15, 2015-16 & 2016-17 on the account of
MoST and its organizations.

9-1-2019

DAC meeting was held to discuss the Audit Comments and Draft Paras for the
financial year 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14 and Proposed Draft Paras for the year
2018-19 on the account of Pakistan Science Foundation, Islamabad..

10-1-2019

DAC meeting was held to discuss the Appropriation Accounts for the 2009-10 to
2016-17 on the accounts of MoST & its Organizations.

27-3-2019

DAC meeting was held to discuss the Performance Audit Report of NUST.
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Electronic Wing
Introduction
Electronic Wing is providing supervision, guidance and evaluation of research and development works
and scrutiny / monitoring of development projects in the fields of Electronics & Renewable Energy
Technologies. The wing also coordinates development programs in the fields of electronics and
renewable energies. The technical matters / affairs of National Institute of Electronics (NIE), Pakistan
Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET), Council for Works and Housing Research
(CWHR) and STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan (Private) Limited are
dealt by this Wing.
Electronic Wing has been assigned the task for the preparation and processing of the draft Bills, for
providing legal cover to the organizations under MoST, which were created through Resolutions /
Executive Orders etc. and other legislative matters/issues related to the S&T Sector.
Processing, coordination, implementation and trainings related to the IT and E-Government in the S&T
Division.
Electronic Wing also provides necessary technical opinion on standardization of electronic
components, devices, processes and attended the meetings, organized by Pakistan Standard and Quality
Control Authority (PSQCA), regarding the same.

Activities of Electronic Wing
*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

Dealt with the technical affairs of National Institute of Electronics (NIE), Pakistan Council
for Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET), Council for Works and Housing Research
(CWHR) and STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan (Private)
Limited. In particular, provided necessary guidance for the completion of extension plans of
NIE, PCRET, CWHR and STEDEC, which have been planned to enhance their technical
activities.
Drafted and processed Bills for the enactment of organizations under MoST, created through
Resolutions / Executive Orders etc.; which have no legal status and other related legislation.
Implementation of E-Government initiatives and IT Security instructions in S&T Division, as
directed by the Cabinet Division.
Pursued the decisions taken in the meetings of the Standing Committees of the National
Assembly and Senate on S&T and actions taken for their implementation, related to PCRET,
NIE, CWHR and STEDEC.
Dealt with the matters of National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) and
necessary technical opinions / views were conveyed to NEPRA, for awarding Power
Generation
Licenses/Licensee
Proposed
Modifications
(LPM)
to
different
organizations/companies.
Participated in 03 meetings of the National Computing Education Accreditation Council
(NCEAC), Higher Education Commission (HEC) for awarding accreditation certificates to
different educational institutes, offering degree courses in Computer Sciences i.e. Software
Engineering, Computer Science, Information Technology etc.
Prepared working papers for the BoG meetings of the Alternative Energy Development Board
(AEDB), Bahria University, Air University, Pakistan Institute of Emerging and Applied
Sciences (PIEAS) and Pakistan Madrasah Education Board (PMEB).
Joint Electronics Adviser, MoST is the Chairman of the Technical Committee on Biorisk
Management and member of the National Standard Committee on Health Care.
Cases of National Telecommunication and Information Technology Security Board (NTISB),
Cabinet Division regarding security threats were examined and circulated to all organizations
of MoST for awareness, necessary measures and strict compliance.
Data for Finance Minister’s Budget Speech 2019-20 was collected from all wings of MoST
and forwarded to Finance Division after approval of the Competent Authority.
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*

*
*

Data regarding preparation of Year Book of MoST 2017-18 was collected from
organizations/wings of MoST, examined/vetted and uploaded on website of MoST for
information of general public.
Processing of the case, for the demonstration of indoor Solar Cookers for President’s
Secretariat by PCRET.
Provided the data of MoST to Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development And
Transparency (PILDAT) for adding/compiling in the annual report printed by PILDAT.

Details of the Activities
A.

Evaluation and Monitoring of NIE, PCRET, CWHR and STEDEC:
Monthly performance/progress reports of National Institute of Electronics (NIE), Pakistan
Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET), Council for Works and Housing
Research (CWHR) and STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan
(Private) Limited were expedited, evaluated and necessary guidance provided to the above said
organizations.
The bottlenecks pointed out by NIE, PCRET, CWHR and STEDEC regarding implementation
of their projects and administrative matters were taken up with the concerned Ministries /
departments for consultancy.

B.

Legislation:
In pursuance to the instructions of the Establishment Division, the draft Bills of the
organizations are under process at MoST. Details of which are as under:-

 National Metrology Institute of Pakistan Bill, presently working as National
Physical and Standards Laboratory (NPSL)
After accorded approval in principle by the Cabinet, National Metrology Institute of
Pakistan (NMIP) Bill, presently working as NPSL was forwarded to the Law, Justice and
Human Rights Division for vetting. As per the advice of the Law, Justice and Human Rights
Division the same was forwarded to the Council of Common Interest (CCI) for their
consideration/approval. CCI approved the same and later on it was again vetted by Law
Division for its further processing till 30.06.2018.

 Pakistan Engineering Council (Amendment) Bill
As per the recommendation of the Senate Standing Committee on Law & Justice, the PEC
Amendment Bill is under process at MoST, as per the Rules of Business, 1973.

 Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority (Amendment) Bill
As per the recommendation of the Senate Standing Committee on Law & Justice, the PEC
Amendment Bill is under process at MoST, as per the Rules of Business, 1973.

 Pakistan National Accreditation Council (Amendment) Bill
As per the Judgement of the Supreme Court of Pakistan for substituting the word “Federal
Government” with appropriate authority in the Acts/Rules of the respective organization of
the Ministries/Divisions, the PNAC Amendment Bill was initiated/circulated for interministerial consultation, as per the Rules of Business, 1973.

 National Institute of Electronics (Amendment) Bill
As per the Judgement of the Supreme Court of Pakistan for substituting the word “Federal
Government” with appropriate authority in the Acts/Rules of the respective organization of
the Ministries/Divisions, the NIE Amendment Bill was initiated/circulated for interministerial consultation, as per the Rules of Business, 1973.

C.

Meetings on Standardization
Meetings on standardization of electronic components and devices / processes were attended
and technical opinions were provided for the finalization of standards.
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E-Government
Electronic Filing system has been launched in the Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) in
Electronic Filing system has been launched in the Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) in
coordination with Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunication (MoIT&T) to establish
paperless environment in the Ministry. It not only improved the archaic system of filing, but also
speeded up the disposal of official business.
E-Office is a software application developed to automate functions common to all the Federal
Ministries/Divisions, in order to enhance efficiency and delivery of the Government services in a
transparent and efficient manner.
Training on e-Office system has been provided to all officers/officials of Ministry of Science and
Technology at National Information Technology Board (NITB), Ministry of Information Technology
and Telecommunication (MoIT&T). E-Office application has been implemented in 25 sections of
MoST and almost all files have been moved through e-Office application by 86 users.

National Computing Education Accreditation Council (NCEAC)
On behalf of Secretary, MoST, Deputy Electronic Adviser, Ministry of Science and Technology
participated in the BoG meetings of National Computing Education Accreditation Council (NCEAC),
Higher Education Commission (HEC) for awarding accreditation certificates to different educational
institutes, offering degree courses in Computer Sciences.

Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB)
On behalf of Secretary, MoST, Deputy Electronic Adviser, Ministry of Science and
Technology/Director General, PCRET participated in the BoG meetings of the Alternative Energy
Development Board (AEDB), an autonomous body, established under Act No. XIV of 2010, for the
purpose of implementing various policies, programmes, and projects in the field of
alternative/renewable energy technologies.

Pakistan Madrasah Education Board (PMEB)
Joint Electronic Adviser, Ministry of Science and Technology participated in the meetings of the
Pakistan Madrasah Education Board (PMEB), Ministry of Religious Affairs and Interfaith Harmony
(MoRA&IH) to represent MoST.

Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences (PIEAS)
Deputy Electronic Adviser, Ministry of Science and Technology participated in the BoG meetings of
the Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences (PIEAS) to represent MoST.

Parliamentary Business
Forwarded replies for the National Assembly and Senate questions related to National Institute of
Electronics (NIE), Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET), Council for Works
and Housing Research (CWHR) and STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of
Pakistan (Private) Limited. This wing is also pursuing aggressively, for the implementation of the
decisions made by the Standing Committees related to NIE, PCRET, CWHR and STEDEC.
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Public Sector Development Programme 2018-19
Introduction
The Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) is the national focal point and enabling arm of
Government of Pakistan for planning, coordinating and directing efforts to initiate and launch scientific
and technological programs and projects as per national needs necessary for rapid socio-economic
development of the country.

Achievements in 2018-19
Following are some of the key highlights of the progress made on the development side by MoST
during 2018-19:



MoST is guiding and supporting Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) for exploring and
adopting new trends and requirements of intentional competitiveness, improved industrial
productivity and quality according to the requirements of internationally recognized standards
and guidelines. A total of 486 applications received and considered from various SMEs across
country for the award of Incentive Grant against various Certification schemes during 2018-19.
Seven meetings of the Incentive Award Committee (IAC) have been held and 166 applicant firms
were approved by the Incentive Award Committee (IAC) for award of the Incentive Grants
whereas 77 are in pipeline.
For the capacity building of SMEs personnel, Training Programmes were designed in
consultation with the Chambers of Commerce & Industries, sector specific Trade Associations,
SMEs and other stakeholders. The said Training Programme has been outsourced to M/s Bureau
Veritas Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd. through open bidding. Under the contract, M/s Bureau Veritas
Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd. will conduct / deliver/ run 2-Day (non-examination based) training courses
against 19 certification standards and 5-Day (examination based) lead auditor courses against 08
certifications / accreditation standards. This training programme will be completed within 06
months period and will train 2000 personnel of SMEs.



For Capacity Building and HRD in S&T Sector, Science Talent Farming Scheme (STFS) is being
implemented under the Vision 2025 to groom the selected youth and support them all the way to
highest degree by progressively exposing them to advanced topics in science with application of
inquiry based approach to learning. Pakistan Science Foundation has paid monetary benefits to
600 students and distributed laptops/internet connectivity devices among 291 selected students
of batch-I on 11.07.2018 and 19.07.2018.



Up-gradation of Overall R&D infrastructure of the Labs and Facilities of MoST Organizations
was continued to enhance the internal research capability of these organizations. Activities to
establish Gems & Mineral Cutting and Polishing Centre at PCSIR Skardu, Gilgit Baltistan started
for facilitation of gemstone miners to curb the precious and semi-precious stones wastage. Civil
work initiated.

Up-gradation of Fruit Processing, Analytical Laboratory and up-gradation of

existing fruit processing/preservation centre for value addition & minimization of post-harvest
losses of fruits and vegetables of Gilgit-Baltistan also initiated during the year under review.
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PCRET is in negotiation with KOICA to establish Pakistan’s first Accredited Testing Laboratory
to facilitate introduction of PV standards for imported and locally developed PV modules as per
International quality / safety standards.



To improved land and water conservation practices and enhancement of wasteland productivity
in Thal desert, PCRWR, installed 03 Drip and Sprinkler irrigation systems coupled with solar
pumping systems in districts Khushab, Mianwali and Bhakkar.



Industry Focused R&D is the prime impetus at Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research (PCSIR). Presently, PCSIR is promoting lab scale development to Pilot scale level in
areas of Pharmaceutical and Chemicals, Food, Herbal, Minerals and Cosmetics etc. PCSIR has
developed processes and leased out to different industries, patents registered and provided
consultancy services to various industry clients.



Trade Related Interventions by MoST are being undertaken through Pakistan Standards and
Quality Control Authority (PSQCA), Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC) and
National Physical and Standards Laboratory (NPSL). These organizations are actively involved
in export enhancement, trade increasing and improving health and safety of consumers through
mandatory and voluntary standards. PSQCA formulates and promulgates standards. PNAC
assists in expansion of trade through accreditation of laboratories and certification bodies,
whereas NPSL is responsible for traceability of metrology standards.



In Health Sector, MoST is undertaking the project “Establishment of Medical Devices
Development Center (MDDC) at NUST, Islamabad”, wherein full-fledged stent manufacturing
system would be developed. The project would be completed by June 2020.

Budgetary Overview of Development Activities
During the fiscal year 2018-19, an amount of Rs. 1487.073 Million was allocated against 20
development projects. Out of this, Rs. 716.966 Million released and utilized.

Monitoring of Development Projects
Monitoring and Evaluation of PSDP projects were carried out during the period under report. The
overall progress/ assessment regarding monitored projects remained satisfactory. The system of
internal monitoring and audit within executing agencies was also kept active to overcome all retardants
affecting progress and implementation of development projects. This is in line with the endeavor of
MoST for effective and efficient utilization of development funds.
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Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR)
Introduction
Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR), a corporate body of Ministry of Science
& Technology, Government of Pakistan, conduct, organize, coordinate and promote research in various
aspects of water resources. The organization has a wider mandate to manage water resources by putting
efforts to save water and maintain its quality as per required standards. Therefore, the organization
promotes partnerships with national and international research organizations to deal with the emerging
issues and future challenges in water sector especially under climate change scenario. PCRWR carries
out R&D activities in various disciplines, specifically irrigation, drainage, surface & groundwater
management, groundwater recharge, watershed management, rainwater harvesting, desertification
control and water quality.

Major Activities


Conducting research on all aspects of water resources and designing/ implementation of R&D
projects in water sector.



Monitoring water quality in urban and rural areas of Pakistan, to develop technologies for
providing safe drinking water to public.



Keeping liaison with national and international research and development organizations, and
non-government organizations working in water sector.



Dissemination of research outcomes to farmer’s community and Govt. departments/agencies
by holding seminars, symposiums and training programs.



Providing services to public on drinking as well as irrigation and groundwater investigation.



Publication of research reports, to disseminate the research findings.

Achievements/Outcomes


Motivated farmers to adopt cultivation of crops and fruit plants on beds/ridges. Resultantly,
53 farmers in Punjab province cropped wheat on beds/ridges, 120 farmers cropped rice in
Punjab and 31 farmers planted banana in Sindh province on beds/ridges. Moreover, 3
demonstration sites of low head drip irrigation system for high value orchards in Quetta were
established.



Constructed and commissioned a state of the art building to house National Capacity Building
Institute (NCBI). The Institute was furnished with requisite equipment received as grant inaid for water quality laboratory. In addition, seminars and trainings for the professionals have
been started on regular basis to impart knowledge and develop capacity for addressing the
pressing water issues.



Introduced solar powered drip and sprinkler irrigation system in Mianwali, Bhakkar and
Khushab for cultivation of high value fruit plants such as olive, fig, grapes etc. and staple
crops.



Installed 42 multilevel observational wells in Hyderabad, Jamshoro, Tando Muhammad Khan
and Badin for monthly monitoring and analysis of variations in groundwater quality to study
seawater intrusion.



Conducted a comprehensive study on (WATA) Water Governance Program comprising water
quality monitoring, water quality standards for drinking, irrigation and livestock and water
balance including soil hydraulic properties.



Introduced low cost innovative recharge techniques i.e. leaky dams (1), check structures (3),
inverted wells (1) in Pishin and Quetta districts of Balochistan which are economical and
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efficient to recharge groundwater as compared to delay action dams. The interventions
resulted in water table rise and rejuvenation of adjacent karezes and wells.


Carried out a study on “Rehabilitation and Sustainable Management of Karezes in
Balochistan”.



Regularly provided weekly irrigation advisory services to 20,000 farmers of 41 districts
through text messaging and recorded feedbacks from farmers about the effectiveness of the
services towards water saving and improvement in agriculture production.



Monitored targeted compounds of Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) (organo-chlorine
pesticide (OCPs), Polychlorinated Biphenyl’s (PCBs), Polybrominated diphenyl Ethers
(PBDEs) and Per Fluorinated Compounds (PFCs)) of Surface Water Bodies of Pakistan by
analyzing 48 samples of surface water, 28 groundwater, 51 sediments and 9 of fish.



Monitored bottled water of different brands on quarterly basis and shared the results with the
stakeholders and general public for awareness and regulatory measures.



Monitored water quality of 12 major cities, six reservoirs (Khanpur, Simly, Mangla, Tarbela,
Warsak and Hub), 14 rivers and four lakes (Keenjar, Manchar, Attabad and Satpara).



Manufactured/sold 8,450 microbiological testing kits and 305 mehfooz pani tablets.



Developed liaison with national and international organizations (ABAD, PARC, ICIMOD,
IWMI, ACIAR, UNESCO, WHO, ICARDA etc.) to conduct and disseminate research on
emerging water-related issues.



Published 05 technical report, 01 manual, Annual Report and 04 quarterly Newsletters.



Generated revenue amounting to Rs. 82.471 million having an increase by 320% as compared
to previous year.

Progress of Ongoing Projects/Studies
 Demarcation of Groundwater Quality Zones in the Indus Plain and Marginal
Areas for Sustainable Development and Management of Groundwater (Lower
Indus Plain): Groundwater resources are depleting rapidly due to indiscriminate pumping to
meet ever increasing water demands. After investigating and mapping the groundwater of Upper
Indus Plain, PCRWR is investigating Lower Indus Plain using geophysical methods such as
resistivity survey, well drilling, isotopes hydrology, water quality evaluation and computer
modeling. During the year, conducted electrical resistivity survey at 31 sites, drilled 160 bore
holes (100 m), 35 bore holes (150 m) and 10 bore holes (300 m) for mapping groundwater zones
in lower Indus Plain. Also generated 118 ER Models at district D.I. Khan, Ghotki, Hyderabad,
Jamshoro, Kashmore, Larkana, N. Feroze, Rajanpur, Shahdad Kot, S.B. Abad and Shikarpur.

 Establishment of National Capacity Building Institute for Water Quality
Management: It is of significant importance to provide safe drinking water to the community.
In this connection, it is necessary to impart regular training and capacity building of the
professionals working on quality drinking water supplies. Taking initiative, PCRWR with the
financial assistance of Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) has established a
permanent national level setup and constructed a state of the art building to house National
Capacity Building Institute (NCBI). During the year, the Institute was commissioned with
requisite equipment provided by KOICA for water quality laboratory, furniture, computers and
audio-video systems for imparting quality trainings. In addition, seminars and trainings for the
professionals were conducted on regular basis to impart knowledge and capacity building for
meeting the challenges of water quality, quantity and climate change implications.

 Integrated Water Resources Management in the Highly Depleted Pishin-Lora
Basin of Balochistan: Pishin-Lora basin is one of the highly depleted groundwater areas of
Balochistan. This project would provide over all groundwater status of the Basin to develop
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management and mitigation practices introducing efficient artificial groundwater techniques.
During the year, constructed one leaky dam at Zhara Nallah, UC-Bagh, District Pishin, three
check structures, one inverted well for groundwater recharge of depleted aquifer. In addition, six
piezometers were also installed to monitor the impact of the interventions on ground water level
in the project area.

 Exploration of Groundwater Potential and Promotion of Interventions for
Rainwater Harvesting and Biosaline Agriculture in Thar: Water scarcity is the
fundamental problem in the Thar Desert as the groundwater is mostly saline. Recurrent droughts
over the past decades have led to the realization that this is a regular phenomenon. Exploration
of fresh groundwater zones and introduction of saline agriculture in saline zones may help
improve agricultural activities by growing salt tolerant crops/fruits. During the year, completed
90 electrical resistivity survey up to 100-meter, constructed rainwater harvesting ponds at village
Malook Bajir, District Mithi and village Kharrio Buhh, District Umar Kot and prepared 12
hectares land for rangeland management.

 Improved Land and Water Conservation Practices to Enhance Waste Land
Productivity in Thal Desert: The Thal desert covers mostly undulating lands having 200500 mm erratic rainfall. However, it has huge ground resources for irrigating around 2 million
acres for agriculture production. This project would introduce sustainable water management
technologies to utilize this precious water, through participatory pilot sites in Thal desert. During
the year, field reconnaissance surveys were conducted in Mianwali, Bhakkar and Khushab on the
basis of which three farmers were identified in each district for installation of solar powered drip
and sprinkler irrigation systems. Subsequently three systems were installed at Piplan, District
Mianwali, Dullewala, District Bhakkar and Noorpur Thal, District Khushab.

 Integrated Approach for Control of Water-logging and Salinity in Low Lying
Areas of Sindh: Agriculture sector in Sindh is performing 31% of its potential, mainly due to
water logging and salinity. The situation is even worse at the agricultural lands due to the same.
This project would demonstrate an integrated drainage and water management concept among
land owners to control water table and reclaim saline lands. During the year soil investigations
and topographic survey of Bugti farm, Sanghar and Qadir fruit farm, Shahdadpur were carried
out on the basis of which design of surface and sub surface drainage system of the above farms
along with Farid fruit farm was finalized.

 Trans-boundary Effects on Ground and Surface Waters along the Eastern Border
of Pakistan: Indian states adjacent to Pakistan not only over pump the ground water but they
also dispose of wastewater directly into drains and river bodies without any treatment,
deteriorating the surface and groundwater quality. The Indus Water Treaty does not clearly
articulate such environmental concerns. This project would give insight into the groundwater
flow patterns and characteristics along Pakistan-India border and spatial-temporal effects of
Hundiara drain on surface water, groundwater, human health and the environment in Pakistan’s
territory at critical locations. During the year, completed electrical resistivity survey at 197
locations, compiled data for groundwater mapping of the year and collected as well as analyzed
130 wastewater and 233 groundwater samples. Two observation wells were also installed in the
project area.

 Study on Diffusion and Adoption through Partnerships and Action of the Best
Watershed Rehabilitation and Irrigation Practices and Technologies to Help Rural
Farmers: The purpose of this project is to demonstrate best water management practices to the
farmers and professionals. Banana, rice and wheat were planted on beds/ridges in Sindh, KPK
and Punjab provinces. Through dissemination of knowledge, this technique of water management
was adopted by farmers and as a result 53 farmers in Punjab province cropped wheat on
beds/ridges. Similarly, 120 farmers cropped rice in Punjab and 31 farmers planted banana in
Sindh province on beds/ridges. Moreover, 3 demonstration sites of low head drip irrigation
system for high value orchards in Quetta were established. Design of low head drip system for
38 sites was also finalized. In addition, 10 days field work for farmers were also organized for
dissemination of knowledge.
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 Study on Evaluation of Crop Water Requirement of the Hybrid Maize: The planting
of hybrid maize is increasing in Pakistan. However, due to lack of information regarding its water
requirements, farmers continue practice of lavish irrigation of maize crop resulting into depletion
of groundwater resources particularly in Sahiwal and Okara districts. The results of this
lysimetric study (18 lysimeters up to first three trials) revealed that 32% less water was required
for maize crop as compared to farmers’ practices.

 Study on Prospects of Growing Fruit Trees in Desert Environment: In dry lands
including deserts in Pakistan, 40% of total cultivable (30 Mha) area, livelihood entirely depends
on rainwater. The Cholistan desert can be made more productive by introducing drought tolerant
plants, crops and grasses as many countries in the world have converted their desert lands into
productive areas. These provide livelihood to the local community besides controlling
desertification. Therefore, over 1200 olive, fig, grape, zyziphus jujube (desi & grafted beri),
conocarpus, desi kikar (Acacia nilotica) and cactus plants were grown under drip irrigation
system coupled with solar pumping from the collected rainwater. During the year necessary
practices such as irrigation, application of insecticide and pesticide, bowl management etc. were
carried out.

 Study on Desertification Control and Livelihood Improvement through Rainwater
Harvesting, Planting of Low Delta Crops and Rangeland Management in Thar
Desert: This study was started in Thar Desert using site specific technologies like rainwater
harvesting, saline agriculture and rangeland management. The aims of the study are to upscale
the interventions and disseminate to the local communities for adoption on large scale. During
the year, trials on wheat and barley crops (first year) with saline ground water (EC 9.15 dS m-1),
mixed fresh and saline water, and fresh water (EC 0.7 dS m -1) were completed while on pearl
millet & sesame crops and wheat & barley crops (2 nd year) are in progress.

 Study on Rehabilitation and Sustainable Management of Karez System in
Balochistan: Karez system in Balochistan province has been facing a number of challenges for
the last few decades. The rehabilitation of the system is quite difficult task as continuous land
use changes, urbanization and associated infrastructure developments have taken place.
However, conservation of the karezes is of importance for which there is a need to set a model
by undertaking rehabilitation activities for sustainability and wide scale dissemination. For this
purpose, completed inventory survey of 208 karezes in Kila Saifullah, Pishin and Mastung
districts of Balochistan and installed one inverted well near the day light point. In addition,
completed 150-meter concrete lining of existing unlined open channel of Aghbarg karez and 90
meter of Rana karez along with cleaning and capping of five access wells.

 Study on Strategic Strengthening of Flood Warning and Management Capacity of
Pakistan: Pakistan Meteorological Department and UNESCO are developing a flood
forecasting model to be used in Pakistan. PCRWR is major partner of the umbrella project. Soil
physical and hydraulic properties are an important input for the proposed model. In the present
study, focus is on determining soil physical and hydraulic characteristics in Doabs and active
flood plains of eastern tributaries of the Indus River, seepage within the river tributaries and their
morphological characteristics, and the measurement of the river flow regimes for meeting input
data requirements of Integrated Flood Analysis System (IFAS) model. PCRWR conducted field
survey of 50 river sections for flow regimes, seepage rates and morphological characteristics of
the rivers Chenab, Jhelum, Ravi and Sutlej. Also determined soil physical, chemical and
hydraulic characteristics such as soil texture, organic matter, soil chemical parameters, soil
moisture retention characteristics and infiltration rates profiles at various depths at both the banks
of the fifty river sections. Therefore, completed the analysis of data of soil hydraulic and physical
characteristics of 100 pits (300 samples) of the active flood plains. Also completed and analyzed
data of flow regimes and morphological features of fifty river sections.
 Study on Agricultural Water, Energy, and Hazard Management in the Upper Indus

Basin for Improved Livelihood and Building Resilience, Gilgit-Baltistan (Phase-II):
In the Upper Indus basin (UIB), communities have been experiencing water shortages for
agricultural uses since generations. However, the problem has been accentuated due to lowering
of glacier mouths due to which a number of irrigation channels have been disconnected. Some
communities have abandoned their agricultural land due to irrigation water scarcity. The project
has been designed to improve livelihood of UIB communities through enhancing local capacity
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in understanding, managing and demonstrating state of the art climate smart water, energy and
hazard management technological options at the pilot sites. During the year, installed hydra ram
pump for pumping water from river to the site. Prepared land for cultivation, established tunnels
with drip irrigation lines and integrated drip installed for alley cropping on 1-hectare apple orchard
at Khyber village. Established 4-kilometer pipeline to fill water tanks for irrigating vegetable
tunnels for the community at Borit Lake site. The vegetable tunnels were re-established with
integrated drip and vegetable seedlings were planted. Constructed a 0.3 square meter water
delivery to route glacier water to the plantation site. Water delivery structure was then connected
to pipes conveying irrigation water. A 16 mm water line was established to irrigate the plantation
at Sea buckthorn site, Passu. Operationalized a tunnel with 09 integrated Drip lines to grow
vegetable nursery at Khyber site.
 Study on Improving Groundwater Management to Enhance Agriculture and
Farming Livelihood in Pakistan: This study was initiated with the objective to develop and
articulate a shared understanding of sustainable groundwater use for agriculture and the need for
improved management in Balochistan, Punjab and Sindh provinces through a participatory and
integrated systems approach. During the year, collected GIS data, Hydro-geological data (aquifer
properties), meteorological data, soil data properties, groundwater pumping data and surface
water data (rivers/canal discharges) for groundwater modeling pertaining to Punjab, Sindh and
Balochistan provinces. Installed data loggers in project area of Okara and Sahiwal districts for
daily groundwater monitoring pertaining to depth of water table, electrical conductivity and
temperature. Conducted participatory rural appraisal (PRA) activity in six villages of Lower Bari
Doab Canal Command in Okara district, eight villages in Naushero feroz and Benazirabad
districts and five villages in Pishin and Quetta districts.
 Study on Developing Approaches to Enhance Farmer Water Management Skills in
Balochistan, Punjab and Sindh in Pakistan: The study has been started with the objectives
to determine the successful elements of existing on-farm irrigation water management initiatives
and farmer training models in Pakistan; develop and test farmer tools for on-farm soil water,
nutrient-monitoring and supply chains. Installed 21 chameleon moisture sensors at 3 pilot sites
in Bhawalpur district and on all project sites 27 in Sargodha, Punjab, 21 in Tandojam, Sindh and
03 in Quetta, Balochistan. Installed 14 tensiometers manufactured by PCRWR at 3 pilot sites in
Bahawalpur district to determine the adaptability of simple and complex technologies. In this
regard, various field days were conducted to educate the farmers about the technologies in
collaboration with the project partners.
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Artificial groundwater recharge system at Water Quality Laboratory, Mianwali

Measurement of discharge with ADCP at the
Chenab River

Installed Solar panels at a Pond in Passu,
Gilgit Baltistan

Local vegetables being grown using drip
irrigation system installed at Bhakkar

Testing of samples for POPs at National
Water Quality Laboratory of PCRWR
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National Institute of Electronics (NIE)
Introduction
National Institute of Electronics (NIE) is an autonomous R&D organization, under the Ministry of
Science & Technology, Government of Pakistan. It was established through Presidential Ordinance
No. III of 1979. The aim of the Institute is to undertake design & development work in emerging areas
of electronics and to acquire advanced level know-how in major disciplines of electronics.
The general administration of the affairs of the Institute and the formulation of its policies vests in the
Governing Body which is headed by Director General of the Institute. Whereas, the Executive
Committee is responsible for the day to day functioning of the Institute.
Functions







To carry out design and development work in vital areas of electronics.
To develop know-how in advanced electronic techniques and exchange of knowledge/impart
advanced training in electronics.
To establish close liaison with other organizations engaged in R&D academic and production
activities.
Undertake design and development projects on contract with user organizations
To establish Small scale production line of specialized electronic equipment.
To arrange seminars & conferences.

Performance/Outcomes
Target I: To carry out Design and Development work in vital areas of electronics:










Design and development of IoT based smart energy meter.
Development of Smart parking management system through Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) technology.
Development of Auto gas switch and power factor improving device for general consumer.
Design & development of 3KVA smooth power line conditioner for defense sector and local
industry.
Design and development of LEDs of different designs and wattages.
Development of smart fleet management system for defense and local market.
Design of FMCW Radar.
Design & Analysis of Asynchronous (Clockless) circuits and implementation using Mentor
Graphics ASIC Design Tools. Research paper presented in IEEE C-CODE conference March
2019.
A new lab is established for research and development in “Internet of Things (IoT)”. A project
is also initiated regarding “IoT: RF based Indoor positioning”.

Target II: To develop know-how and exchange of knowledge / impart advanced training in electronics:







Advanced training on PLC, HMI & SCADA provided to ten (08) professionals
Advanced training on Integrated Circuit (IC) design provided to six (04) professionals and
twenty five (11) engineers.
Two (02) months courses in different areas of electronics conducted for two hundred and
twenty (276) students.
Six (06) months training course in different areas of electronics conducted for one hundred
(20) students.
General Internship/ training provided to 250 engineers from different universities of Pakistan.
20 Industrial visits conducted for different engineering universities of Pakistan.

Target-III: To establish close liaison with other organizations engaged in R&D, academic and
production activities.


Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) have been signed with following universities and
R&D organizations for promotion of indigenous product development and joint R&D
programs. The details are given below:
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(i)

National Incubation Center (NIC):
To cooperate in research & development and human resource development in HighTech areas of Electronics, Computer Science & Engineering.

(ii)

Center for Information Technology (CIT):
To cooperate in research & development activities and human resource development
in High-Tech areas of Electronics, Computer Science & Engineering.

Target-IV: To provide PCB, SMT and testing services to different public and private sector
organizations.






A total number of 1800 Printed Circuit boards developed for following universities and
R&D organizations:
o FiveEX Technologies, Islamabad
o DesignEX Solution Technologies Islamabad.
o Sky Electric.
o Emerging Technologies Islamabad
o National Development Complex (NDC)
o Pakistan Ordinance Factory (POF)
o DESTO Islamabad
o EME NUST Islamabad
o CASE university Islamabad
o COMSATS Islamabad
o UET Taxila
o Air & Weapon Complex (AWC)
o RWR Islamabad
o HQ Electronics
Quality Testing & Certification Services provided:
o EMC testing on GPS system developed by M/S ARD electronics
o EMC Testing to ICCC (PAEC) on Time Measurement Device, Islamabad
o Calibration of subsidiary equipment to PTCL Head Quarters i.e. Megger,
Multimeters, Cable Tester, Root locator etc.
o Run/parameter testing on NIE developed LED lights.
o Run/Parameter testing on LED lights developed by M/s Tamsco for Govt. of Punjab
through Town municipal administration (TMA) Rawalpindi.
o Aided in testing of UPS to Metro Cash & Carry Lahore.
o Provided calibration of LUX meter to M/s S.Halai. Enterprises (PVT) Ltd,
Rawalpindi through outsourcing it to PCSIR Karachi.
o Provided Multiple times testing services to M/S Rawalpindi Development Authority
(RDA) in different projects of development i.e.Testing of solar street LED lights
o EMC testing of single-phase energy meter to M/S TIP, Haripur.
o Lamp testing to M/S Creative Electronics, Islamabad
o UPS/Inverter testing to WIE, Islamabad.
o Provided testing of solar panels to M/s Milronix Research &Development,
Islamabad
o Provided consultancy for EMC testing to M/s Green Shield International (PVT) Ltd
Rawalpindi.
o Provided UPS testing to M/S Inbox (PVT) Ltd, Islamabad
o Provided calibration service of 29 equipment’s to M/S PTCL Head Quarter,
Academy H-9 Islamabad.
o Inter lab comparison with EMTL PCSIR Lahore for Lighting Product testing.
o Conducted Inter lab comparison with EMTL PCSIR Lahore for Insulation
Resistance & Electric Strength Testing.
o Conducted Proficiency testing between IFM Australia and CQTC lab on electric
strength test.
o Conducted Inter lab comparison of ESD Test with UNILAB Shanghai.
Surface mount technology services provided to:
SMT Assembly Services provided following services during F/Y 2018-19:
o
o

Assembled 600 LED PCBs to produce various types of LED products.
Assembled 2700 PCBs of digital electricity meter for HQ Electronics.
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o

Proposed LED lights assessment and replacement plan for PCRET, PCRWR and
NPSL.

Target-V: To Conduct Seminars/Conferences and Workshops in the field of Electronics:






Conference on challenge to electronic industry of Pakistan dated 13th December, 2018 held at
NIE.
International IoT Conference dated 15th November, 2018 held at Convention Center
Islamabad.
Participation in Conference cum Exhibition held at PCSIR Lahore dated 11th Feb. 2019.
A hands-on workshop on Mentor Graphics software tools was conducted on 14 th March, 2019
with the support of Mentor Graphics and Rastek Technologies. It was attended by numerous
participants from both the private and public sector organizations.
Conducting three Workshops on Automotive Electronics and Diagnostic for local mechanics
and automotive engineers.

Budget Allocation for R&D Activities
A total of 14 Million has been allocated for Research and Development work during financial year
2018-19. NIE started different projects related to defense, commercial and Human Resources
Development nature. New technology for e.g. Design and development of IoT based smart energy
meter, Development of 3KVA smooth power line conditioner for defense sector and local industry,
Auto gas switch and power factor improving device for general consumer.
Furthermore, NIE has also provided training to professional and engineers in advanced fields like
automation & control engineering, integrated circuit design and different courses in electronics.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS, ISLAMABAD

Pictures for Year Book 2018-19

LED Lights of different shapes developed by NIE
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Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC)
Introduction:
Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC) established in 1998 under the administrative control
of Ministry of Science & Technology with a mandate to accredit laboratories
(testing/calibration/medical), Inspection Bodies (IBs), Certification Bodies (CBs) and Halal
Certification Bodies (HCBs) etc. PNAC got its legal status through the Act of Parliament in 2017.
PNAC has established, maintained and implemented quality management system based on ISO/IEC
17011 - General requirements for accreditation bodies accrediting Conformity Assessment Bodies
(CABs).

Functions
Accreditation Services
 Testing & Calibration Laboratories
 Certification Bodies
 Inspection Bodies
 Medical Laboratories
 Halal Certification bodies
 Proficiency Testing Scheme
 Product Certification bodies
 Personnel certification bodies

(ISO/IEC 17025)
(ISO/IEC 17021)
(ISO/IEC 17020)
(ISO 15189)
(PS 4992)
(ISO/IEC 17043)
(ISO/IEC 17065)
(ISO/IEC 17024)

Trainings
PNAC is also providing trainings to conformity assessment bodies (CABs) on National and
International standards.

World Acceptance of Certificates/ Testing Reports:
PNAC has achieved Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA) with International Laboratory
Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) and Asia Pacific Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (APLAC)
for testing and calibration laboratories since May 2009 and inspection bodies since Feburary,2019.
PNAC has also achieved Multilateral Recognition Arrangements (MLA) with International
Accreditation Forum (IAF) and Asia Pacific Accreditation Cooperation (APAC) for QMS & EMS
since May 2013 and for Product Certification (ISO/IEC 17065) since June 2017.

Another Milestone; MRA Status of PNAC for Inspection Bodies:
Acceptance of an accreditation body into the ILAC MRA is dependent upon being successfully
evaluated by peers from other accreditation bodies in accordance with the relevant rules and procedures
contained in ILAC publications. Successful Peer Evaluation of PNAC was carried out during the month
of May,2018 which is followed by a major milestone in the form of Mutual Recognition Arrangement
(MRA) with International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) and Asia Pacific
Accreditation Cooperation (APAC) for inspection bodies in Feburary,2019.
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Director General PNAC participated in ASIA PACIFIC ACCREDITATION
COOPERATION (APAC) GENERAL ASSEMBLY, MRA COUNCIL MEETINGS
and received MRA for Inspection Bodies on 21-22 June,2019 in Singapore.
Contribution to Economic Growth:
PNAC contributes in the economic growth through accreditation. PNAC MRA and MLA status
contribute to enhance the trade of Pakistan. The certificates / tests reports issued by the accredited
organizations are acceptable all over the world. Accreditation builds confidence of the exporter that
whatever they export conforms to the international requirements. The regulators and Consumer Rights
Associations of other countries also accept certificates and tests reports issued by Conformity
Assessment Bodies (CABs) accredited by PNAC. Accreditation by PNAC facilitate to remove the
technical barrier to trade with a goal of “certified once – accepted everywhere.”

Accredited Conformity Assessment Bodies (2018-19):
Activities
Testing and Calibration
Inspection Bodies
Certification Bodies
Medical Laboratories
Halal Certification Bodies
Proficiency Testing
(New Scheme)
Product Certification

Achieved Target 2018-19
145
09
07
08
03
04
01
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(New Scheme)
Testing and Calibration
Trainings/Courses/
Seminars/workshops

12
145

Training Courses conducted by PNAC in 2018-19:
PNAC has conducted number of training courses for various Conformity Assessment Bodies(CABs)
during year 2018-19 and are enlisted as follows;
Sr.#
Description
Date
1
5 Days Assessor course on ISO/IEC 17020:2012 in Karachi
22-26 October 2018
2
5 Days Assessor course on ISO/IEC 17025:2017 in Islamabad. 12-16 November 2018
3
3 Days Transition course on ISO/IEC 17025:2017 in Lahore.
26-28 November 2018
4
5 Days Assessor course on ISO/IEC 17025:2017 in Islamabad. 24-28 June,2019

5 Days Assessor course on ISO/IEC 17025:2017 in Islamabad. From
24-28 June,2019

World Accreditation Day:
In 2008, International Accreditation Forum (IAF) and International Laboratory Accreditation
Cooperation (ILAC) decided to celebrate World Accreditation Day on 9 th June each year to raise
awareness of importance of Accreditation.
Pakistan National Accreditation Council (PNAC) has raised awareness through print media and
delivered messages to the public, highlighting the importance of World Accreditation Day This year
theme for the subject event was “Accreditation: Adding value to Supply Chain”.
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PSDP PROJECTS BY PNAC:
Currently, there are two projects under PSDP, in PNAC:

1.

1.

Halal Accreditation

2.

Pakistan National Hospital and Healthcare Accreditation (PNHHA)

Name of the PSDP Project: Halal Accreditation

Background:
“Halal” sector is a vast market of over Trillion consumers all over the world and demand for certified
halal products is increasing as there is a dire need for the manufacturers/producers to get their
products certified from a source which has competency and credibility. Accreditation of Halal
Certifiers is the vital source that provides recognition to the Halal Certifiers at national and
international level.
In the field of “Halal” Accreditation, PNAC is the first Accreditation Body in the World that has
launched “Halal” Accreditation Scheme in 2012. Consequently, certificates/reports issued by the
accredited Conformity Bodies are being accepted around the globe. PNAC is Board of Directors
member of International Halal Accreditation Forum (IHAF) and also member of The Standards and
Metrology Institute for Islamic Countries (SMIIC).

Objectives of Halal Project:
PNAC has launched Halal Accreditation Project working under the administrative control of
Ministry of Science and Technology. The objective of this project is to;
 Create awareness in Pakistani manufacturers, exporters and traders regarding the “Halal
Accreditation” through workshops & training sessions.
 Train lead assessors, technical assessors/experts, trainers for harmonizing the Halal
Accreditation system in PNAC.
 Educate Pakistani manufacturers, exporters and traders through Halal Compliance Training
sessions, as per international Halal standards to fetch higher export price.
 Promotion of “Halal Accreditation” credibility in the national and international market as the
symbol of best quality through participation in national and international seminars, workshops,
symposium etc. to get the due share from global halal market.

Benefits of Halal Accreditation from PNAC:
Halal accreditation from PNAC play a pivotal role in the prosperity of the country through credible
trade along following benefits.
 Facilitates WTO agreements for TBT and SPS.
 The regulatory bodies to be facilitated for maintaining security, health, safety, environment, and
other requirements for “Halal” products.
 Assurance that “Halal” certification bodies consistently follow the applicable standards through
regular surveillance; means continuous improvement in the operation of a HCBs.
 Build confidence of the consumer by ensuring consistent standards in the quality of “Halal”
product or service certified by an accredited HCB.
 Build confidence of the exporter that whatever being exported actually conforms to the
International requirements.
 Promotes “Halal” as a quality slogan to provide opportunities for business and export in the
global “Halal” market.
 Enhance the credibility of the companies and enterprises that are certified by accredited HCBs.
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 Industries facilitates by providing a competitive advantage and access to export markets with
the aim of one standard, one certificate, accepted everywhere over the globe.

Cumulative Achievement:
The cumulative achievements of the project are as under:
 Various Seminars/workshops in collaborations with Chambers of Commerce and Industries,
Associations, Universities, Training Institutions, Public and Private Sector Organizations were
conducted in following manner
o

Awareness Workshop was conducted in collaboration with Swat Chamber of Commerce
and Industries and Darul Ullum Saidu sharif on 31st July, 2018 with 47 participants

o

Awareness Workshop was conducted in collaboration with University of Baltistan and
District Council GB on 16th August, 2018 with 55 participants.

o

National Symposium on Pakistan Halal Industry by National Alliance for Safe Food
(NAFS) to improve awareness to Halal products and consumers on 15th September, 2018
in University of Punjab, Lahore.

o

Awareness Workshop was conducted in collaboration with Faisalabad Chamber of
Commerce and Industries on 23rd November, 2018 with 54 participants

o

Nationwide awareness roadshow on Halal industry organized by Halal Research Council
in collaboration with PNAC on 7th December, 2018 in International Islamic University
Islamabad

 Participated in National and International conferences/ workshops/ trainings Meetings for the
purpose of knowing latest developments and capacity building.
o

Participated in Pakistan Halal Assembly 2018 organized by the Federation of Pakistan
Chamber of Commerce and Industry on 4th October, 2018 as Guest Speaker

o

Participated in 7th & 8th meeting of Technical committee to draft Halal Conformity
Assessment Standards on 28th & 29th January, 2019 organized by Pakistan Standards
and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA) Halal Division.

o

Participated in Conference Cum Expo on 11th to 13th February 2019 organized by
PCSIR at Lahore.

Awareness Workshop/Seminars:
 Seminar at Swat
Awareness seminar was organized in SWAT at Swat Continental Hotel on 31st July 2018
with the collaboration of Swat Chamber of Commerce and Industries. Team of 2 officers
of Halal Accreditation conduct this seminar under the supervision of Project Director
followed by below activities.
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 Seminar at SKARDU, GB
Awareness seminar was organized in Skardu, GB at Mashabrum Hotel on 16 th August
2018. Team of 1 officer of Halal Accreditation conduct this seminar under the
supervision of Project Director followed by below activities.

Group Photo: Director General PNAC, Commissioner Baltistan Division, Sharia Advisior,
Director Business Incubation Centre University of Baltistan and PNAC team
 Seminar at Faisalabad
Awareness seminar was organized on 23rd November 2018 in Faisalabad with the
collaboration of the Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce and Industries. The team of 2
officers of Halal Accreditation conduct this seminar under the supervision of Project
Director followed by below activities.

PNAC Team Halal Accreditation with Vise president FFCI and participants
2.

Name of the PSDP Project: Pakistan National Hospital and Healthcare Accreditation
(PNHHA)

Introduction:
Many international hospitals today see obtaining Joint Commission International (JCI) accreditation
or any internationally recognized accreditation as a way to attract foreign patients. Standards, as a
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result, are rising. In Pakistan the Hospital services which are provided to the common people is
unfortunately of extremely of low standard. Due to poor quality of health facilities this project will
contribute to enhance the health facilities and overall socio economic activities that will uplift the living
condition of a common man.

Main Objectives:
 To create awareness among the Health Administrators/professionals & consumers of
Health services about the benefit of adopting quality standards in Health care in 8 healthcare
centers/ hospitals covering two from each province.
 To encourage all stakeholders for a quality awareness campaign amongst consumers
through publication of material, articles and holding of seminars/workshops etc.
 To launch a publicity campaign in print and electronic media
 To train lead assessors, technical assessors/experts & decision makers to exchange
experiences for harmonizing the hospital accreditation procedures.
 To study different accreditation bodies procedures which award Hospitals accreditation.

Socio-Economic Benefits:
 The credibility of hospitals adds benefit both to the patients and the doctors & also
contributes immensely towards improvement of overall health care delivery system.
 The Hospital accreditation will be to help planners to promote, implement, monitor and
evaluate healthy practice in order to ensure that occupies a central place in the development
of the health care system.
 Quality should be an integral part of the overall national health policy.
 It will have a significant impact on improving quality and safety in health care; improving
health outcomes; ensure more equitable health service provision.
 Improving quality has become all the more relevant in the emerging global scenario that
health care, long one of the most local of all businesses; now becoming increasingly global.
 Health will be the driving factor of our next global economic surge. Health is not only of
great importance to the protection of the population, but it is definitely also a very important
economic factor, and one with great potential.
 Application of quality health standards will have positive environmental prospects.

Awareness Training sessions conducted by PNHHA in 2018-19
Sr.#
1
2
3

Description

Date

Seminar/Workshop on the importance of Accreditation of
Medical Labs and Healthcare facilities at Skardu
Two day training course on ISO 15189 the importance of
Accreditation of Medical Labs and Healthcare facilities at
Abbottabad with collaboration of KP HCC
Two days training course on ISO 15189 the importance of
Accreditation of Medical Labs and Healthcare facilities at Karachi
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17th August, 2018
30-31 August, 2018
29-30 January, 2019

STEDEC Technology Commercialization Corporation of Pakistan
(Private) Limited (STCC)
Introduction
STEDEC Technology Commercialization of Pakistan (Private) Limited was established in 1987 under
the Companies Ordinance 1984 for the primary objective of commercializing PCSIR’s products,
processes and technologies. Subsequently, the scope was broadened to assist other R&D institutions,
specifically those of MoST, in their commercialization efforts. The Board of Directors comprises of
nominees by the Ministry of Science and Technology with Secretary MoST as the Chairman of the
Board. STEDEC generates revenues through its commercial activities and no development or nondevelopment budgetary allocations are made to STEDEC in the Federal Government budget.

Goals and Targets:


To facilitate public sector R&D organizations towards commercialization of their researched
products, processes and technologies



To facilitate public sector R&D organizations towards commercialization of their
projects/services



Facilitate public sector R&D organizations in market-driven research projects



To promote adapting and adopting foreign technologies to reduce dependency on them
through indigenization.

Performance/Outcomes:
Being the commercialization arm of Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) STEDEC has been
making efforts to commercialize other products and technologies of R&D organizations/institutions.
STEDEC has been pursuing commercialization projects and honoring MoST directives to develop
linkages of industry with MoST and all other R&D organizations/Institutions. STEDEC has been
communicating opportunities to R&D organizations/institutions. In this regard multiple industrial
sectors were approached like Textile, Pharmaceutical, Leather, Surgical Goods, Food, Ceramics,
Bottled Mineral water, Energy, Poultry/Livestock, Automotive, etc. Methods used were exploratory
meetings, focus group study, interactive meetings, participation in seminars, industrial exhibitions etc.
Efforts were also directed towards indigenizing and adapting foreign technologies/products with
respect to local need identified. Moreover marketing was up-scaled to promote R&D
organizations/institutions’ capabilities to industry across the country, through website, newsletter,
marketing collateral like brochures, leaflets etc. During 2018-19 STEDEC carried out the following
activities:
Market/Feasibility Studies:
Following six market studies have been completed and submitted to MoST R&D during the period:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Microfeeder (PCSIR),
DOTP (PCSIR),
Scale glass (NUST),
ECG machine(NIE),
Electronic Voting Machine(NIE)
LED Lights (NIE).

Linkages/Collaboration with other Organizations:
The commercialization team at STEDEC has expanded STEDEC mandated operations from MoST
R&D organizations to all other National level R&D organizations/institutions. With this expansion,
STEDEC has signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with three institutes namely Ghulam
Ishaq Khan Institute (GIKI), Institute of Space Technology (IST), National Center for Physics (NCP)
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and University of Peshawar (UoP). More are in pipeline and their technologies; products and services
will be included in STEDEC portfolio.
Commercialization of Lab. Equipment:
During 2018-19, STEDEC participated in various tenders and won orders of worth PKR 8.5 Million
for supply of laboratory equipment manufactured at Centre for Development of Laboratory Equipment
(CDLE), PCSIR, Lahore. STEDEC succeeded in winning orders from organizations/institutions like
COMSATS, University of Punjab, University of Sahiwal, University of Sargodha, Diamond paints etc
for supply of laboratory equipment.
Numerous trials were arranged by STEDEC at Water Management Training Institutes (WMTI) for
calibration of indigenized soil moisture meter as per soil of Punjab region during the period. The
localized version of the aforementioned instrument would be marketed by STEDEC to farmers and
dealers in Punjab region in the next financial year.
Interaction with Industry:
STEDEC successfully interacted with industry through numerous platforms like interactive meeting
with Industrial Stakeholders in collaboration with Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI).
Participation in Seminars/Exhibition:
STEDEC participated in UET’s Seminar on Water Resources, JICA’s Seminar on Water related issues
in Pakistan and their possible solutions, Dunya News’ Kisan Mela, Sundar Industrial Estate’s Industrial
Exhibition, and PCSIR’s conference cum technology exhibition.
Commercialization of Products of PCSIR:
STEDEC has been successfully commercializing products/technologies having market potential by
MoST R&D Organizations. For example PCSIR developed Agro Chemicals & Food; including
Phytofix (Plant Growth Regulator), Sarsabz (Nitrogen Foliar Fertilizer), NPK (Nitrogen-PhosphorusPotassium Flood Fertilizer), Sulfokil (Sulphur based fungicide), Copxykil (Copper based fungicide),
Zincole (Zinc based plant nutrient), and FAMIC (fish oil supplement).
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Pakistan Standards and Quality Control Authority (PSQCA)
Introduction
The PSQCA Act 1996 of the Parliament empowers Pakistan Standards & Quality Control Authority
(PSQCA), to act as the sole National Standard Body of Pakistan under the administrative control of
Ministry of Science & Technology. PSQCA started its operations since 1 st December, 2000, as a selffinanced organization. The PSQCA Act VI of 1996 and the functions performed by PSQCA fall within
the ambit of Article: 143 and 70(4) Federal Legislative List entry No.03, 27, 32, 39, 54 and 59 of Part
I and entry No.6, 12 and 15 of Part II, of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973. The
above, further authorizes PSQCA to perform as per International practices and Government of
Pakistan’s agreement with World Trade Organization (WTO) and other standards related
organizations. The PSQCA, Government of Pakistan till date has adopted 16058 ISO/IEC and other
International Standards and further developed 6094 Pakistan Standards. Food Standards are aligned
with Codex Alimentarius Commission and traceable with WHO. The Government of Pakistan has
declared 109 products as mandatory out of which 42 are food products. This needs highlighting that
this number increased to 109 from 78 in the period reporting.
The PSQCA being member of International Standards community has committed itself to different
agreements made by Government of Pakistan with the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), International Organization of Legal
Metrology (OIML) and WTO etc. PSQCA is designated focal point for National Enquiry Point (NEP)
(TBT) of WTO by the Federal Government, since 12.02.1998 to overcome the technical barriers to
trade (TBT).
The Authority advise the Government from time to time on various standardization policies, programs
and activities to enhance industrial efficiency and development, as well as for consumers’ protection.
Pakistan Standards set criteria, rules and parameters against products, services and process are
measured or compared. The PSQCA promotes the use of standards, conformity assessment and
standardization nationally and internationally. PSQCA further facilitates the development and use of
recognized national and international standards and conformity assessment services to enhance
Pakistan’s competitiveness and social well-being. PSQCA carries out a variety of functions intended
to ensure the effective and coordinated operation of standardization in Pakistan. It also represents
Pakistan’s interest on standard related matters at national and international forums. The main function
of the Authority is to foster and promote standards and conformity assessment as a means of advancing
the national economy, promoting industrial efficiency and development ensuring the health and safety
of the public, protecting the consumers, facilitating domestic and international trade and furthering
international co-operation relation to standards and conformity assessment.
The PSQCA was established in 1996 with the following mandate:


Systematic development of standards relating to products & processes in consultation with
stakeholders.



Designing, measuring and testing instruments and test procedures:



Inspection and testing of products and services for their quality, specification and
characteristics, during use and for import and export purpose;



Setting up, assisting in establishing and authorizing various inspection and testing centers
and agencies at important industrial sites and towns;



To stop manufacturing, storage and sale of such products which do not conform to the
Pakistan or any other country’s standards recognized by the authority;



Framing and publishing, amending, revising or withdrawal of the Pakistan Standards in
relation to any article, product, process;



Determination of Pakistan Standards for the measurement of length, weight, volume energy
and materials;
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Securing recognition of the Pakistan Standards and confidence in Pakistani products
abroad;



Registration of inspection agencies;

Objectives


Framing, publication, amending, revising or withdrawal of Pakistan Standard in relation to
any article, product, process.



Certification of mandatory articles, products and processes under Certification Marks
Scheme of PSQCA as per national and international standards and to stop manufacturing,
storage and sale of such products which do not conform to the Pakistan or any other
country’s standards recognized by the authority.



Inspection and testing of products and services for their quality, specification and
characteristics, during use and for import and export purpose.



Registration of inspection agencies.



Coordination and cooperation with other national, regional and international organizations
in the area of standard development, technical regulations, conformity assessment
procedure, information exchange and technical assistance.



Facilitate the trade as National Enquiry Point (NEP) to minimize or remove Technical
Barrier to Trade (WTO).

Standards Wings, PSQCA
Major Achievements 2018-19
Adopted ISO/IEC/Others standards as Pakistan Standards

=

15,610

Developed National Standards

=

6,132

Total Technical Committees

=

181 Nos.

National Standards Committees

=

13 Nos.

Total No of Standards Developed/Adopted

=

22,554

Note :
Some of the Standards have also been adopted / Harmonized from ASTM, ASME, OIML, BS, SARSO,
SMIIC, Codex Alimentarius
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Directorate of Standards Wings (Progress 2018-19)
S.
No.

1

2
3

4

5

Division

Automobile

Civil

Electrical

Electronics

IT&ICT

Mechanical

Activities

1

2

3

4

5

6

08

13

17

17

20

18

93

03

1

1

1

0

1

7

43

70

663

96

02

00

874

Technical
Committee (TC)
meeting held
National Standards
Committee (NSC)
meeting held
Participation in
balloting of ISO/IEC
No. of draft
standards finalized
in TCs
(Revised/Direct
Adopted/New)
No. of draft
standards approved
in NSC

Rev

DA

0

03

Rev

DA

03

-

New Rev DA New
26

22

0

21

New Rev DA New
17

11

87

17

Rev

DA

-

27

Rev

DA

-

23

50

G. Total

New Rev

-

07

New Rev

-

03

DA

28
DA

28

New Rev DA New Rev DA New
01

-

16

-

5

46

-

202

New Rev DA New Rev DA New
01

-

-

-

-

36

-

226

S.
No.
1
2
3

4

5

Division

Agri & Food

Chemical

Halaal

MSSD

Textile

W&M

Activities
Technical Committee
(TC) meeting held
National Standards
Committee (NSC)
meeting held
Participation in
balloting of ISO/IEC
No. of draft standards
finalized in TCs
(Revised/Direct
Adopted/New)

1

2

3

4

5

6

19

13

4

6

10

11

63

3

1

1

-

-

1

4

71

235

-

131

194

-

631

No. of draft standards
approved in NSC

G. Total

Rev

DA

New

Rev

DA

New

Rev

DA

New

R
e
v

DA

New

Rev

D
A

Ne
w

Rev

DA

New

10

7

10

19

-

2

-

-

2

-

4

2

-

26

-

-

15

-

Rev

DA

New

Rev

DA

New

Rev

DA

New

R
e
v

DA

New

Rev

D
A

Ne
w

Rev

DA

New

10

2

10

10

-

2

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

10

-

51

97
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Directorate of Conformity Assessment PSQCA
(Progress 2018-19)

Sl. No.

01

02

Achievement
July 2018 to June 2019

Title
Application received

1778

New

750

Renewal

1256

Total Licenses Issued

1524

New

646

Renewal

1041

03

Quality Assurance Activities:

a

Inspection

4291

b

Sample Collected

7315

c

Test Report Received

4792

d

Conformity

5125

e

Non-conformity

362

04

Revenue Generated (Rupees in million)

52

560.185

Quality Control Centre (QCC), PSQCA
Introduction:


Quality Control Centre, PSQCA, undertake testing of industrial raw material, and finished
products and import items to establish their quality, grade with respect to National as well as
International Standards (i.e. PSS/IEC, BSS, ASTM, ISO etc.) according to recommended
guidelines in the field of Chemical, Microbiology, Physical & Engineering (Electrical,
Mechanical, Gas Home Appliances), Building Material and Textile etc.
QCC Labs. are well equipped with modern testing facilities to facilitate Government and Private
Sector, Industrial Units and Importers / Exporters in monitoring the quality of items referred
through Conformity Assessment for food and non-food products.



Objectives & Functions:




Provision of quality testing services to our customers to meet their technical requirements.
To provide quality assurance service according to laid down standard methods.
Enforcement of Compulsory Certification Marks Scheme of PSQCA through testing of
Mandatory Items (domestic or foreign).
Accreditation of Labs. for more transparent and reliable data being produced by these Labs.



Performance based on KPI’s:
S.
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Targets / Goals

Indicator

Outcomes/Outputs

The Electrical Lab.
The Lab. data / results
would participate in Satisfactorily
provided to clients /
Proficiency Test (PT) for participated
industries with 99%
improving Z-Score for
in PT
confidence level
Electric Cable
The Chemical Labs.
would participate in PT
for:
The Lab. data / results
Satisfactorily
i. Milk Powder
provided to clients /
participated
ii. Orange Juice
industries with 99%
in PT
iii. Jams
confidence level
iv. Water
v. Biscuits
Fertilizer
testing
Establishment
of
Established started in laboratory
Fertilizer Testing Lab
in standard condition
Training
Training of Officers for
Improvement achieved
identified and
Fertilizer Testing
in testing skills
provided
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KPI

Budget
Linkages

100%

PSQCA own
resources

100%

PSQCA own
resources

100%

PSQCA own
resources

100%

PSQCA own
resources

Import & Export, PSQCA
The progress for the Directorate of Import & Export for the year 2018-19 is as under:
S. No.
01
02
03
04
05
07
08
•
•
•
•

Description
No. of Cases Processed
No. of Temporary Release Certificate (TRC) issued
No. of Release Certificate (RC) issued
No. of No Objection Certificate (NOC) issued
No. of CAR issued
No. of sample sent to laboratories
Revenue (Rupees In million)

2018 to 2019
18321
16135
1303
883
16537
18139
500.916

Facilitated Custom Reform & Automation Team for integration with Custom business process
application named “Weboc” and National Single Window (NSW).
Efforts to incorporate all HS-Code against 105 mandatory items of PSQCA with FBR.
In process to design/test case to develop Web service which will be provided to Custom to
retrieve/release certificate.
Prepared scope based data catalogue of 105 mandatory products against relevant HS/PCT
Codes.
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Legal Department of PSQCA
Introduction:
The Legal Directorate is sub-department of PSQCA which performs the following work for the
Authority.
1. To address the Legal side and safe guard the interest of the Authority.
2. To deal corporate and services legal cases.
3. To provide Legal advice as and when required for MoUs, agreements, and other legal
matters to PSQCA.
4. To prepare draft, rules and regulations and Act amendments as well as SoP’s for purchase,
Accounts etc.
5. To ensure active presence in Courts on dates of hearing.
6. To protect legal rights of PSQCA and to initiate correspondence with MoST and other
concerned Authorities.
7. To file cases against unscrupulous manufacturers during the campaign.
8. To prepare comments and provide other legal support to PSQCA counsels for PSQCA
cases.
9. Scrutiny for CM Licences and their renewals.
10. Scrutiny of Registration of Inspection Bodies.
11. Any Other assignment assigned by the DG PSQCA.

Progress/Achievements of Legal Directorate


Correspondence with Supreme Court of Pakistan & filed urgent applications for pending
marking fee cases of Cement, Sugar & other products.

Summary of Court Cases
Complaints filed by
PSQCA against units
05

Cases filed by units
against PSQCA
19

Service cases

Total

04

28

Cases Disposed Off

18

Empowering of Judicial Magistrates in Provinces
Sindh
KPK
Punjab
Balochistan
Total

06
06
09
21

SROs
S#

Name of Item

(1)

(2)

Relevant
PSS No.
(3)

Non-Foods Items
1.

Four Wheeler Auto Vehicles (Passenger Cars and Jeeps)

2.

Light Commercial Vehicle (LCV)-General & Safety
Requirements

PSS: 4845
(Rev 1st)
PSS: 4870
(Rev 1st)

3.

Semi-Trailers, Full Trailers- General & Safety Requirements

PS: 4868

4.

Heavy Commercial Vehicle (HCV)-General Requirements

PSS: 4869: 2018
(Rev 1st)

5.

Medical diagnostic X-ray equipment-radiation conditions
for use in the determination of characteristics (1st Revision)

PS IEC 61267
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6.

Power Transformers : Part 1 (General)
UPS-Part 1: General and safety requirements for UPS

7.

UPS-Part 2: Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
requirements
UPS-Part 3: Methods of specifying the performance and test
requirements
UPS-Part 4: Environmental aspects, requirements
and reporting
UPS-Part 5: DC output Performance and test requirements

PS:IEC 60076-1
(Rev 1st)
PS ISO 62040-1
Part 1
PS ISO 62040-2
Part 2
PS ISO 62040-3
Part 3
PS ISO 62040-1
Part 4
PS ISO 62040-1
Part 5

8.

Types 1,2, and 3 Polypropylene (PP) Pipes-General quality
requirements and testing

PS 4533

9.

Polypropylene (PP) Pipes-Dimensions

PS 4534

Performance by Directorate of International Affairs & Training, PSQCA
A.

PSQCA Regional Memberships
The Standards and Metrology Institute for the Islamic Countries (SMIIC):
 Chairman and Member of Standard Management Council (SMC) (2018 – 2020)

B.

International Cooperation/Liaison

During the period of 2018-19, PSQCA has initiated following MoUs/MRAs:

S No.
1.

S No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C.

Technical Cooperation Program (TCP) Signed
during the period of July-2018 to June -2019
Countries
Name of counterpart organization
Saudi Arabia Saudi Standards, Metrology and Quality Organization (SASO)
Draft MRAs/MoUs initiated/under-process
during the period of July-2018 to June -2019
Countries
Name of counterpart organization
Bulgaria
Bulgarian Institute for Standardization (BDS)
Denmark
Danish Standards Foundation (DS)
Morocco
Institute Marocain De Normalization (IMANOR)
Norway
Standards Norway (SN)
Salovak
Slovak Office of Standards, Metrology and Testing (UNMS SR)

Training-Courses Conducted during 2018-2019

Directorate of International Affairs & Training, PSQCA performed following training activities during
the year of 2018. The interactive courses based on various ISO Standards aims to improve use of
standards amongst wide range of associated stakeholders.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Training-courses conducted during 2018-19
Measurement Management Systems ISO 10012:2003
Marketing and Communication
Lean Six Sigma ISO 13053-1:2011
3rd Meeting of Sectoral Technical Committee on Chemical and Chemical Products
8th Meeting of Sectoral Technical Committee on Food and Agricultural Products
Service Management System SMS – ISO – IEC 2000-1-2011
Supply chain Security Management System ISO:28000
Anti-Bribery Management Systems ISO 37001:2016.
Code of Good practice for the preparation adoption and application of standards
Awareness workshop on Winning the Battle against Plastic Pollution with International
standards
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Directorate of Technical Services Centre, PSQCA
Metal Industry Research & Development Centre (MIRDC) was merged in Pakistan Standards and
Quality Control Authority (PSQCA) through Act No. VI of 1996 in year 2000 and transformed as
Technical Services Centre (TSC) as per the functions of PSQCA Act, 1996.
The main objectives of the Technical Services Center is to provide testing services to metal and
metallurgical industries of Pakistan and also assist technical manpower of these industries through
awareness seminars, trainings and workshops on standardization and conformity assessment activities.
The awareness on national and international standardization activities related to metal and
metallurgical industries ultimately increases their productivity and decreases the waste in a continuous
improvement cycle. The Technical Services Center comprised of Metallurgical Engineering Division,
Foundry Division, Services Division, Metal Working & Inspection Division, Documentation Division
and Admn. & Accounts Section. Presently, TSC is working with 16 engineers/scientists and 37
supporting and administrative staff.
The main functions of TSC are:










Standardization of metal and metallurgical products
Undertaking standardization of Metallurgical Projects of National Importance.
Extending Quality Control & Quality Assurance Services to the Metal/Allied Industries.
Providing Solution(s) of Technical problems being faced by the Metal Industries as per
national and international standards.
Regulating the Metal/Allied Industries through Conformity Assessment of metal oriented
mandatory items such as Auto vehicles and other metal & allied products.
Investigations to find out the causes of failure of Metallic Materials / Components through
Failure Analysis and suggesting remedial measures.
Providing technical consultancy and imparting training through advanced training
courses.
Coordinating with the Institutions both in the public and private sectors for the uplift of
standardization activities related to Metal Technology in the Country.
Assessing conformity of compulsory items such as Auto Vehicles, Deformed Bars and
other mandatory metal products for PS Certification under Conformance Marking
Scheme.

Technical Services Centre is providing technical services in the following fields for Iron & Steel
Industry, Automotive & Agricultural Industry, Rolling Mills & Forging Units, Oil Refineries and Gas
Transmission Companies, Chemical & Fertilizer Units, Sugar & Cement Plants, Engineering, Bicycle
& Pipe Industries:
a) Conformity assessment of metallurgical products including mandatory items such as two/three
wheeler auto vehicles plain and deformed steel bars.
b) Inspection & Testing of mechanical/shop floor equipment certification against National &
International Standards.
c) Chemical analysis, mechanical testing, non-destructive testing, metallography and sand testing.
d) Evaluation of engineering products w.r.t National and International Standards.
e) Consultancy services to the industry in the field of QC/QA, product improvement, selection of
material, reverse engineering for indigenous development.
f) Failure analysis of engineering components.
g) Short and long term training courses for technicians, scientists and engineers, workshops and
seminars according to industrial requirement.
TSC has provided technical services to the public/private sector as well to the CA Department of
PSQCA. TSC has provided metal testing services to private Sector. TSC had also provided testing
services to National Highways & CPEC.
Following Testing Services have been provided to CA Department of PSQCA:
 Two wheeler auto vehicle
 Three wheeler auto vehicle
 Deformed Steel bars
 Mild Steel Bars
 Tin plate container for ghee, Banaspati ghee, cooking/edible oil
 Carbon Structural Steel
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Steel wire rod dimensions and tolerance
Stainless steel for general purpose testing
Steel ingots and billets for the production of bars and deform concrete re-enforcement

TSC has incorporated following testing services in current financial year:
 Bend Testing
 Arsenic testing in drinking water
 Soap Testing
 Hair Dyes Testing
TSC has organized 7 testing services seminars for industry and students in accordance with national
and international standards. TSC has provided internship to more than 20 students of different
universities and technical trainings to staff of different metal industries.

Revenue Details for Year 2018-19:
Detailed revenue generated for year 2018-19:

Total

Sr.
No.

Month

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

July 2018
August 2018
Sept. 2018
Oct. 2018
Nov. 2018
Dec. 2018
Jan. 2019
Feb. 2019
March 2019
April 2019
May 2019
June 2019

CA

Voluntary

QCC

Jobs

Earning

Jobs

Earning

Jobs

Earning

Jobs

431
192
323
398
375
310
355
348
376
354
267
208

72.856
62.296
63.942
71.273
63.578
69.213
70.440
62.868
71.691
66.487
67.314
63.580

29
24
62
68
62
78
47
65
41
88
45
57

48.115
43.507
45.736
43.321
43.780
50.244
49.414
43.492
49.324
47.426
51.294
44.533

402
168
258
312
313
212
288
273
322
256
267
136

1.450
1.013
0.014
0.663
0.287
0.417
0.476
0.601
0.261
0.112
0.103
1.358

03
13
04
20
8
10
13
10
24
15
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Earning
(Million)
23.291
17.776
18.192
27.289
19.511
18.552
20.550
18.775
22.106
18.949
15.917
17.689

WTO-TBT National Enquiry Point-PSQCA
PSQCA is the National Standards Body (NSB) of Pakistan. PSQCA is a member of International
Standardization Bodies i.e. ISO, IEC & OIML and has signed MoUs with NSBs of other countries to
facilitate the trade through standardization and conformity assessment.
PSQCA has been designated as the WTO-TBT National Enquiry Point on Technical Barriers to Trade
(TBT) of Pakistan under the TBT Agreement (Article 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3) and established WTO-TBT
National Enquiry Point at PSQCA Head Office, Karachi to facilitate the exporters/traders/
manufacturers in the country and also other WTO member countries. This enquiry point is responsible
to disseminate information on TBT-Notifications, deals with queries regarding Standards, Technical
Regulations, Rules & Regulations and Conformity Assessment Procedures.

WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT)
The WTO system recognizes the important role of standards and conformity assessment system in
improving production efficiency and facilitation of international trade.
In this regard, the TBT gives right to every member country to take necessary measures to protect
human health, the environment and prevent deceptive practices. It therefore, addresses the matters
pertaining to the preparation, adoption and application of standards, technical regulations and
conformity assessment procedures and should be transparent.
Members are therefore required to promptly notify to WTO Secretariat, standards and technical
regulations being prepared or are in the process of adoption:
“Systematic development of standards relating to products and processes in consultation with
stakeholders in accordance with “Code of Good Practices for preparation, Adoption and
Application of Standards” given in TBT Agreement.”

WTO-TBT National Enquiry Point
In accordance with article 10.1 of the World Trade Organization Agreement on Technical Barriers to
Trade each member country shall ensure that an enquiry point exists, which is able to answer all
reasonable enquiries from other member countries and interested parties in other member countries as
well as to provide the relevant information.

Functions of National Enquiry Point
Answer to all reasonable enquiries from other member countries of WTO-TBT and interested parties,
and provide the relevant document to other member countries.









Any technical regulations adopted or proposed within its territory by central or local
government bodies, by non-governmental bodies which have legal power to enforce a
technical regulation, or by regional standardizing bodies of which such bodies are
members or participants;
Any standards adopted or proposed within its territory by central or local government
bodies, or by regional standardizing bodies of which such bodies are members or
participants;
Any conformity assessment procedures, or proposed conformity assessment procedures,
which are operated within its territory by central or local government bodies, or by nongovernmental bodies which have legal power to enforce a technical regulation, or by
regional bodies of which such bodies are members or participants;
The membership and participation of the Member, or of relevant central or local
government bodies within its territory, in international and regional standardizing bodies
and conformity assessment systems, as well as in bilateral and multilateral arrangements
within the scope of this Agreement; it shall also be able to provide reasonable information
on the provisions of such systems and arrangements;
The location of notices published pursuant to this Agreement, or the provision of
information as to where such information can be obtained.

Who can benefit from NEP
The NEP works as facilitation center for importers/exporters/manufacturers/traders etc in the
framework of WTO-TBT Agreement.
The business community will be benefited from the enquiry point in the following manner:
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Information on standards/technical regulations, conformity assessment procedures and
other trade requirements from other WTO member countries.
Alert about new technical regulations enacted or contemplated by trading partners which
may affect trade.

Activities






Collection of TBT Notifications issued by the WTO member countries through WTO
Secretariat, Geneva.
Circulation of TBT Notifications among the stakeholders for their review and comments.
Collection of Federal/Provincial Technical Regulations.
Coordination with Chamber of Commerce & Industry to maintain the laws, principles and
practices under the WTO regime.
Facilitate the federal/provincial chambers, trade promotion organizations, trade
associations, industrialists and academia for the provision of information regarding
technical regulations and sustainable trade development.

Outcomes during 2018-19
S#
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.

Activities
Updation of web site portal on WTO-TBT National
Enquiry Point-PSQCA in compliance of TBT agreement.
Update the information of WTO-TBT National Enquiry
Point to In-charge KPK PSQCA.
Collection of Standardization work-plan and placed on
PSQCA web site as per TBT agreement requirement.
Collection of TBT Notifications issued by the WTO
member countries
Circulation of TBT Notification issued by the WTO
member countries among the stakeholders (total in Nos.10,
600)
Pakistan TBT Notifications Notified.
Handling of enquiries (local) on technical regulations,
standards and conformity assessment procedures
Handling of enquiries (International) on technical
regulations, standards and conformity assessment
procedures.
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Targets
100%
100%
100%
1349
1349
04 in nos.
51 in nos.
18 in nos.

Council for Works and Housing Research (CWHR)
Introduction
Council for Works and Housing Research (CWHR) was established through a Resolution in 1964 as
an autonomous organization under the aegis of the Ministry of Rehabilitation and Works, Government
of Pakistan. In June 1971, CWHR was transferred to the Ministry of Science and Technology. CWHR
was established to create and strengthen necessary infrastructure for Research and Development
(R&D) activities in the field of housing and works. Currently, CWHR is the only organization at
National level involved in quality testing of Construction Materials and carries out Research &
Development (R&D) and contract research for the construction sector.

Major Functions and Objectives of CWHR
i.

To conduct/sponsor/organize, co-ordinate and promote Research and Development in all
fields of Civil Engineering Works, including construction of model structures and
demonstration units, and to collaborate with regional, National and International
Institutes/Organizations.

ii.

To arrange Seminars, Symposia, Open Houses, Exhibitions, Trainings and other extension
activities to promote technology relevant to Housing and Works.

iii. To undertake commercialization of R&D activities, including transfer of technology.
Activities/Outcomes
i.

Non-Destructive Testing/Consultancy Services
Non-Destructive Testing Services were provided to following 06 organizations:

ii.



Al-Basit Grand, North Nazimabad, Karachi.



Magnacrete Private Limited.



DHA Model School Phase-IV, Karachi.



Quaid-e-Awam University Nawabshah.



Garment Factory North Karachi Industrial Area, Karachi.



Mustaqeem Dyeing & Printing Industries (Pvt.) Ltd. at Nooriabad, Industrial and
Trading Estate, Sindh.

Assessment & Testing of Building Materials
Quality control tests for cement, sand, aggregate, concrete, cubes, blocks, steel rebars of
following clients were carried out on commercial basis:


Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission



Federal Investigation Agency.



M/s. Master Motor (Pvt.) Ltd.



Pakistan Custom.



M/s. Allied Construction.



M/s. EPIC Intercon.



M/s. Osmani & Co.



M/s. Indus Forth Trust.
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iii.

M/s. Zia-ud-Din & Company.

Skill Development & Training
R&D facilities and internship were provided to the civil engineering students.

iv.

Dissemination & Demonstration of R&D Products & Improvements
1000 ferrocement manhole covers were fabricated and supplied to Water & Sanitation Agency
(WASA), Faisalabad Development Authority on commercial basis.

v.

Conference, Exhibitions and Symposia
CWHR actively participated in the Conference/Expo on “Higher Education in Science and
Technology for Socio economic Development of Pakistan” (February 11 – 13, 2019) at
PCSIR Laboratories Complex, Lahore. CWHR also displayed its R&D products/services in
the Expo.

Future Plans
Following Targets have been set for the FY: 2019-2020:


Lightweight Aggregates by using of raw material available along with the coastal areas of
Pakistan.



Fibre-reinforcement Plastic Technology (FRP) will be developed.



Establishing Facilities at CWHR for Quality Assurance Testing of Concrete Piles and Deep
Foundation.



Construction of casting yard at CWHR premises to enhance commercial activities for the
production and marketing of R&D products developed by CWHR.
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National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST)
Introduction
National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST) is a premier national institution with
international standing. In a relatively short span of time since it was granted the Charter in 1993, it has
earned a reputation for quality education, innovation and excellence in research and learning. As a
comprehensive university, NUST comprises of 18 schools/colleges/institutes (13 at Sector H-12
Campus, Islamabad, 02 at Rawalpindi, 02 at Risalpur and 01 Campus at Karachi) offering 35
undergraduate, 74 MS & 51 PhD academic programmes including Engineering, IT, Biotechnology,
Biosciences, Art & Design, Management and Social Sciences. As of 30.06.2019, the University has
faculty strength of 1154 with 526 PhDs and student strength of 16931. The university through forward
planning and consistent efforts has earned a name for itself at both the national and international levels.
The university is based on a multi-disciplinary concept and its colleges and institutes are located in six
campuses across the country, with its Central Campus in Islamabad.

Vision
To evolve NUST into a world class Centre of Excellence among Higher Education Institutions, leading
the transformation of Pakistan towards a rapidly developing Knowledge Economy and to realize the
national objective of a progressive and prosperous country among comity of nations.

Mission
In pursuance of NUST vision, strive to achieve following mission goals:


Develop NUST as a Comprehensive, Academic and Research-led university with a focus on
Creativity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship so as to amicably negotiate Social, Economic
and Environmental challenges faced by the country.



Nurture talent by providing equal opportunity to all segments of polity, with foundations
based on principles of Merit, Transparency and Fair Play.



Empower students to develop their full potential, acquiring leadership and social skills, to act
as agents of change within the society.



Improve global visibility by enhancing mutually beneficial linkages with international
organizations and partner universities.



Strengthen NUST financially to enable the university to achieve its goals by raising awareness
among local and international Pakistani diaspora including Alumni base around the world.



Ensure conducive learning and working environment for students and staff at par with
international standards.

Goals and Targets
Following targets were set in the NUST Strategic Development Framework (NSDF) 2013-2022
(Approved by NUST BoG), however, based on the progress, the targets were revised as under:

Students’ Strength

Present Status
10,484
UG
5,818
MS/MPhil
629
PhD
Total
16,931
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Targets for 2022
12,000
5,000
1,200
18,200

Faculty State

Present Status
526
PhD
628
MS/BS
Total
1154

Targets for 2022
1,100
300
1,400

Academic Programmes

Present Status
35
UG
74
MS
51
PhD
Total
160

Targets for 2022
48
94
59
201

Other Goals/Objectives and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Description
(a) To emerge as a leading
International University in
Higher
Education
and
Research.

(b) Relevance of education and
research with the needs of
country’s
economy
&
society.

(c) Establish ecosystem to
contribute towards National
Innovation System, enhance

KPIs
i. Improve overall International Ranking.
ii. Improve Ranking in Engineering and Technology,
Natural Sciences and Computer Sciences.
iii. Enhance international linkages and visibility by
securing memberships in various international
associations related to Science Parks, joint Research
platforms and academic leagues.
i. Become Pakistan’s first full scale 3rd Generation
University that has greater entrepreneurial
international stature/footprint with focus on
sustainability to transform it to 4th Generation
University.
ii. Promote Research & Innovation with focus on areas
that are aligned with national vision, needs and
priorities, having greater societal impact and
industrial relevance thus contributing towards
knowledge economy of Pakistan.
iii. Become an SDG-Engaged University with
University Academics, Research, Operations &
Governance, fully aligned with SDGs and
measurable outcomes
iv. Enhance
research,
commercialization
and
technology transfer to the industries.
v. Outreaching to the industry for R&D projects of
industrial and societal needs
vi. Enhance research funding.
vii. Building University-Industry Linkages aimed at full
spectrum
engagement
with
multi-sectoral
industries.
i. Encourage entrepreneurial culture at the University
as well as encourage/promote National innovation
system.
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Description
entrepreneurial character and
commercialization of the
research output by building a
strong Academia–Industry
Collaboration
(including
Defence Industry).

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

(d) Inter-disciplinary academic
programmes & Research and
Innovation in teaching &
learning.

i.
ii.
i.

(e) Empathy for society
community service.

&
ii.

(f) Building Endowment Fund
and Financial Self-Reliance.

i.
ii.
i.
ii.

(g) Develop NUST into a green
university.

iii.

KPIs
Establish pilot National Science and Technology
Park (NSTP) to host tenants engaged in Research
and Innovation that is aligned with national needs.
Tenants will include the categories of anchor, HiTech SMEs and Startups/Spin-offs, all supporting
the ecosystem of national innovation, thus
contributing towards improving Pakistan’s
Innovation Index.
Seek approval and funding for main National
Science and Technology Park (NSTP)
Seek Special Economic Zone status for NSTP from
BoI.
Enhance the incubation space and provide an
environment that attracts and nurtures technology
based start-ups and transforms them into
commercially viable enterprises.
Introduce multidisciplinary subjects to achieve
diversification.
Enhance soft skills of students for their career
development and market acceptance.
Lay emphasis on having discernable positive impact
on society.
Institutionalizing the community services and
community development.
Raise endowment fund.
Enhance registration of alumni.
Grow plants/trees.
Maximum use of re-cycled water for watering
plants.
Use of solar power.

Ranking
a. “QS” World University Ranking
Year
2019-20
(QS 2020)

Year

2018-19

Overall Ranking
400

By Subject

Ranking

Electrical & Electronic Engineering

265

Computer Science & Information System

239

Mechanical and Aeronautical
Physics & Astronomy
Mathematics
Business & Management

374
397
333
428

b. “QS” Asian University Ranking
Year
2018-19

Overall Ranking
87
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c. “QS” Young University Ranking
Year

Ranking (Under 50 Years of Age)

2018-19

51

d. “QS” Engineering & Technology Ranking
Year

(By Faculty Ranking)

2018-19

321

e. “THE” World University Ranking
Year
2018-19

Overall Ranking
875

f. “THE” Asian University Ranking
Year
2018-19
Year
2018-19

Overall Ranking
201-250
Emerging Economies
150 under 50 Years
224
201-250

Outcomes
Research Projects
(a)
(b)
(c)

Research Projects Approved for Funding
Research Projects in Progress
Research Projects Completed

110
62
49

Research Papers
(a)
(b)

Research Papers Presented in Conferences
Research Papers Publications

381
853

Intellectual Property Rights
(a)
(b)

Patents filed
Patents Approved

426
96

Commercialization
(a)

Technologies Licensed to the Industry

07

Companies Incubated / Graduated
(a)
(b)
(c)

Number of Incubatees
Number of Companies Graduated
Number of Jobs Created (Graduated Incubatees)

30
14
180

Innovation Promotion and Marketing
(a)
(b)
(c)

Industrial Problems Identified
Consultancy Projects Identified
R&D Projects Identified

418
30
14

Professional Development Centre
(a)
(b)

Number of Internal Trainings Conducted
Number of External Trainings Conducted

Corporate Advisory Council (CAC)

66

40
33

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

CAC Partner Companies
Board of Advisors
Number of CAC – NUST Partner Schools/Institutes
Number of Student Visits Arranged by CAC Team
to Industry
CAC Sector Committees Member Companies

257
32
18
253
166

NUST Placement Office
(a)

Students Placed on Jobs

(b)

Industrial Linkages Established with top
Recruiting Companies
Number of Recruitment Drives
Number of Industrial Talk Sessions Organized

(c)
(d)

1595 out of 2187
graduated
students
(493 pursuing further
studies, 99 seeking
employment)
723
150
58

Career Development Centre
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Career Orientation Seminars
Resume writing & Interviewing skills
technique Workshops
Focused Group Discussions
One-on-One Career Counselling’s

37
44
42
44

Develop NUST into a Green University
In line with Government’s initiative, NUST has also achieved following:
(a)

(b)

Number of Trees:
i.
Last 10 Years
ii.
Year 2017-18
iii.
Year 2018-19

-

75000
Planted 22000-Survived 13000
Planted 13000 (Spring 8000 & Monsoon 5000)

Sewerage Water Being Recycled and Used for Horticulture (Daily)
i.
Wetland Plant Installed / Operated by NUST Institute of Civil Engineering (NICE),
NUST (Capacity 285,000 Litres)
ii. Membrane Bio-Reactor Plant Installed / Operated by Institute of Environmental
Science & Engineering (IESE), NUST (Capacity 50,000 Litres)

Alignment of Outcomes and Outputs with Budget
a.

Budget Details 2018-19
(Rs. in Million)
Budget Type

Demand

Non-Development Budget

2,604.839

Budget Details

Expenses

Employee Related Expenses

2,383.500

Operating Expenses

139.500

Employee Retirement Benefits

73.000

Transfers

0.400

Repairs & Maintenance

8.439
Total

2604.839
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Future Plans and Goals of Each Section/Wing/Attached Department

 Establishment of National Science & Technology Park (NSTP) at NUST, H-12 Campus,
Islamabad:
*

Commissioning of pilot project of NSTP in September 2019.

*

Approval of Special Economic Zone (SEZ) status for NSTP.

*

Approval of Main NSTP including securing of funds.

 Establishment of NUST Teaching/Research Hospital: NUST intends to develop a state of
the art 505 beds Teaching and Research Hospital on PPP Model at NUST, H-12 Campus,
Islamabad. The project is being pursued for approval during 2019-20 by the Board of newly
formed Public Private Partnership Authority (PPPA).
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COMSATS University, Islamabad (CUI)
Introduction
COMSATS University Islamabad (CUI) is the fast-growing research-based university in Pakistan, with
a wide range of academic programs, ranging from basic sciences to cutting edge emerging technologies
and a network of inter-disciplinary research centers making it an ideal place for higher studies leading
to MS and PhD degrees. Established in 1998 as COMSATS Institute of Information Technology (CIIT)
and later granted status of Degree Awarding Institute (DAI) by Federal Government of Pakistan on
August 12, 2000, it has been upgraded to a Federally Chartered University in April 2018 under the
COMSATS University Islamabad Act 2018.
The CUI functions under the governance of the Senate which is chaired by the Chancellor of the
university. The President of Islamic Republic of Pakistan is the Chancellor of the University. Besides,
Islamabad it has campuses in Lahore, Abbottabad, Wah, Attock, Sahiwal, Vehari and a Virtual campus
as well.

Goals and Targets
CUI has developed and expanded following its strategic Vision 2020 with specific goals and objectives
outlined for the next 15 years, including physical, quality assurance, promotion of research, industrial
infrastructure, major areas of academic growth, expansion and specialization, faculty and staff
development, international linkages, student service facilities and funding requirements. CUI sees
itself as a self-sustaining state–of-the-art academic institute with the purpose of bringing
enlightenment, empowerment and enrichment through advancement of learning, expansion of
knowledge, and development by its application.

Clear-Cut Performance/outcomes
The CUI currently comprises of six faculties, 20 departments and 08 research centers. Presently
offering 98 degree programs are on offer in which around 34,648 students are enrolled. CUI has
become the first Higher Education Institution in Pakistan to offer hybrid teaching from Fall 2017
semester. There are 2,900+ faculty members working in CUI with 1,120+ faculty members and
academic managers have PhD qualification. More than 523 faculty and staff members are undergoing
advanced education leading to MS and PhD degrees. The Faculty Development Academy of the
Institute is also quite active in the trainings of the newly recruited faculty at CUI. Till now 128
convocations have been organized in which degrees were conferred on 61,391 graduates including 315
PhDs.

CUI Rankings:
Following noteworthy achievements mark CUI among Pakistan’s best 03 universities and among
world’s best 800 universities:

 In TIMES Higher Education (THE) world universities rankings 2019, CUI has been placed



among 601-800 world best universities, and ranked 1st in Pakistan. Ranked at #301-400 in
THE Engineering & Technology, #401-500 in Computer Science, and Life Science and #501600 in Physical Sciences subject rankings 2019. CUI was also ranked 137th in THE Emerging
Economies Rankings 2019. Further ranked among 751-800 world best universities as per QS
World Universities Rankings 2019 and ranked among 801-1000 world best universities as per
QS World Universities Rankings 2020. Also ranked 135th in QS Asian Universities Rankings
2019. Further ranked first in Pakistan and amongst 601-700 ranked university of the world by
Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) prestigious Shanghai Rankings 2018.
Ranked at 301+ in THE University Impact Rankings 2019. Besides, CUI was ranked in its 06
SDGS including its top three SDGs i.e. SDG 8 Decent Work and Economic Growth (ranked
101-200); SDG 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities (ranked 201+); and SDG 3 Good
Health and Wellbeing (ranked 301+), SDG 9 Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure (ranked
201-300), SDG 13 Climate Action (ranked 201+), and SDG 16 Peace, Justice and Strong
Institutions (ranked 201+).
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 While at the national level, CUI has been ranked No. 3 in General Category of universities,


and No. 6 in Overall Pakistani Universities. CUI is also ranked No. 1 among top 10 Pakistani
universities according to Nature Index in 2018
CUI published almost 2200 impact factor journal papers in the year 2018.

Conferences/Workshops Held:
During the reporting period, CUI organized different conferences / trainings and workshops. Some of
the important ones are listed below:

 Seminar on Intellectual Property Rights (IPO)

















An awareness seminar on Intellectual Property Rights (IPO) was conducted on Tuesday, 25
September, 2018 by Oxford University Press (OUP) for Faculty and students of CUI. The
Focal person Mr. Malik Fayyaz from OUP (Islamabad) provided a thorough insight regarding
the definition and scope of intellectual property rights in modern world.
2nd CUI-IWR, Dune PDE Lab workshop
Through collaboration of Department of Mathematics, CUI and Heidelberg University,
Germany, the said workshop was successfully conducted from October 01-05, 2018.
International resource personnel’s, International participants and local participants
participated in the workshop.
Seminar on “Pollutant mixing in large river confluences.
Department of Meteorology, CU, Islamabad Campus organized a Seminar titled “Pollutant
mixing in large river confluences; A remote sensing perspective” on October 09, 2018. The
seminar was delivered by Dr. Muhammad Umar (AP), Department of Meteorology.
Workshop on Image Data Science
A successful 02 day workshop regarding Image Data Science was held from October 15-16,
2018 and organized by the Department of Mathematics, CUI. This workshop main aim was
to spot modern diseases through modern era technology and algorithms
Conference entitled, “Design Pedagogies: Analyzing Current Trends and Shaping the
Future”
The Department of Architecture and Design, CU, Islamabad Campus in collaboration with
the Higher Education Commission, Islamabad organized two-day Conference entitled,
“Design Pedagogies: Analyzing Current Trends and Shaping the Future” on October 24-25,
2018. Artist Aisha Asim was the coordinator.
Seminar on “Drug Abuse Awareness and Prevention”
An awareness seminar was arranged by the Department of Civil Engineering on “Drug Abuse
Awareness and Prevention” in collaboration with the Ministry of Narcotics Control (MNC)
on November 13, 2018 at CUI Wah Campus
Seminar on Tax Structure and Tax Policies of Pakistan
The seminar was arranged by the Department of Economics on November 22, 2018 at CU
Islamabad Campus. Mr. Ijaz Bajwa Chief (IR) FBR delivered a lecture on Tax Structure and
Tax Policies of Pakistan.
The South Asian International Conference (SAICON)
The South Asian International Conference (SAICON) is an annual conference organized by
the Department of Economics and Management Sciences on November 26 th 2018 of CUI.
SAICON is a platform through which contemporary and developing ideas on business,
economic and social sciences are discussed, and academics and researchers interact with the
industry professionals.
International Conference on Frontiers of Information Technology (FIT 2018)
16th International Conference on Frontiers of Information Technology (FIT 2018) was held
on Dec 17-19, 2018 at Islamabad Pakistan. The conference theme was “Innovation – The Way
Forward”. The proceedings of the conference have been published in IEEE Xplore. Technical
Sessions were composed of oral presentations of the research papers and invited talks by
national and international speakers. 335 technical paper submissions were received out of
which 64 were selected for oral presentation, along with 6 PhD symposia, after a thorough
and blind review process yielding an acceptance rate of 23%. A total of 959 reviews were
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completed by 389 reviewers from different universities of Pakistan and abroad. The authors
came from different countries as well as from all four provinces of Pakistan. A total of 32
technical sessions were organized and were chaired by renowned academicians. These
sessions were a clear cut indication that research culture in our academic institutions is on
upward pace. A total of 30 invited talks were delivered on the latest trends in the areas of
Computing and Electrical Engineering. Besides this, 02 tutorials/workshops were conducted.
Seminar on ‘Climate Risk Reduction Adaptation: Interventions of Irrigation Water and
Solar Energy for Sustainable Agriculture’
CCRD, CU Islamabad organized the said seminar on January 16, 2019 and hosted Dr. Munir
Ahmed, Director, CEWRI, NARC, Islamabad for a talk titled ‘Climate Risk Reduction
Adaptation: Interventions of Irrigation Water and Solar Energy for Sustainable Agriculture.
2-week Professional Discourse
A 2-week workshop for admin officers (OG-I) of COMSATS University Islamabad was
organized by the Faculty Development Academy during February 11-22, 2019 in the
basement of the Cubator 1ne Islamabad. Twenty six admin officers from different domains
attended the workshop. It particularly focused on officers’ personality grooming, proficiency
of English language, general capacity building and unleashing their leadership potential.
8th International Maritime Conference (IMC 2019)
8th International Maritime Conference (IMC 2019) was held from February 9-11, 2019. This
time the theme was Global Geo-Politics in Transition: Rethinking Maritime Dynamics in the
Indian Ocean Region. It was held at the National Institute of Maritime Affairs. Dr. Aneel
Salman, Head of the Department presented a paper “Towards Blue Growth: A sustainable
ocean-led development paradigm (SODP) for Pakistan. Dr. Arif Alvi and Chief of Naval Staff
Admiral Zafar Mahmood graced the occasion.
Seminar on "Design and development of a flood warning system via mobile and
computer networks"
Department of Meteorology organized a Seminar titled "Design and development of a flood
warning system via mobile and computer networks" on February 20, 2019. The resource
person for the seminar was Dr. Muhammad Azam (Post-doctoral Research Associate,
National Crisis and Emergency Management Research Institute, South Korea.
Seminar on "Fundamentals & Practices of Islamic Banking"
Awareness Seminar on "Fundamentals & Practices of Islamic Banking" was arranged by the
"Bank Islami Pakistan Limited" and "Center of Islamic Finance, at CUI Sahiwal Campus on
February 20, 2019.
Seminar on “Inclusive Development Theories, Practices and Policies: Examining Rural
Development and Women’s Empowerment in Pakistan”.
Centre for Policy Studies (CPS), CU, Islamabad organized a seminar on “Inclusive
Development Theories, Practices and Policies: Examining Rural Development and Women’s
Empowerment in Pakistan” on February 20, 2019, at Video conference Hall Junaid Zaidi
Library, CUI, Islamabad.
International Conference on Recent Advances in Applied Mathematics (ICRAAM 2019)
ICRAAM 2019 3 days International Conference was organized by Department of
Mathematics, CUI Lahore Campus on Feb 20-22, 2019. The Principal Organizer of this
conference was Dr. Yousaf Habib.
Environmental Science conference (ESCON) 2019 Environmental Toxicology and
Health,
International Conference (ESCON 19) was organized by Department of Environmental
Sciences, CUI, Vehari Campus on Feb 25-27, 2019. The Principal Organizer of this
conference was Dr. Muhammad Shahid.
CPS Seminar on “Narrowing the Gender Gap: Global Successes and Policy
Considerations for the Pakistani Context”.
The Centre for Policy Studies, CU, Islamabad organized a seminar on the topic: “Narrowing
the Gender Gap: Global Successes and Policy Considerations for the Pakistani Context.” on
March 6, 2019 at Video Conference Hall, Junaid Zaidi Library, Islamabad. The aim of the
seminar was to share knowledge about narrowing the gender gap by looking at the global
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successes in narrowing the Gender Gap and how their experience may be relevant in the
Pakistani policy context.
Talk on ‘Investigating the Influence of Meteorological Parameters on Atmospheric
Electric Field Variations for Islamabad and Balakot, Pakistan’
CCRD, CU Islamabad organized a very informative and interesting talk entitled ‘Investigating
the Influence of Meteorological Parameters on Atmospheric Electric Field Variations for
Islamabad and Balakot, Pakistan’ by Dr. Samia Faiz Gurmani, Senior Scientist, Centre for
Earthquake Studies NCP, Islamabad Pakistan on March 07, 2019.
Global Forum on Islamic Finance 2019
GFIF 2019 was organized by Centre for Islamic Finance (CIF), CUI, Lahore Campus, on
March 13-14, 2019. The Principal Organizer of this forum was Ms. Zainab Naveed.
Workshop on Emerging Technologies
Workshop on Emerging Technologies was held at CUI Sahiwal Campus on March 20, 2019.
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali Imran, Vice Dean of Engineering, Glasgow University, UK talked
to the audience
Talk on “Changing Climate in Pakistan and its Societal Impacts"
Department of Meteorology, CU Islamabad organized a talk entitled “Changing Climate in
Pakistan and its Societal Impacts" on, April 11, 2019 at BIC Conference Room. The talk was
delivered by Dr. Muhammad Afzaal, Director, Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD),
Islamabad. The faculty and students participated in the talk.
Session on Gas Conservation and Safety against Gas Leakages
Awareness Session on Gas Conservation and Safety against Gas Leakages was held at CUI,
Sahiwal Campus with collaboration of Sui Northern Gas Pipelines ltd on April 12, 2019
Seminar on Impact Investing
Department of Management Sciences, CU Islamabad organized a seminar on “Impact
Investing” on April 12, 2019 in the Video Conferencing Room of the Library Basement. The
Guest Speaker was Ms. Lubna Pathan, an Investment Banker who has attended the Harvard
Business School and is currently Head of Corporate Finance/Advisory at Robson Capital
Partners Corporation, Canada. Pro Bono on Board of Directors, Organization of Pakistani
Entrepreneurs in North America.
Conference on ‘Water Problems in Pakistan and their Solutions’
CCRD, CU Islamabad in collaboration of Pakistan Nuclear Society (PNS) and other partner
organizations, organized a conference on ‘Water Problems in Pakistan and their Solutions’
during April 15-16, 2019
Celebrating Earth Day 2019: seminar on ‘Air Quality in Pakistan: Interpreting Data
and Improving Public Health Communication’
In commemoration of Earth Day 2019, CCRD, CU Islamabad hosted a seminar on ‘Air
Quality in Pakistan: Interpreting Data and Improving Public Health Communication’ by Dr.
Gabriel M. Filippelli, Director, Center for Urban Health, Indiana University-Purdue
University Indianapolis (IUPUI), USA on April 22, 2019
Seminar on ‘How to Control Over-pumping of Aquifers’
Centre for Climate Research and Development (CCRD) CU Islamabad organized seminar on
‘How to Control Over-Pumping of Aquifers’ by Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Kinzelbach, Institute of
Environmental Engineering, ETH Zurich, Switzerland on April 23, 2019.
CUI’s Leadershift Program
CU Islamabad launches its LeaderSHIFT program for the first time in the summer break of
students with an objective to help students develop their abilities to have exposure from the
market leaders in order to lead and inspire others. This is a prestigious program and fully
sponsored to students who are selected.
The 2 weeks extensive program provide passionate and ambitious students prepare for future
leadership roles. The students will be trained through case studies, presentations, discussions
and exposure visits in Lahore and Islamabad. The participating students of 5 and 6 semester
will be prepared to productive adulthood by equipping them to think and act like authentic
leaders. After completion of the program, the participants will play a role in community
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development at each department / campus level and overall social wellbeing of students will
surge.
Exhibition of the Thesis Show 2019
The Department of Architecture organized Thesis exhibition show on July 05, 2019. The chief
guest was the Federal Minister of Ministry of Federal Education and Professional Training.

Faculty Development Academy (FDA) has been organizing series of activities for the CUI
teachers along with teachers from local universities to equip them with latest knowledge,
proactive instructional strategies and an active social interest to foster quality education. A
brief summary of the activities conducted by the FDA during the year 2018-2019, is given
below:









One-day workshop on ‘Dimensions of Qualitative Research’ was conducted on August 9,
2018 in collaboration with the Center for Policy Studies at FDA premises.
A 2-day workshop on ‘Navigating beyond Change’ was held on October 30-31, 2018 at FDA
premises.
A 2-week workshop for admin officers (OG-I) of COMSATS University Islamabad was
organized by the Faculty Development Academy during February 11-22, 2019 in the
basement of the Cubator 1ne Islamabad.
FDA organized a one-day seminar in collaboration with ‘Technology Times Organization’ on
February 27, 2019 in the basement of CUI’s Library
FDA organized a one-day workshop on ‘Counseling for Building Human Strengths’ on April
5, 2019.
FDA organized a one-day workshop on ‘String the Spring’ on April 29, 2019 in Students
Startup Business Center.
A one-week ‘Professional Discourse’ for admin officers (OG-II) was organized by the FDA
during the second week of April 8-12, 2019

Research and Commercialization:
Faculty members at CUI are actively engaged in research in their respective fields. The total number
of research publications of CUI faculty in the year 2018-19 is 3,705. Further, there are around 83
registered companies at SSBC (Student Startup Business Centre), 29 Companies at Cubator 1ne and
over 32 companies have graduated at Cubator 1ne. Also filed 55 patents for registration, out of which
13 (11 US, 02 Pak) are granted. During the reporting period, the Office of Research, Innovation and
Commercialization (ORIC), Professional Development (PD) has conducted various capacity building
seminars and workshops. Some of important ones are given below:






Training Workshop on "Workshop on "Analysis & Interpretation with SPSS Tools”, March
19-20, 2019.
Workshop on "Data Analysis for Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)”, March 27-28, 2019)
Workshop on "R for Everyone Introduction to Data Analysis and Visualization, April 25-26,
2019.
Workshop on "Implementation of ISO 17025 An Assessor's Perspective”, June 19-20, 2019.
Workshop on "Python: Pythonian way of Learning Data Analyzation and Visualization” July
11-12, 2019.

Visits:
CUI encouraged more than 84 foreign delegates from different international organizations to visit CUI
during the reporting period. Similarly, it also facilitated 53 CUI officials and faculty to visit abroad
visited abroad under the umbrella of exchange of faculty and officials between CUI and foreign
universities.

Alignment of outcomes
Development Activities
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The COMSATS University Islamabad (CUI) until June 2019 has completed 35 PSDP funded
projects having total cost of Rs. 4,475.689 million. During the FY 2018-19, the Govt. of Pakistan
allocated Rs. 101.926 million in PSDP for a total of 3 projects, out of which two of them are
ongoing whereas funds for the remaining 1 project have not been released. The released amount
viz PSDP allocation is Rs. 22 million for the ongoing projects.

Human Resource Development
During the preceding fourteen (14) years, CUI has invested generously in HRD through awarding
MS and PhD level scholarships to its meritorious faculty/staff. Till June 30, 2019, three hundred
and sixty four (365) fully funded scholarships were awarded to the faculty/staff to pursue higher
studies at some of the best universities in the world. As of this date, 342 scholars have returned
back after successful completion of their studies. Currently 23 scholars are abroad and are pursuing
studies on CUI funding.

Performance of Each Section Keeping in View Key Performance Indicators
The performance of each section/attached department are being measured at CUI, keeping in view the
goals and objectives, the targets, vision, mission of the University.

Linkages with Budget to Better Reflect Performance
CUI’s resources, activities and outputs are aligned with the Governments’ objectives in order to
achieve desired outcomes and for the maintenance of its aggregate fiscal discipline.

Relevant Statistics
Strengths
Campuses
Faculties
Academic Programs
Departments
Centers
Faculty Members
Research Papers
Students
Graduates
Convocations
PhD’s
Excellence Awards

Campaigns/CSR Initiatives

Statistics (Period 2018-19)
7
6
98
22
08
2,601
2212
34648
8095
09
57
Cambridge IFA’s Awards
Recipient of Cambridge IFA’s 3G Excellence in Higher
Education Award 2019 and 3G Award for Research Excellence
2018.
CUI-Say No to Plastic Campaign
CUI became the first public sector university to ban plastics on
its premises. A drive to stop use of plastics and reduce waste was
organized by CUI in the Sitara market area of Islamabad in which
over 500 students and faculty members participated. The drive
was aimed at creating awareness among the masses regarding the
harmful impact of plastics on the environment and reducing
disposable waste as well as mobilizing students towards service
of the community. The activity was organized in collaboration
with the Metropolitan Corporation of Islamabad.
Dam Fund Raising Campaign
A 2-Week Awareness / Fund Raising Campaign was held at CUI,
Sahiwal Campus. In this regard a walk was arranged at CUI
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Sahiwal Campus on October 8, 2018. The employees of CUI,
Sahiwal Campus have contributed (Rs.1.00 Million approx.) for
this fund.
Azadi "Adopt a Tree" Plantation Campaign
CUI launched "Azaadi Plantation Drive” on August 14, 2018;
with slogan “Adopt a Tree”. A total of 5000 trees of different
species were planted in this drive on sites specified by CDA. Over
30,000 trees were planted on 71st Independence Day launching
the ‘‘Adopt A Tree, a tree for the Future” tree plantation drive.
Cleaning of Trail 5
CUI is a leading institute and its students, staff and faculty have
always played their part in the promotion of social welfare. It has
always given its students the opportunity to experience practical
life and share happiness with the underprivileged. CUI students
conducted a CSR activity “Cleaning of Trail 5” on April 20, 2019
at Margalla Hills National Park.
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National Institute of Oceanography (NIO)
Introduction
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO) is the only pivotal research organization in Pakistan for
multidisciplinary oceanographic research with experienced and well qualified team of scientists,
technicians and supporting staff; more than 30% of the scientists hold Ph.D.’s from national and
international universities. Almost 95% of the scientific team has received specialized training from
well reputed international institutions. Since the establishment of NIO, efforts are being made to
enhance the R&D capabilities in the field of oceanography and a number of projects of national and
international level have been undertaken. In this regard, laboratories were equipped with the state-ofthe-art instruments/equipment and software. NIO has grown up at international level for pursuing
oceanographic research and surveys. The R&D activities being undertaken by NIO to meet the
objectives of the Institute include Marine Geological & Geophysical surveys and studies in the deltaic,
coastal and deep sea; Bathymetric Surveys and Mapping of the sea floor, Water Mass studies;
Evaluation of living and non-living resources; Biogeochemical studies in the Arabian Sea, impact of
global warming and Sea Level Rise; Impact assessment of El-Nino and Upwelling phenomena in the
open sea; Acoustic characterization of water column and subsurface strata.

Objectives & Functions









To undertake mission oriented multi-disciplinary research in Physical, Chemical,
Biological and Geological Oceanography in Pakistan’s maritime zones;
To undertake oceanographic surveys at the national, international, regional and sub-regional
levels;
To undertake training programmes in various fields of oceanography for the development of
indigenous manpower and expertise;
To establish a National Oceanographic Data Centre (NODC), to serve as a national repository
for all oceanographic data/information concerning Pakistan’s maritime areas;
To provide necessary advice to, and collaborate with, Government and other national agencies
engaged in maritime activities;
To coordinate and maintain liaison with international organizations/institutes for: arranging
training/experts services; procurement of specialized instruments and equipment; transfer of
marine technology and development of cooperative research programmes;
To hold Seminars/Workshops/Symposia at national, international, regional and sub-regional
levels.

Budgetary Allocations
Statement Showing the Details of the Budget Allocations during Past Two Years
(NON-DEVELOPMENT)
(Rs. In Million)
S.
Year
Allocation/ Supplementary Surrendered
Released
No.
Approved
Grant
Amount
Amount
Budget
(i)
2017-2018
135.024
28.386
0.800
162.61
(ii)
2018-2019
193.401
0.00
3.344
190.057

(DEVELOPMENT)
(Rs. In Million)
Allocation/ Approved
Released
Budget
Amount
(i)
2017-2018
10.0
10.0
(ii)
2018-2019
33.270
33.270
During the year 2018-19, NIO continued to progress as per its main objectives and functions assigned
under NIO Act of 2007.
S. No.

Year
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Research Activities/Achievements during Financial Year 2018-2019
A delegation of Geological Survey of China visited National Institute of Oceanography.
A delegation of Geological Survey of China visited NIO from 12-15 July, 2018 regarding the
collaborative research programme between NIO and China Geological Survey for the exploration of
gas hydrates from the Makran offshore area. Details of research plans were finalized for the installation
of high precision equipment along Pakistan coast.

Mr. Mohsin Muzaffar, SRO visited China from September 22, 2018 to 02 October, 2018 under
Cooperation between Pakistan and China in Marine Geological Survey and Oceanography.

A delegation from the Geological Survey of China visited NIO on 24 October, 2018. DG, Geological
Survey of Pakistan requested for a combined meeting of NIO and Hydrography Department of Pakistan
Navy at NIO. The Chinese Research vessel arrived Karachi in December 2018. Four NIO scientists
participated in this cruise.

Secretary MoST visited NIO
Ms. Yasmin Masood, Federal Secretary, MoST visited NIO on 19 November, 2018. She visited various
sections and met with scientists and was briefed about the future research activities of the Institute.
The Secretary chaired the consultative meeting regarding the preparation of Oceanographic Research
Vessel (PC-1). The minutes of the meeting have been approved by the Competent Authority and the
follow up is currently being carried out.
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Mr. Habib Ullah Khan, Senior Joint Secretary, MoST, visited NIO on 19 December, 2018. DG NIO
gave detailed briefing on the progress and activities of NIO.

Mr. Habib Ullah Khan, Senior Joint Secretary, MoST visited NIO on 28 January, 2019. A
comprehensive presentation was given by DG, NIO explaining the main purpose of Chinese Research
Vessel in our waters. He was also briefed about the details of major equipment deployed for sampling
and surveying areas line for bathymetry.
A Consultative Meeting for PC-1 “Acquisition of Oceanographic Research Vessel by NIO”
On the directive of Secretary, Ministry of Science and Technology, a Consultative meeting was held
at NIO on 14 December, 2018 with the national potential stakeholders for conducting need Assessment
Exercise for PC-1 titled: “Acquisition of Oceanographic Research Vessel by National Institute of
Oceanography”. Results/outputs/feedback of national stakeholders was incorporated in updated PC-1.
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Legal and Technical Commission Meeting of the Council of International Seabed Authority
The Legal and Technical Commission (LTC) is an organ of the Council of the International Seabed
Authority and currently consists of 30 members who are elected by the Council for a period of 5 years
on the basis of qualification relevant to the exploration, exploitation and processing of mineral
resources, oceanography, economic and/or legal matters related to ocean mining and relevant fields.
Mr. Khalid Mehmood Awan, is the elected member for the period 2017 to 2021 from Pakistan. He
attended second Legal and Technical Commission meeting held in Kingston, Jamaica, from 01-14 July,
2018 and from 04-15 March, 2019. The commission, since its inception, has developed the
Regulations on Prospecting and Exploration for Polymetallic Nodules in the Area & the Regulations
on Prospecting and Exploration for Polymetallic Sulphides and Cobalt-Rich Ferromanganese Crusts
in the Area.

Senate Standing Committee visited NIO
The Senate Standing Committee visited NIO on 21 February, 2019. The Chairman appreciated NIO
and said that the working in ocean was neglected in various countries in the past. He showed his
concern over coastal erosion and land subsidence. The Director General, NIO explained that NIO has
already submitted projects and had meetings with concerned departments on issues of sea intrusion in
Thatta, Baddin and Makran areas. The Chairman desired for a strong working collaboration between
NIO and Pak Navy in R&D activities. He advised NIO to collaborate with other countries in science
programs to achieve self-dependency in oceanography research. He directed BoG to resolve all
pending issues and fill all the vacant posts. A boat trip was arranged for the committee members in the
vicinity of Bundal Island, port Qasim and adjacent areas to observe the erosion/sea intrusion along the
Sindh Coast.

Geological Research Cruise onboard the Vessel Hai Yang Dizhi Shihao in Makran Offshore Area
under Pak-China Cooperative Programme
A number of meetings were conducted with the Hydrography Department of Pakistan Navy regarding
preparation of the forthcoming survey onboard the Research Vessel of China Geological Survey.
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Senior NIO scientists along with Hydrographer, Pakistan Navy visited Chinese Research Vessel on
14th December, 2018. A scientific meeting was held onboard the ship to finalize the scientific program.
The Research vessel Hai Yang Dizhi Shihao has started two months long survey along Makran coast
for Multibeam bathymetry, 2D seismic and oceanographic survey and study of Gas hydrate potential
areas.
The Research Vessel Hai Yang Dizhi Shihao carried out a Geological Survey in Makran off shore area
for bathymetric survey and study of Gas hydrate potential areas. Four NIO scientists and Pak Navy
participated in this research cruise from 19th December, 2018 to 4th February, 2019 under Pak-China
collaborative program. A number of seawater samples for the analysis of nutrients, suspended load,
and chlorophyll analysis collected and analyzed onboard the research vessel. Samples were collected
from different depths at nine different stations. Sediment trap has deployed at a depth of 100 M at
station 1 for 7 to 8 hours and was kept in -80°C. Shell Calyptogena was also collected using TV Graber
sampler. Gravity core and piston core were used for collecting sediment samples from different
stations. The Cruise completed 17 multibeam and SBP lines. Eleven seismic lines were also completed.
Seawater samples were collected using Nisken bottles. CTD was also deployed for measuring water
quality parameters. NIO team was involved in all activities and in analyzing methane gas in sediment
samples using GC-FID. Dissolved oxygen and nutrients were being analyzed using spectrophotometer.

Federal Minister for Science & Technology visits NIO
Federal Minister for Science and Technology, Chaudhry Fawad Hussain visited National Institute of
Oceanography on 3rd May, 2019. Dr. Nuzhat Khan, Director General, NIO briefed him about the
overall scientific progress on the various ongoing programmes of the Institute which relates to ocean
resource development. DG, NIO also briefed about the successful execution of Continental Shelf
Programme. The Minister was also briefed about various research activities undertaken by the National
Institute of Oceanography in Coastal Marine Research program and Offshore Ecosystems, Marine
Debris, Coastal Hydraulic, Geology/Geophysics, Marine Pollution Monitoring and Marine BioTechnology & Physical and Chemical Oceanography. The International programmes with Germany,
China and France on living and non-living resources were greatly appreciated. The efforts made by the
scientists of the National Institute of Oceanography in the field of Ocean Science were appreciated and
the Honorable Minister hoped that the institute will continue to flourish and expand its research
activities.
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NIO Participated in KEKRA-1 Exploration Well in Offshore Indus Block G
Two NIO scientists attended the meeting on Review of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for
drilling of KEKRA-1 Exploration Well in Offshore Indus Block G (2265-1). On behalf of Pak-EPA,
Eni Pakistan Limited sent two Reports to NIO: EIA Study Report as Volume I and Environmental
Management Plan as Volume II. NIO scientists gave their comments and suggestions after critically
studying these reports. Final meeting was held at NIO on August 27, 2018. NIO Scientists participated
in Public Hearing of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report for Drilling of KEKRA-1
Exploration Well in Offshore Indus Block-G (2265-1) on 12th September 2018.
Dr. Javed and Dr. Samina visited Drilling Rig under KEKRA-1 Project in Sindh offshore waters. NIO
scientists measured water quality parameters in the surrounding water. NIO is among the list of key
stakeholders and reviewed EIA studies for drilling of KEKRA-1 Exploratory Well conducted by Eni
Italian Company.

NIO Research Activities in Balochistan
NIO has developed consultancy services in bathymetric survey and seabed survey, environmental
impact assessment and other services. PHED, Gwadar requested NIO to help in finding the suitable
site for desalination plant. The teams of NIO scientists from NIO Head office and Gwadar station
visited the site with PHED officials of Kappar and found that the site is not suitable for installation of
desalination plant.
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NIO Oceanographic Research Sub-Station (ORSS) Gwadar team visited the site of Gor-e-Sunt to
collect the base line data. The site is selected for future desalination plant in Pasni. NIO has asked the
PHED to confirm the study area quadrates. Initial findings reported.
NIO has received offshore seismic data of Makran from Directorate General of Petroleum Concession,
Ministry of Energy. NIO scientists are working on the data to propose modifications in the survey plan
of the China Geological Survey.
On the request of Gwadar Development Authority (GDA), the National Institute of Oceanography
(NIO) carried out a detailed bathymetric survey of the Surbunder Fish Harbor. The harbor is facing a
problem of siltation therefore to make it useful for small and large fishing boats, the Gwadar
Development Authority decided to dredge the silt deposited within the jetty area. As a pre-requisite of
dredging, two bathymetric surveys were conducted to determine the volume of silt that needs in
December 2018.
Daily weather monitoring and data recording at NIO Oceanographic Substation Gwadar was
continued.
Coastal Erosion Studies by NIO Scientists
NIO scientists participated in the World Hydrographic Day celebration at Bahria University,
highlighting the long standing relationship between PNHD and NIO. Meetings of NIO, SUPARCO
and Pakistan Navy Hydrographic Department (PNHD) were held to identify a site along the Pakistan
coast for the installation of equipment for monitoring of seawater intrusion. NIO scientists along with
SUPARCO scientists and officers of Pakistan Navy Hydrography Department conducted surveys and
related activities in August 2018 with reference to the coastal erosion along Pakistan coast.
NIO has deployed oceanographic equipment in offshore areas of Gadani to record extreme sea
conditions during June to September, 2018. This data will be useful for the coastal installations in the
vicinity like oil refineries and Single Point moorings.
Mr. Ibrahim Zia, RO visited Sonmiani and Gadani, Balochistan on 16.03.2019 to witness the changes
at shoreline after the monsoon and for identifying a suitable location to establish long term weather
station for research and survey.
Mr. Mohsin Muzaffar, SRO and Mr. Khalid Mehmood, RO carried out field/boat trip to collect samples
and to observe socio-economic and ecological conditions adjacent Dhands, Deltaic region from
30.03.2019 to 01.04.2019. This visit was with reference to Sea Water Intrusion Studies.
Foreign Trainings/Conference and Research Collaboration of NIO Scientists
Dr. Samina, SRO, NIO participated in two International Workshops at State Key Laboratory of
Estuarine and Coastal Research (SKLEC), East China Normal University (ECNU), Shanghai from 15
September, 2018 to 18 October, 2018 under the International Research Collaboration between NIOSKLEC, ECNU.
Mr. Ali Jan, RO, NIO attended 2018 Seminar on “Planning and Development of Gwadar Port of
Pakistan” held in Tianjin, China from 26 June to 18 July, 2018.
Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO visited China for Collaboration between National Institute of
Oceanography (NIO)/Pakistan Navy and China Geological Survey (CGS) at Guangzhou from 13-14
June, 2019 and South Asian Technology Transfer Matchmaking Conference at Kunming, China from
15-16 June, 2019.
Local Training of NIO Scientists and Staff
Training of Officers and Staff of NIO was conducted by the Election Commission of Pakistan for the
Election, 2018. NIO scientists and staff also performed election duties on 25 July, 2018.
Dr. Javed, SRO & Mr. Azamat Ullah, A/O attended the training Workshop on “PPRA/SPPRA/BPPRA
Rules/Procurement Planning/Time Management in Public Procurement" on 10 October, 2018 in
Karachi. Mr. Imtiaz, AO & Mr. Khalid, Assistant Librarian attended the workshop on "Prequalification
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Process & Documentation” on 11 October, 2018. Dr. Javed, SRO attended the workshop on
"Controlling Corruption in Public Procurement" on 12 October, 2018 in Karachi. Mr. Salman Ali,
Accountant & Mr. Imran Akhtar, Assistant attended the workshop on “Tax matters in Public
procurement” on 13 October, 2018.
Dr. Tariq Mahmood, RO and Dr. Noor Kalhoro, RO attended training on "Project Preparation and
Appraisal” from 15-27 October, 2018 at PIDE, Islamabad.
Mr. Waseem Haider, SRO and Mr. Khalid Mehmood, RO attended training on "Remote Sensing &
GIS Applications in Geology” from 22-26 October, 2018 at NCRG, SUPARCO, Karachi.
Dr. Hina Saeed, PSO & Eng. Naimatullah, Senior Coastal Engineer attended training on “Effective
Implementation of Development Projects” from 26-27 November, 2018 in Islamabad.
Mr. Salman Ali, Accountant and Mr. Imran Akhtar, Assistant attended one Week (Part time) Training
Course on “General Financial Rules & Procedure” from 26-30 November, 2018.
Mr. Rehanullah, RO and Mr. Abdullah, RO attended training on "Satellite Altimetry and its
Hydrological Applications” from 27-30 November, 2018 at US-Pakistan Center for Advanced Studies
in Water, Mehran-UET, Jamshoro.
M. Muzaffar Hussain, APS attended two Week (Part Time) training course on “Office Procedures”
from 5-16 November, 2018 at Secretariat Training Institute, Islamabad.
Dr. Hina Saeed, PSO & Eng. Naimatullah, Senior Coastal Engineer & Ms. Aneela Shaheen, RO
attended training on “Project Preparation” from 10-11 December, 2018 in Islamabad.
Mr. Zahid Hameed, Assistant attended training on "Service Rules & Regulations" from 10-21
December, 2018 at Secretariat Training Institute, Islamabad.
Two NIO Scientists attended the Marine oil Spill Exercise Barracuda-IX at PMSA, Karachi on 5th
December, 2018.
Seven NIO scientists from Biological Oceanography Section completed a “Two Day FlowCam
Training Course” carried out under the PSDP Project titled: “Capacity building for Tapping Marine
Living Resource Potential of Pakistan, through Biological Oceanography, Phase-I: NIO (CPEC
Related Project)”.
Mr. Harry Nelson, Vice President, Fluid Imaging Technologies, USA visited NIO to conduct two days
Training from 24-25 June, 2019. He demonstrated FlowCam applications in detail. After the
completion of training, certificates were awarded to the participants.

Living Resource Committee Meeting AT NIO
A meeting of the members of the Living Resource Committee was held in NIO on 26 October, 2018
to finalize the draft report prepared after assessing the available information and compiling information
as per the ToRs given to the Committee. The members critically reviewed the draft and suggested some
changes. The revised draft has been shared with relevant contributors and submitted to MoST for
necessary action.
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NIO Team Survey in the Oil Spilled Area in the West of Karachi near Cape Monze
An oil spill was reported on 25 October, 2018, in the vicinity of West Coast of Karachi city near Cape
Monze, a rocky shore. Pakistan Maritime Security Agency requested NIO to undertake risk assessment
survey. NIO took immediate action and a team of NIO scientists carried out surveys of oil spilt area in
the vicinity of the west coast of Karachi including “Churna Island” and Gadani Beach from 26 October
to 3 November, 2018.

Other Activities















As per the decisions taken during the 7th BoG meeting of NIO held in December, 2017, actions
have been taken in August, 2018 for the implementation of the decisions.
Dr. Samina Kidwai, SRO along with MoST representative attended the consultative meeting
held at MoFA on Blue Economy and Pakistan's participation.
NIO provided its services to Pakistan Navy Hydrography Department in scientific management
and planning for the gas hydrate surveys being carried out by the Research Vessel of China
Geological Survey. DG, NIO presented an overview of the offshore oil & gas potential as an
invited speaker in a seminar under the Second Maritime Security Workshop (MARSEW) held
on 12th December, 2018 in Lahore. The main emphasis of the seminar was on the requirement
of extensive drilling to discover a potential reservoir.
NIO scientists carried out routine field visits along Sindh and Balochistan coast and collected
samples and data.
Dr. Javed Aftab, SRO and Mr. Mehmood Hashmi, PSO to attended a “Observer Data Collection
for Tuna Fisheries in the Indian Ocean”.
A group of students from University of Karachi visited NIO on a week-long study trip to attend
lectures on different fields of oceanography.
NIO participated in the 8th International Maritime Conference held in Karachi from 9 to 11
February, 2019. The Conference was organized by National Institute of Maritime Affairs
(NIMA). Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO delivered lecture on Marine debris: Environment
concerns, sources, impacts & solutions.
Dr. Samina Kidwai, SRO and Ms. Aneela Shaheen, SRO visited MoST, Islamabad to discuss
R&D projects and scientific activities from 2-3 April, 2019.
Mr. Ibrahim Zia, RO to attend a meeting on “Formulation of PSDP (2019-2020)” at Ministry of
Planning, Development & Reforms at Islamabad on 10 th April, 2019.
Eng. Naimatullah Sohoo, Senior Coastal Engineer to attended a meeting regarding “Petroleum
Marine Development Funds” on 6th April, 2019 under the Chairmanship of Mr. Ayaz Hussain
Sherazi, MNA and “Petroleum Marine Development Committee (PMDC)” under the
Chairmanship of Ms. Shams-un-Nisa Memon, MNA on 9th April, 2019.
Dr. Hina Saeed, PSO and Dr. Samina Kidwai, SRO to attended a consultative meeting on
“Marine Ecology and Coastal Waters” organized by Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF)
on 13th May, 2019.
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Dr. Ibrahim Zia, RO visited Islamabad on 24th May, 2019 for “NIS Meeting of FY 2019-2020”
under the Project titled: “Monitoring of the seawater intrusion, sea level rise, coastal erosion
and land subsidence along Sindh and Balochistan Coast”.
Dr. Samina Kidawai, SRO visited Islamabad on 24th May, 2019 for “NIS Meeting of FY 20192020” under the Project titled: “Capacity building for Tapping Marine Living Resource
Potential of Pakistan, through Biological Oceanography, Phase-I: NIO (CPEC Related
Project)”.
Field survey of Clifton beach (in front of NIO Office up to Gizri) on 18 th June, 2019 for
observation of cyclone “VAYU” effects in the Northern Arabian Sea under R&D activities.
Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO presented a lecture on “Marine Debris Tracker: Help to Map Trash
on Coastlines and Waterways to Prevent it from Impacting our Oceans” at “International
Bhurban Conference on Applied Sciences and Technology (IBCAST)” held at NCP, Quaid-eAzam University, Islamabad from 8 to 12 January, 2019.
Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO presented a lecture on “Marine Debris: Environmental Concerns,
Sources, Impacts and Solution” at International Maritime Conference from 9-11 February, 2019.
NIO participated in “Beat the Plastic Pollution” on World Environment Day in Lahore on 3 rd
June, 2018.
NIO participated in the 1st International Conference on Marine Sciences titled: “Marine
Biodiversity and Conservation (MBC)” at Lasbela University of Agriculture, Water and Marine
Sciences (LUAWMS), Uthal, Balochistan from 22-23 November, 2018.
Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO presented “Ocean Entrepreneurship and Experiential Learning” at
3rd International Conference on Experiential Learning (ICEL 2018) organized by Institute of
Business Management (IoBM) from 20-21 October, 2018 at Karachi.
Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO presented “Maritime Potential and Environmental Issues” at the
Second Maritime Security Workshop (MARSEW) organized by Pakistan Navy War College,
Lahore on 12th December, 2018.
Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO presented “Impact of Building Designs on Climate of Metropolitan
City Karachi” at a workshop titled “Environmental Footprint-A Priority for all Businesses”
organized by GSUK, POSITY IMPACT, Karachi on 15 th December, 2018.
Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO presented “Environmental Challenges and Maritime Sector” on
World Maritime Day-2018 organized by NUST.

Research Papers Published, Submitted for Publication, Presented at National and International
Forum






Nuzhat Khan, DG Shahid Amjad, PSO & Abdullah, RO, “Estimations on Bioavailable
Concentration of Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)” for Karachi Coastal Waters, Northern
Arabian Sea” accepted for publications in Journal of the Chemical Society of Pakistan (JCSPak). HEC recognized journal in category “W”.
Shahid Amjad, PSO and Nuzhat Khan, DG (corresponding author), “Coral Community
Assessment: Abundance and Biodiversity”, Mehran University Research Journal of Engineering
& Technology. HEC recognized journal in category “X”.
Nimra Kanwal, lecturer Nuzhat Khan, DG (corresponding author) “Understanding the Impact
of Building/Structure Design on Climate Change of Metropolitan City, Karachi”, Mehran
University Research Journal of Engineering & Technology. HEC recognized journal in category
“X”.

Papers Submitted for Publication





Nuzhat Khan, DG, Rehanullah, RO & Abdullah, RO, “Distribution, Sources and EcoToxicological Risk Assessment of Chlorinated Pesticides (DDTS & HCH) in Sediment from
Mangrove Ecosystem of Indus Deltaic” submitted for publication.
Shahid Amjad, PSO and Nuzhat Khan, “Management of Coastal Mangrove Ecosystem: An
Integrated Approach” submitted for publication.
Nuzhat Khan DG, Rehanullah, RO & Abdullah, RO, “Marine Debris and Coastal Marine
Environment of Pakistan” submitted for publication.
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“Winning the Battle Against Plastic Pollution with International Standards (ISO
15270:2008)" Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO Presented at One Day Awareness Session on World
Environment Day, Head Office PSQCA, Karachi on 19th July, 2018.
“Ocean Entrepreneurship and Experiential Learning” Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO Presented at
3rd International Conference on Experiential Learning (ICEL 2018) organized by Institute of
Business Management (IoBM) from 20-21 October 2018, Karachi.
Shahid Amjad, PSO & Nuzhat Khan, DG “Introduction to Marine Resources in Pakistan”, 1st
International Conference on Marine Sciences, “Marine Biodiversity and Conservation (MBC)”,
Lasbela University of Agriculture, Water and Marine Sciences (LUAWMS), Uthal, Balochistan
from 22-23 November, 2018.
“Maritime Potential and Environmental Issues” Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG, NIO Presented at the
Second Maritime Security Workshop (MARSEW) organized by Pakistan Navy War College,
Lahore on 12 December, 2018.
“Impact of Building Designs on Climate of Metropolitan City Karachi”, Dr. Nuzhat Khan, DG,
NIO Presented at Workshop titled: “Environmental Footprint-A Priority for all Businesses”,
organized by GSUK, POSITY IMPACT, Karachi on 15 December, 2018.
Nuzhat
Khan,
DG,
“Environmental
Challenges
and
Maritime
Sector”,
World Maritime Day 2018 organized by NUST.
Nuzhat Khan, DG, “Marine Environment of Pakistan” met with SIO SOA Delegation
Introductions, Presentations and Discussion of Joint Proposals (Joint Commission on Coastal
and Marine Cooperation JCCMC).
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Pakistan Council for Science and Technology (PCST)
Introduction
Pakistan Council for Science and Technology (PCST) is one of the oldest institutions of Ministry of
Science and Technology; established to provide advice to the government on science and technology
policy issues. PCST is also the designated secretariat of the National Commission for Science and
Technology (NCST) - the highest S&T Policy forum headed by the Prime Minister. PCST prepares
agenda for the meetings of NCST and its Executive Committee (ECNCST) in consultation with federal
ministries, provincial departments and all other major stakeholders of S&T.
PCST also oversees the overall development of S&T in the country. To achieve this objective, it
evaluates research of scientists, carries out studies on important S&T issues and publishes the results
in the form of S&T indicators, reports and articles. Besides this, for seeking expert opinion and advice
regarding development and application of science and technology in different S&T areas, the Council
constitutes “Think Tanks” and “Expert Committees” as and when needed.

Objectives & Functions











Advises the Federal Government on all matters relating to the development of science and
technology in Pakistan.
Undertakes policy research, organize study groups or task forces, formulate policy proposals,
monitoring and evaluation of science, technology and innovation policy for achieving targets
for the overall development of science and technology in the country.
Identifies priority areas for research and development, keeping in view the futuristic
developments of science and technology.
Constitutes expert committees in various disciplines for preparation of reports on policies and
issues of national importance in respect of science and technology.
Collects/updates statistics and maintains database on science and technology potentials of the
country.
Takes measures for effective collaboration among academia, research and development
organizations and industry for development of indigenous products or technologies.
Evaluates national research and development activities including output of individuals and
institutions and to grant research productivity awards or incentives thereof.
Promotes collaboration among national and international organizations for capacity-building
and other policy initiatives in the field of science and technology and to enter into memoranda
of understanding, contracts etc., in accordance with the Rules of Business, 1973.
Participates in national science and technology planning and development activities and
provides advice on selection of projects.
Acts as the Secretariat of the National Commission for Science and Technology (NCST) and
performs any other functions as may be assigned to it by the Federal Government.

Budget Details for the Year 2018-19
Budget
2018-19
Total

Non-development

Development

Allocation

Release

Expenditure

Surrendered

Allocation

Release

Expenditure

Surrendered

104.671
104.671

82.198
82.198

78.927
78.927

25.744
25.744

10.000
10.000

4.000
4.000

0.018
0.018

3.982
3.982

Performance Indicators for 2018-19 & Future Plan
Output (s)

Selected Performance Indicators

Advice
to
Government on
S&T
Policies
and Plans

i) National Commission for Science &
Technology (NCST) meetings
ii) Executive Committee of NCST meetings
iii) S&T
a) Science and Technology
policies/
Action Plan
Strategies
or
Research
b) S&T Strategy
Agenda
c)
National
Research
Agenda
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Planned
Targets
2018-19

Targets
Achieved
2018-19

Planned Targets
2019-20

1

-

1

-

-

1

-

1

1

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2020-21

Forecast
Targets
2021-22

d) STI Indicators

-

1

e) 10 year S&T plan

1

-

1

-

1

iv) Meetings on S&T related issues

5

5

5

5

5

v) Review of S&T policies

-

1

1

-

1

vi) Sectoral Policy Review

-

-

-

-

-

vii) S&T Policy studies / Technical Reports
viii) Advice / comments/ briefs on S&T issues

3
5

2
18

5
5

5
5

5
5

i) Technology
Foresight
studies

a) No. of Expert panel
meetings

3

-

3

3

3

b) No. of Technology
Foresight Reports

1

-

1

1

1

a) Meetings

5

3

5

5

5

b) Proposals

5

3

5

5

5

3000*

-*

3000*

3000*

3000*

ii) Research Productivity Award (incentive
given to number of Pakistani Scientists)

250

-*

250

250

250

iii) Evaluation of Scientists for Medals &
Awards, etc (No. of Scientists evaluated)

70

-*

50

50

50

i) Development and maintenance of S&T
databases

5

5

5

5

5

i) Workshops & Conferences (No. of Events)

4

-#

1

1

1

ii) Workshops & Conferences, in collaboration
(No. of events)

4

-#

2

2

2

iii) Lectures / presentations on S&T issues

5

-#

5

5

5

Cooperation in
Science
and
Technology

Proposals submitted on
S&T Cooperation

a) International

5

3

5

5

5

b) National

5

2

5

5

5

Publications

i) Quarterly Journal “Science Technology and
Development”

4

4

4

4

4

ii) PCST Quarterly Newsletter “STI Voice”

4

-

4

4

4

iii) Books (Directories, etc)

-

-

1

1

1

S&T Planning
& Development
and Futuristic
studies

ii)
S&T
Planning
&
Development
Evaluation of
Scientific
Research

S&T Databases

Capacity
Building

i) Evaluation of Individual Research of
Scientists (No. of Scientists evaluated)

*Targets could not be achieved due to non-revision of evaluation criteria for the year 2018-19
# Targets could not be achieved due to vacant position of Chairman, PCST in FY 2018-19

Achievements against Performance Indicators
A brief review of the major activities carried out by PCST during the period from July, 2018 to June,
2019 is as under:

i.

10-Year Future Plan for Development in Science and Technology:
As per recommendations of the Senate Standing Committee on Science and Technology and
directions of the Ministry of Science and Technology, draft “10-Year Future Plan for
Development in Science and Technology” was prepared and forwarded to the Ministry. The
10-Year Plan is based on the Science, Technology & Innovation (STI) Policy-2012, which
has mainly remained un-implemented due to non-allocation of funds. STI Strategy and Action
Plan-2018 are still pending for final approval. In the future plan, 88 Actions have been
suggested which will be implemented in short (completion within 3 years), medium
(completion within 5 years) and long term (completion within 10 years) basis. For each
Action, implementing agency, major stakeholders, duration, estimated cost, key outcomes and
milestones have been defined.

ii.

Science, Technology & Innovation (STI) Indicators:
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The national STI indicators, based on 135 Higher Education Institutes (HEIs) and 115 R&D
organizations, were compiled. Final and refined data of S&T Human Recourses (HR) and
R&D expenditure were provided to UNESCO Institute of Statistics (UIS) on prescribed
format.

iii.

Collaboration with International Organizations:
The following collaboration proposals were prepared and submitted to MoST:
 Collaboration with the Research Council of Norway.
 Cooperation in the Field of Education including Science and Technology with Slovak
Republic.

iv.

Project Concept Papers:
The following project clearance/concept papers were prepared and submitted to concerned
forums for consideration:
 Policy Consultation on Improving National Innovation System (NIS) for Scioeconomic development of Pakistan (2020-2021) under the K-Innovation ODA
program of STEPI, South Korea.
 Innovation Voucher Scheme for Development of SME sector submitted to MoST for
consideration.
 A proposal on, “Study of S&T Policy Formulation, Monitoring and Implementation
System in Pakistan and Poland”, prepared and submitted to MoST.

v.

Briefing Materials on following Topic /Issues were prepared and forwarded to
MoST:
 Briefing Material was prepared for 139 th IPU Assembly and its related meetings were
held from 14th-18th October 2018 at Geneva, Switzerland (Standing Committee on
Sustainable Development, Finance and Trade), which included information about
following:
o Concept of Free Trade
o Concept of Fair Trade
o Relation between Free Trade and Economic Development
o Role of Free & Fair Trade and Investment in Achieving Sustainable
Development Goals
o Proposals from Pakistan
 Briefing Material was prepared for 28th Session of the Forum of Women
Parliamentarians on the subject of “Gender Equality in Science and Technology”.

vi.

COMSTECH Report on Science Publications of OIC Member States 2014-2016
(Part-II):
MoST forwarded “COMSTECH Reports on Science Publications of OIC Member States
(Jordan, Indonesia, Nigeria and Algeria)” to PCST for information and feedback.
The Reports of four OIC Member States i.e. Jordan, Indonesia, Nigeria and Algeria, were
carefully studied. As the Web of Science was utilized as the basic source of data for these
reports, it was assumed that there would be no issues with the authenticity of the data as the
Web of Science is a reputed source of such information. However, examination of the reports
had highlighted some of the issues / shortcomings of the methodology adopted to carry-out
the study which were forwarded to MoST (for onward transmission to COMSTECH) for
improvement of such studies in future.

vii.

Research Paper: “Overcoming Challenge of R&D and Innovation Financing in
Developing Countries: A Proposed: Way Forward for Pakistan”:
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A research paper titled “Overcoming Challenge of R&D and Innovation Financing in
Developing Countries: A Proposed: Way Forward for Pakistan” was published in the journal
“Science, Technology and Development”(Vo. 37 (3): 139-148, 2018).

viii.

Intellectual Property Policy for Ministry of Science & Technology and its
Organizations:
As a member of the Committee, constituted by the Ministry of Science and Technology, for
preparation of the draft Intellectual Property Policy for Ministry of Science & Technology
and its Organizations, meetings of the Committee were attended and input was provided on
the draft document.

ix.

Pakistan’s Performance in Science, Technology and Innovation (STI):
In response to MoST’s letter, replies to 14 questions, regarding overall status of science and
technology development in the country, were prepared and forwarded to MoST.

x.

Provincial Science, Technology and Innovation Roadmap:
On the request of the Directorate of Science and Technology (DoST), Government of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, representative of PCST participated in various stakeholders consultative
workshops, organized for identifying priorities for Provincial Science, Technology and
Innovation Roadmap.

xi.

Views/Comments:
During the period under report views/comments were also provided on following
topics/issues:
 Comments/input on “15th session of Pak-China Joint Committee on Economic Trade,
Scientific and Technical Cooperation” were submitted to MoST.
 Views/comments on SME Policy of the country for the meeting of the “National
Steering Committee on SME Policy” were submitted to MoST.
 Comments were provided to the Ministry of Science & Technology on the proposed
draft MoU between Ministry of Science & Technology and an NGO named ‘AGAHI’.
 Comments were provided to MoST on the 75th session of UNESCAP: Informal
working group on draft resolutions advancing science, technology and innovation for
the 2030 agenda for sustainable development in Asia and the Pacific (Thailand).
 MoST solicited views/comments of PCST on SME Policy of the country for meeting
of the National Steering Committee on SME Policy. The draft policy was examined
and detailed views/comments were prepared and submitted to MoST.
 Input/comments on draft “Intellectual Property Policy for Ministry of Science &
Technology and its organizations”.
 Input/comments on “Pakistan Performance in Science, Technology & Innovation
(STI)” were submitted to MoST.
 Input/comments on “9th regional 3-R forum in Asia and the Pacific, 4-6, March, 2019,
Bangkok, the Kingdom of Thailand” were submitted to MoST.
 Input/comments on “Steps Taken to Improve Services Delivery and Future
Plan/Vision” were prepared and submitted to MoST.
 Input/comments on “Establishment/Designation of D-8 Research Center” were
submitted to MoST.
 Comments/views were provide to MoST on “High Level Committee to Evaluate
Existing Potential”.
 Response for “Steps Taken to Improve Service Delivery and Future Plan/Vision” was
prepared and submitted to MoST.
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 Views/comments on the proposal regarding “Establishment of Center for Enhancing
Co-operation on Science, Technology and Research among D-8 Countries (ECSTRA
D-8)” were prepared and the same was forwarded to MoST.
 Views/Comments were provided to MoST on four Reports of OIC Member States i.e.
Jordan, Indonesia, Nigeria and Algeria. Issues/shortcomings of the methodology
adopted to carry-out these studies were forwarded to MoST for onward transmission
to COMSTECH.
 Briefing material for 139th IPU Assembly and its related meetings held from 14 th-18th
October, 2018 at Geneva, Switzerland was prepared and forwarded to MoST.
 Comments/views of the Council on Terms of Engagement between NUTECH and
MoST organizations along-with proposed engagement plan were prepared and
forwarded to MoST.
 Input/comments on “Poverty Alleviation Coordination Council Meeting” held on 8 th
February, 2019 were prepared and forwarded to MoST.
 Input/comments were provided to MoST on “9th Regional 3R Forum in Asia and the
Pacific, 4-6 March, 2019, Bangkok, Thailand”.

xii.

“Science, Technology and Development” Journal:
PCST is publishing a quarterly journal of Science, Technology and Development since 1982
continuously as a part of its mandate. The journal has been recognized by HEC and is placed
in category “Z”. The work for establishment of Journal Content Management System (CMS)
for handling online submission, publishing, editing and modification of content has been
completed. Four issues of the journal were published during the period under report.

xiii.

Others
 Suggestion regarding the 2nd recommendation of the Special Report of the Senate
Standing Committee on Science and Technology (Report No.4 of 2019), forwarded by
MoST for adoption, was provided to the Ministry of Science and Technology for
Consideration.
 Reply to the Starred National Assembly Question No. 49, 2nd Group, 10th Session
Moved by Ms. Nafeesa Inayatullah Khan Khattak, MNA, regarding the percentage
allocation of budget to GDP for Science and Technology Development in the country,
and any proposal under consideration of the Government to increase the said budget
and offer special packages to the Science and Technology researchers in the country,
was prepared and forwarded to MoST.
 A research paper titled “Overcoming Challenge of R&D and Innovation Financing in
Developing Countries: A Proposed: Way Forward for Pakistan” was published in the
journal: “Science, Technology and Development”{Vo. 37 (3): 139-148, 2018}
 Organized 3rd meeting of the Sub-committee on Planning and Development on 5th
September, 2018 at PCST, minutes of the meeting were finalized.
 HEC has constituted a National Committee on R&D to review programmes of the
R&D Division of HEC and propose a way forward. PCST attended the meetings of the
Committee.

Funding for PSDP Projects:
PCST initiated following two projects that were approved by the Government of Pakistan under PSDP
for Productivity, Quality and Innovation (PQI) Program:
S.N
Project (s)
Cost in Rs.
Duration
Objectives
Million
(Months)
1
First
National
45.041
24
 To conduct a national survey of
Industrial
(Million)
manufacturing
sector
for
Innovation Survey
gaining insights into the
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2

Need Assessment
of S&T Human
Resources
for
Driving Innovation
and
Achieving
Vision 2025

20.372
(Million)

18
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industrial innovation process
and gauging extent & nature of
its innovation activities.
To
identify
the
factors
hampering the innovation
activities at the firm-level.
To find out the motivational
factors
for
firms
for
undertaking
innovation
activities.
To suggest policy measures/
framework for promoting
innovation in manufacturing
sector for enhancing its
competitiveness in the national
and international markets.
To review and update current
status of highly qualified S&T
human resources i.e. PhDs and
M.Phil /MS (minimum 18 years
of education), working in
public/private
sector
universities,
R&D
organizations and industry.
Tracking of PhDs produced in
different disciplines during the
last five years to gauge their
gainful
employment/
unemployment status.
To carry out future need
assessment of human resources
to pace with Vision 2025.

Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET)
Introduction
Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PCRET) was established in 2001 by merging
the National Institute of Silicon Technology (NIST) and Pakistan Council for Appropriate Technology
(PCAT). PCRET is the prime institution in the country for coordinating R&D and promotional
activities in different renewable energy technologies. PCRET is involved in indigenous production,
system design, implementation and quality control of RE products/technologies. PCRET also
collaborate at National/ International level for development and application of Renewable Energy
Technologies.
PCRET is committed to Research, Develop, Promote and Disseminate to create Renewable Energy
Culture with the following objectives:






To Act as National Focal Point in the Field of RE Technologies
R &D, Indigenous Production, System Design and Implementation
HRD for Capacity building, Awareness, Promotion and Dissemination
Collaboration at National/ International Level for Development and Application of RE
Technologies
 Testing, Qualification & Quality Control of RE Products

Goals and Targets
 R&D in the field of Third and Fourth generation solar cell materials such as; perovskite,
quantum dot etc.

 Establishment of National Testing Laboratory for PV and allied equipment as per






International Standards.
Establishment of R&D Center on Key Technologies of Small Hydel Power for Rural
Electrification.
Solarization of public/private buildings and Solar PV Products development.
To establish MHP testing and manufacturing facility.
Development of improved version of Solar Thermal and Biogas/biomass Products as per
user requirements.
Establishment of R&D Training Center.

Performance/Outcomes
R&D in the field of Third and Fourth generation solar cell materials such as;
perovskite, quantum dot etc.


Up gradation of Advance PV lab and induction of lab equipment such as Gloves Box,
Filtration system, fume hood and materials.



Efficiency of 5-6% achieved in new solar cell materials such as perovskite, quantum
dot etc.



R&D for development of high efficiency single crystal silicon solar cell. Achieved
12-14% efficiency in single crystal silicon solar cell.



Research collaboration with Academia. Supervised research work of 1 PhD and 4 MS
students.



Research papers in 2 Impact factor journals.

Establishment of National Testing Laboratory for PV and allied equipment as per
International Standards



Project proposal for “Establishment of PAK-KOREA Testing Laboratory for PV
Modules & Allied Equipment” prepared in collaboration with KOICA-Korea. Project
proposal submitted and approved by KOICA-Korea.
PC-1 prepared and submitted to MoST for PSDP funding for local share of the project.
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Pre-feasibility study for project objectives, selection of equipments, trainings, and
implementation.
Site survey conducted and finalized the location/land at Islamabad for establishment
of the said lab.
PC-I approved in CDWP meeting on 6th May, 2019.
Record of Discussion (RoD) was signed between KOICA- Korea and PCRETPakistan on 19th July, 2019.

Solarization of Public/Private Buildings and Solar PV Products Development











Designed, developed and installed 3 kW Solar PV systems at PCRET Regional
Centers Lahore, Karachi and Quetta.
Design, installation and commissioning of 8 kW hybrid Solar PV system completed
at Zoological Survey of Pakistan Building MoCC.
Installed 2 x 2.4 kW solar arrays with solar tracker.
Designed, developed and installed solar power garden/street lights and drip irrigation
systems.
Designed 200 kVA (160 kW) grid connected solar PV system for MoST building,
Islamabad.
Up graded existing 15 kW system installed at PCRET HQ Islamabad up to 20 kW
system.
Designed and developed 2 x Solar Powered Rickshaw and 1 x Electric Vehicle for
promotion and awareness of Solar PV technology.
Established Renewable Energy Technology Demonstration Park for promotional
trainings at PCRET HQ, Islamabad. The park includes:
 2 x 2.4 kW Solar Arrays with Auto Sun Trackers
 Solar Water Pumping System (3 hp) for Drip Irrigation / Storage
 Solar Model House
 Solar Cookers (Dish and Oven Types)
 Solar Garden and Street Lights (20 and 30 Watts)
 Biogas Plant for burning fuel (2m3)
 Solar Powered Rickshaw
 Micro Hydel Plant (500 Watt)
Established R&D Training Centre in PCRET, HQ Islamabad.

Establishment of R&D Center on Key Technologies of Small Hydel Power for
Rural Electrification





Project proposal finalized and approved by HRC-China.
MoU/RoD prepared and submitted to HRC and MoST for approval.
Project kick-off meeting in NRIRE/HRC Head quarter, China in November, 2017.
2 x Technical Staff from PCRET and 1 x Engineer from Energy Dept. Punjab
completed 5 months training from China.

To establish MHP testing and manufacturing facility





Renovated and up graded MHP support workshop, at Peshawar.
The following equipment/machinery were repaired and installed:
o Penstock pipe fabrication machine.
o Lathe Machine
o Turbine Balancing machine
o Hydraulic Press Machine
o Sheet Cutter machine.
Installation of Overhead crane.

Development of improved version of Solar Thermal and Biogas/Biomass Products
as per user requirements




Designed and developed following Solar Cookers:
o Panel/Foldable
o Parabolic Dish Type Solar Cooker with Glass Reflecting Material
Indigenously developed improved Prototype units of High efficient Dish Type Solar
Cooker with Sun Tracker, Box type solar cooker and Solar Desalinator for water
purification.
Designed and developed 2m3 Biogas plant at PCRET HQ, Islamabad & 1 x 1.5m3
Biogas plant each at PCRET regional centers Lahore, Karachi and Quetta.
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Developed Briquette machine for limited production of Biomass fuel.
Upgraded Solar Thermal product development workshop at PCRET, HQ Islamabad.

Establishment of R&D training Center



Established R&D Training Centre in PCRET, HQ for R&D trainings.
Conducted training on Solar Thermal and Solar PV technologies in R&D Training
Center, Islamabad on 3-4 July, 2019.

Outcomes/Service Delivery
Promotion of Standards and Quality Assurance






Testing services provided and issued test certificates to Twenty (20) different
Public/Private sector organizations/companies for Solar Cells, PV Modules, Charge
Controllers, LED Lights and Batteries etc.
Coordination with NRIRE/HRC, China for formulation and development of Pakistan
standards for Small/Micro Hydro technology/projects as per International IEC
standards.
The project for “Establishment of National Testing Laboratory for PV and allied
equipments” as per International Standards i.e. IEC 61215, IEC 61730, was approved
by KOICA-Korea. The RoD has been signed between PCRET and KOICA. The
project will help in Implementation of International safety & quality standards,
Availability of quality and certified solar products in the country, Awareness of
Quality/ Safety Standards among masses, Transfer of technology for capacity
building etc.
Renovated/upgraded the Testing/QC Lab at PCRET, HQ, Islamabad.

Promotion of Alternate Energy and Water Quality
PCRET organized and participated in following conferences/ workshops/ exhibitions:
 International Science Policy Conference for Climate Change in collaboration with
Global Change Impact Studies Center (GCISC).
 National Consultative Workshop on Environmentally Sound Technologies.
 One day training on Net-metering in collaboration with REAP at PCRET, HQ
Islamabad.

Research and Development for Socio Economic Development








Research on thin films, perovskite and organic cell materials carried out by PhD and
Master’s students and published two impact factor journal publications.
Established Renewable Energy Technology Park at PCRET Headquarter Islamabad
for operational demonstration, promotion and training. The park includes; 2.4 kW
Solar Arrays with Sun Tracker, Solar Water Pumping System for Drip Irrigation /
Storage, Solar Model House, Solar Cookers, Solar Garden and Street Lights, Biogas
Plant for burning fuel (2m3), Micro Hydel Plant (Prototype Model).
Prepared the chapter on “Development and Transfer of Environmentally Sound
Technologies (ESTs)” as part of Pakistan’s Second National Communication for
Climate Change under UNFCCC.
The following Three Patents completely filed in 2018:
o Geothermal based cooling systems.
o Animal driven based electricity generation system.
o Enhancement of existing Solar tube wells using floating PV Panels.
The following products were designed and developed by PCRET:
o Solar Powered Vehicle/Rickshaw.
o Electric vehicle.
o Panel/Foldable Solar Cooker.
o Solar Water Pump System for Drip Irrigation.
o Solar Tracker based PV Array System.
o RE based Model House for demo/training.
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Liaison with International Organizations for the Development of Science and
Technology
Sr#

Project Title

Collaborating
Entity
KOICA-Korea

Project Cost
 Foreign Grant:
USD 9.5 M
 GoP Share: Rs
71.629 M
7.6 Million CYN

1.

Establishment of PAK-KOREA
Testing Laboratory for PV Modules &
Allied Equipment

2.

China-Pakistan Joint R&D Center on
Key Technologies of Small Hydel
Power and Rural Electrification

NRIRE/HRC
China

3.

Green Climate Fund: Adaptation of
Photovoltaic, Biogas Technologies
and Establishment of Renewable
Energy Labs in Pakistan for Climate
Change Mitigation
“Joint Venture for Establishment of
Solar PV Module Fabrication
Facility” to enhance the PV module
production capacity from 100 KW to
10 MW per year.

GCF

USD 40 M

CENER Spain,
M/s
SMS
(Pvt.) Ltd.

USD 40 M

4.

Status
Approved

The project
has
been
linked with
previously
completed
project with
HRC/NRIRE
in PCRET as
directed by
MoST
Submitted
and in process
of Approval

Submitted
and in process
of Approval

Performance of each Section/Attached Department.
Solar PV Department







R&D of low cost, high efficiency Polycrystalline silicon Solar Panel
Cost-effective and high efficient PV modules produced. (Cost: Rs 70/watt, efficiency
16.5%).
R&D of low cost, high efficiency Mono-crystalline silicon Solar Panel
Cost-effective and high efficient PV modules produced (Cost: Rs 100/watt, efficiency
18.0%).
R&D facility for 3rd and 4th generation solar cell materials
Efficiency of 5-6% achieved
Impact factors and journal publications
Published two impact factor journal publications
Research collaboration established with Academia
1 PhD and 9 MS students supervised
Solarization of Public/Private Buildings
o Designed, developed and installed 3 kW Solar PV systems at PCRET Designed,
developed and installed 3 kW Solar PV systems at PCRET Regional Centers
Lahore, Karachi and Quetta.
o
o
o
o
o

Installed 2 x 2.4 kW solar arrays with solar tracker.
Designed, developed and installed solar power garden/street lights and drip
irrigation systems.
Designed 200 kVA (160 kW) grid connected solar PV system for MoST building,
Islamabad.
Up graded existing 15 kW system installed at PCRET, HQ, Islamabad up to 20
kW system.
Design, installation and commissioning of 8 kW hybrid Solar PV system
completed at Zoological Survey of Pakistan Building, MoCC.
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Solar Testing/QC Lab


Testing of locally developed and imported PV modules, solar cells and allied
equipment
Testing services provided and issued test certificates to Twenty (20) different
Public/Private sector organizations/companies for Solar Cells, PV Modules, Charge
Controllers, LED Lights and Batteries etc.

Biogas/Biomass Department


Design and development of prototypes of biogas/biomass products
o Designed, developed and installed Biogas plants of capacity 2m3 at
PCRET, HQ Islamabad and PCRET regional centers, at Karachi and
Quetta.
o Repaired biogas plants installed at PCRET, Regional Centers Lahore
and Karachi.

Micro Hydro Power Section





Collaboration with HRC, China for Establishment of Research Centre on Key
Technologies of Small Hydropower and Rural Electrification
o Proposal finalized and approved by HRC-China.
o 2 x Technical Staff from PCRET and 1 x Engineer from Energy Dept. Punjab
completed 3 months training from China.
Design and development of prototypes of MHP products
Designed, developed and installed prototype model (500 Watt) of Micro Hydro Power
plant at PCRET HQ, Islamabad.
Enhancement/upgradation of MHP facility/workshop at Peshawar
o Renovated and upgraded MHP support workshop at Regional Office
Peshawar.
o The following equipment/machinery were repaired and installed:
 Penstock pipe fabrication machine.
 Lathe Machine
 Turbine Balancing machine
 Hydraulic Press Machine
 Sheet Cutter machine.
o Installation of Overhead crane.

Wind Energy Section



Establishment of Wind Energy research group
Established Wind Energy research group.
Design and development of prototypes of Wind Energy products
o Installation of wind energy data logger at PCRET, HQ, Islamabad.
o Analysis and optimization of Wind energy farms and topologies.
o Gathered data and generated report from the installed Wind energy data
logger at PCRET, HQ, Islamabad.

Solar Thermal Section:



Upgradation of Solar Thermal product development workshop
Upgraded Solar Thermal product development workshop at PCRET, HQ, Islamabad.
Design and development of prototypes of Solar Thermal products
o Designed and developed following Solar Cookers:
 Panel/Foldable
 Parabolic Dish Type Solar Cooker with Glass Reflecting
Material
o Designed and developed Solar Oven (Wooden Type for Indoor
Cooking).
o Designed and developed Solar Desalinator and Solar Dryers.
o Upgraded Solar Thermal product development workshop at PCRET,
HQ, Islamabad.

Linkages with budget for R&D activities
Total budget allocated to PCRET for the year 2018-19 for R&D/Non-development activities was Rs.
16.5 Million. The budget was planned and utilized against the following projects/activities:
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S.
no.

Lab/Department

Activities/Purchase
1.

1.

CPL and
Advanced PV
Lab

2.
3.
4.

Programmable Spin coater for
thin film deposition
N2 and Argon gas cylinders for
new Glove box
Up gradation of Advance PV Lab
facility
Chemicals and instruments for
Advance PV research
R&D for improvements in solar
thermal applications

Utilized
funds (Rs.)
2M
0.5 M
0.9 M

Solar Thermal
Lab

1.

3.

Solar Testing
Lab

1.

Accreditation of Testing/QC Lab

0.1 M

1.

Establishment of R&D training
facility at PCRET HQ Islamabad

3M

4.

R&D training
facility for
Renewable
Energy
Technologies

2.

Establishment of R&D training
facility at PCRET Regional
Office Lahore

1M

1.

Development of 250 and 300W
modules for PV System at PRET
HQ & other Govt. buildings

1.25 M

1.

PV String testing kit

0.7 M

2.

Up gradation of 15kW existing
PV system to 20 kW Hybrid
system at PCRET, Islamabad,
system and allied accessories
Conversion of Mechanical
Vehicle into Electrical Vehicle
Development of Solar Powered
Rickshaw
Upgradation/enhancement of
Machines and Solar System
Batteries Backup
Portable Biogas Plant

2.1 M

6.

Lamination Lab

PV System
Sizing Lab

3.
4.
5.

1.
7.

Biogas/Bio mass
Lab

2.
3.

8.

Wind Lab

9.

Wafering Lab
and Workshop

10.

1.
1.

3.8 M

0.4 M

2.

5.

Total spent
(Rs.)

1M
1M
0.1 M

4M

1.25 M

0.5 M

3.978 M

0.323 M
0.355 M

0.45 M

Chemicals and glassware for
Biogas Lab
Bio-mass Briquette making
machine
WaSP Bundle for WindPRO
simulation software

0.05 M

Equipment and material for
Wafering Lab maintenance

0.19 M

1M

0.5 M
0.45 M

0.45 M
0.19 M
0.734 M

Miscellaneous R&D Activities
Total:
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16.5 M

Pakistan Science Foundation (PSF)
Introduction
Pakistan Science Foundation was established in 1973 through an Act of Parliament to promote and
finance scientific research activities having a bearing on the socio-economic needs of the country. It is
an autonomous organization under the umbrella of the Ministry of Science and Technology. Pakistan
Science Foundation has been striving since its inception to facilitate scientists and researchers by
funding research projects for the socio-economic development of the country. The main programs of
the Foundation are; Research Funding, R&D-Industry Program, International Matching Grants and
Popularization of Science.
Budgetary allocation of PSF for the year 2018-19 was Rs.272.731 million (Non-Development). The
expenditure on Administrative side was Rs.189.030 million, which is 69% of the total Nondevelopment budget. Rs.83.701 million were spent on Statutory Functions which is equivalent to 31%
of the total budget. Despite rise in the salaries of employees by the Government, the ratio of
Administrative versus Statutory Functions was maintained at 69:31.

Objectives and Functions
Pakistan Science Foundation is the apex body for promotion and funding of scientific and technological
activities in the country. The Foundation functions as an agency for:


The promotion of basic and fundamental research in the universities and other institutions on
scientific problems relevant to the socio-economic development of the country



The establishment of comprehensive scientific and technological information and
dissemination centers



The utilization of results of scientific and technological research including pilot plant studies
to assess the technical and economic feasibility of processes found to be promising on a
laboratory scale



Popularization of Science in Pakistan



Establishment of science centers, clubs, museums, herbaria and planetarium



Promotion of scientific societies, associations and academies engaged in spreading the cause
of scientific knowledge in general or in the pursuit of a specific scientific discipline or
technology in particular in country



The organization of science conferences, symposia and seminars, periodically



Exchange of visits of scientists and technologists with other countries



The grant of awards, prizes and fellowships to individuals engaged in developing processes,
products and inventions of consequence to the economy of the country



Special scientific surveys, not undertaken by any other organization, and collection of scientific
statistics related to the scientific efforts in the country



Establishment of Museum of Science and Technology at National Level of International stature



Extensive international cooperation and interaction with counterpart organizations in foreign
countries



The Foundation has also started assistance in applications for Patents under PSF funded
projects

The activities of the Foundation revolve around the above objectives, some of which are performed by
the Science Wing of PSF, while others are undertaken through Pakistan Museum of Natural History
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(PMNH) and Pakistan Scientific and Technological Information Center (PASTIC), the two subsidiary
organizations of PSF.

Performance/Outcomes


Research Support Programme: Research support is the principal programme of the
Foundation which provides funding for research projects in natural and physical sciences.
During 2018-19, a total of 347 research projects/concept papers in 10 scientific fields remained
under active consideration. Among these, 72 were under process, of which, 11 projects costing
Rs.34.155 million were approved and an amount of Rs.13.592 million was released to 11 new
projects on account of 1st installments. Total 59 projects were on-going and an amount of
Rs.7.240 million was released on account of due installments and evaluation fee of these
projects. One of the main achievements and usefulness of any research is the publication of its
results in scientific journals. Based upon the results of 06 completed projects, 20 research
papers were published in national/international journals and 02 patents were registered under
these completed projects. In addition, 09 Ph.D. and 20 M.Phil./M. Sc. (Hons) students secured
their respective degrees while working as Research Associates in these completed projects.



Conferences/Seminars/Symposia/Workshops: During the year 2018-19, a total 35
conferences, seminars and workshops on important scientific topics were financially supported
at different universities and R&D organizations across the country. A total amount of Rs.6.00
million was released during the year 2018-19.



R&D-Industry Programme: During the year 2018-19, a total of 16 research projects in R&DIndustry Programme remained under active consideration. Among these, 05 were under
process, of which, 01 project costing Rs. 3.34 million was sanctioned and an amount of Rs.
1.64 million was released to new project on account of 1st Installment. 11 projects were ongoing and an amount of Rs. 1.658 million was released. Based upon the results of 02 completed
project, 01 M.Phil, 02 research papers were published in national/international journals.



Invention to Innovation Summit: Several workshop sessions of industry, academia & R&D
experts were also arranged in these summits. The industrial issues identified during these
summits are being taken up jointly by Pakistan Science Foundation, Academia and the
Industry. Moreover, under the Invention to Innovation Programme, one financial grant of Rs.
0.10 million was provided to 02 proposals of inventions & innovations to the final year
graduates for completing their projects to compete with their international counterparts through
participation in international events.



PAK-US Natural Sciences Linkage Programme (NSLP) Endowment Fund: During the
year 2018-19, a total of 384 concept papers in the fields of natural sciences were received. All
were passed through 06 meetings of the PSF Screening Committee and 107 concept papers
were shortlisted for further processing. A total of 08 project proposals costing Rs. 32.474
million were approved and amount of Rs. 15.012 million was released to these new projects
on account of 1st installment. During the year, 55 projects were on-going and an amount of Rs.
15.122 million was released on account of due installments. Based upon the results of 18
completed projects, 55 research papers were published in national/international journals. In
addition, 08 Ph.D. and 48 M.Phil./M.Sc. (Hons) students secured their respective degrees while
working as research associates in these completed projects.

International Liaison Activity
PSF has successfully launched 26 joint projects with National Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC). In addition to this, five joint projects with Scientific and Technological Research Council of
Turkey (TÜBITAK), 08 joint projects with Ministry of Science, Research and Technology, Iran and
06 projects with National Science Foundation (NSF), Sri Lanka were also initiated under “International
Matching Grants”.
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During the year 2018-19, third call for proposals with National Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC) was launched under the discipline of “Agriculture & Biotechnology” and a total of 168
proposals were received at PSF-NSFC.
After three tier review process, 10 new proposals were selected for funding. Meeting of Joint Technical
Committee between Ministry of Science, Research and Technology (MSRT), Iran held on 23.01.2019
and 10 new proposals were selected for funding.

Popularization of Science


Goals and targets
Popularization of science, increasing science awareness and development of scientific culture
in the society are major functions entrusted to Pakistan Science Foundation. Under the action
plans of various S&T Policies, the following tasks of popularization of science at grass roots
level in the country have also been assigned to PSF:


Science Caravan (Mobile Science Exhibition).



Establishment of Science Centre, Museums, Herbaria & Planetaria.



Strengthening of the Laboratories of the Govt. High Schools of rural areas.



Organization of S&T Fairs and Traveling Expos.



Organizing Science Poster, Essay and Quiz Competitions.



Holding Popular Science Lectures.



Donation of Popular Science Magazines and Scientific Books to Schools, Universities
and S&T Organizations.



Preparation and Dissemination of Scientific Literature in the form of leaflets, posters,
Booklets and Brochures.



Financial Assistance for publication of Scientific Books.



Financial Assistance for Science Popularization activities of the other organizations.



Use of Inquiry Based Science Education “la main ala pate”-LAMAP for motivation in
students towards science education.





Establishment of Science Clubs in High Schools.



Participation of Pakistani students in International moots.

Performance/Outcomes


39 Mobile Science Exhibitions was arranged across the country. More than 33,857
students participated from 107 schools.



28th Annual Intra and Inter Board Science Essay and Poster Competitions were
organized among the students of all Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education
(BISEs) of the country. The themes were “Water Scarcity and best precautions to use
it” & “Our changing earth & impact of globalization” respectively.



PSF awarded an amount of Rs. 100,000/- to Pakistan Science Club, Karachi for
strengthening their labs and other Science Popularization activities.



PSF celebrated world Science Day on November 13, 2018 with collaboration of other
organizations like UNESCO, Intel, and Federal Directorate of Education and also
organized various activities for students and scientists like Convention of Scientists.
PSF awarded cash prizes to winners of Annual Inter Board Science Essay and Poster
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Competitions. The theme selected by UNESCO for this year was “Science, a Human
Right”.


8 Popular Science Lectures were arranged across the country on different scientific
issues.



A group of six students including group leader (PSO-SP) participated in International
Junior Science Olympiad on December 03-12, 2018 at Gaborone, Botswana.



Little professor Zidane Hamid broke world record for fastest arrangement of the
elements of periodic table. He arranged all 118 elements in order in five minutes and
41 seconds on May 28, 2019 at Pakistan Science Foundation.



The 2nd Belt and Road Teenager Maker Camp & Teacher Workshop was held on
November 15-21, 2018. The event was organized by Children & Youth Science Center
(CAST), under the Ministry of Science and Technology of the People's Republic of
China. Four students and a Scientific Officer, PSF, as group leader, from Pakistan
participated.



2-day capacity building workshop for master trainers (teachers) on Inquiry Based
Science Education (IBSE) was organized on September 17-18, 2018 at PSF with
collaboration of Federal Directorate of Education and Private School Network (PSN).
More than 33 teachers from private and public schools of Rawalpindi and Islamabad
participated.



Science Caravan Federal Unit arranged IBSE workshops at Murree, Abbottabad,
Mansehra and Islamabad Schools.



PSF has purchased 300 sets of Urdu Science Encyclopedia for distribution among the
schools across the country.

Planning and Development


Goals and Targets
There are thirty two (32) Scientific Societies, which are registered under Societies Act, as well
as with PSF. However, after the lapse of seven years between approval of Phase-I and PhaseII most of the societies became inactive. It was estimated that twenty (20) societies will be
funded under the project in FY 2018-19.



Performance/Outcomes
 Fifteen (15) Scientific Societies were financially supported in order to enable them to
perform their scientific activities regularly.


Seventeen (17) International/National Science Conferences/Workshops/Seminars
were organized by the registered societies.



Forty Six (46) issues of eleven (11) Scientific Journals were published by the societies.



Maintained liaison with five (05) International Scientific Societies/Scientific
Organizations.



Eight (08) events were physically monitored by PSF staff.



Implementation and processing of three ongoing Development projects was undertaken.



An amount of Rs. 8.326 Million was utilized out of the total allocation of Rs. 15.00 Million.

Travel Grant, Financial Assistant to Researchers
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During the year 2018-19, an amount of Rs. 3.00 million was allocated for this activity. A total of 264
travel grant requests were received for financial assistance from Pakistani Scientists, Technologists,
Doctors and Engineers working in R&D organizations and educational institutions for their
participation/presentation of research paper at international forums. However, 156 requests were
presented in meetings of Travel Grants Award Committee, wherein 69 requests were recommended
for approval. A total of 38 scientists/technologists participated and presented research papers in
International Science Conferences, Seminars and Workshops.

Science Talent Farming Scheme (STFS) for Young Students


Goals and Targets
 To identify the young students, interested and passionate towards science education
through appropriate selection criteria like 3 rd Party evaluation via written test,
computer based IQ test and interview.


To groom and support the selected students all the way to the highest degrees by
progressively exposing them to advancements in science and mathematics through
inquiry based learning approach.



Purchase of land and hiring of consultant for establishment of the National Science
School for continuous support of the selected students up to F.Sc. level.



To provide opportunities to the toppers from the selected students for visit to the world
leading science and technology institutions and universities.




To arrange training sessions for students/teachers on Inquiry Based Science Education.

Performance/Outcomes
 Selection process for the 4th batch on the basis of Science Aptitude and IQ test,
SSC/Matric score and interviews through 3rd party evaluation has been completed.


Monetary benefits (remaining payment) has been provided to 2nd and 3rd batch students
(600 total).



Laptops distributed among 1st and 2nd batch students.



72 research projects of 1st batch and 42 research projects of 2nd batch were identified
and relevant data along with posters was received from mentors.



Grant to nine approved universities @ Rs. 1.00 million per university was released.



Honorarium to 36 approved mentors @ Rs. 100,000/- per mentor was released.



Case for NOC and free of cost land for NSS is submitted to MoST.
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Mr. Muhammad Azam Khan Swati, Federal Minister for S&T and MS. Vibeke Jensen,
Country Director, UNESCO in Pakistan on the occasion of world Science day for
“Science: a Human Right”

Mr. Zidane Hamid, Little professor breaks world record for fastest arrangement of the
elements of periodic table
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Pakistan Museum of Natural History (PMNH)
Pakistan Museum of Natural History, the only natural history museum of Pakistan, was established in
1979 under Pakistan Science Foundation, Ministry of Science & Technology, Government of Pakistan.
Pakistan Museum of Natural History (PMNH) has four principal divisions namely Earth Sciences
Division, Botanical Sciences Division, Zoological Sciences Division and Public Services Division.
First three scientific divisions are engaged in the collection, identification and research activities
pertaining to plants, animals, fossils and mineral resources of Pakistan, while the fourth one is
responsible for mass education and popularization of natural history through various displays, exhibits
and dioramas.
Researchers of PMNH carried out extensive field works from the Coast of Arabian Sea to the Alpine
regions, roamed through barren areas for the collection of Flora & Fauna, Rocks, Fossils and minerals
not only for research work but also for the purpose of education because education is also one of the
main objectives of PMNH.
PMNH regularly organized trainings, workshops, seminars, symposiums and other educational
interactive activities related to natural history, environment and Biodiversity of Pakistan. International
days have also been observed. PMNH has formed many national and international liaisons with other
research institutes in the country and from abroad. Due to these collective efforts of scientific and
technical staff of PMNH and relations with other research institutions, PMNH has 1,042,711 natural
history specimens in its repositories. Research outcome of these field works and National and
International projects are published in the form of research papers in reputed national and international
journals. PMNH is not only conducting research on the natural resources of Pakistan which exists in
the form of Flora & Fauna, Rocks, Fossils and Minerals but also educating the students of Pakistan
along with the common people with the help of informative, interactive, educative 3-dimentional
dioramas and exhibits. Students of schools, colleges and universities from all over the Pakistan visit
PMNH as a part of their educational tours. Scientific and Technical staff of PMNH also facilitate the
students and researchers from the other universities and institutes by providing help in the research in
the form of information, technical assistance, specimens as a loan and guidance in their research work.

Objectives and Functions:


To collect, identify and catalogued the natural history specimens through field studies for
developing a national repository of plants, animals, rocks, minerals and fossils for further
scientific studies.



To carry out research on biological and geological resources of Pakistan.



To establish liaison with similar institution both within and outside Pakistan for sharing of
knowledge and expertise.



To provide research facilities and incentives to scientists from within and outside the country
to work at the Museum.



To document and display specimens in the form of attractive exhibits/films/ documentaries to
educate the masses about the natural wealth of Pakistan.



To interpret our natural resources and environment in light of the past and plan for future course
of action.



To advice the government on all issues related to biodiversity, conservation, environment,
wildlife and ecology.



To publish natural history books, research articles, field guides, monographs, popular
literature, technical reports, bulletins, brochures, pamphlets etc. for the promotion scientific
research and public awareness.
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To provide training facilities in natural history research, education, conservation, collection,
preservation, identification, curation and exhibit designing including taxidermy, modeling and
casting to interested individuals and groups.



To arrange expeditions for the study and collection of natural history specimens.

Goals and Targets


Field Work:
 To arrange expeditions for the study and collection of natural history specimens i.e.
Rocks, Minerals, Fossils, Higher plants, Lower plants, Herbs, Reptiles, Birds, Wild
Animals by the scientists of PMNH.


To carry out research on biological and geological resources of Pakistan.



To interpret our natural resources and environment in light of the past and plan for
future course of action.



Collection, Cataloguing, Digitization:
 To collect, identify and catalogue the natural history specimens through field studies
for developing a national repository of plants, animals, rocks, minerals and fossils for
further scientific studies.


To

document

and

display

specimens

in

the

form

of

attractive

exhibits/films/documentaries to educate the masses about the natural wealth of
Pakistan.


Presentation/Lectures:
 Imparting of Education through lectures, public displays.



Research Publications:
 To publish natural history books, research articles, field guides, monographs, popular
literature, technical reports, bulletins, brochures, pamphlets etc. for the promotion of
scientific research and public awareness.


To advice government on all issues related to biodiversity, conservation, environment,
wildlife and ecology.



Collaboration/MoUs:
 To establish liaison with similar institution both within and outside Pakistan for sharing
of knowledge and expertise.



Education/Trainings/Workshops and Seminars:
 To provide training facilities in natural history research, education, conservation,
collection, preservation, identification, curation and exhibit designing including
taxidermy, modeling and casting to interested individuals and groups.


To provide research facilities and incentives to scientists from within and outside the
country to work at the Museum.



Displays Activities:
 Development/Maintenance of Dioramas/Displays for Public Education by PMNH.



Public visits:
 No. of Schools/Colleges/Universities and General Public visited PMNH.
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Performance/Outcomes


Field Works for Collection, Cataloguing, Digitization of Natural History Specimens:
Researchers of Botanical Sciences Division (BSD), Earth Sciences Division (ESD) and
Zoological Sciences Division (ZSD) conducted numerous field works in the remote areas
of country including AJK and Northern Areas for collection of Plants, Animals, insects,
rocks, fossils and minerals specimens for the purpose of research and public education. In
the results of these extensive field works, 54,297 natural history specimens have been
collected, catalogued and preserved in the PMNH repositories as a reference material in
2018-19. Meanwhile, 1.042711 million natural history specimens are present in the PMNH
repositories.



Research Publications:
In 2018-19, a total 30 research papers on Botany, Geology, Paleontology and Zoology have
been published in National & International Journal by PMNH researchers. 17 Technical
Reports have also been submitted under Sustainable Forest Management (SFM)
Programme, in collaboration with Ministry of Climate Change, Government of Pakistan.
Researchers of Earth Sciences Division of PMNH and Paleontological Institute and
Museum of the University of Zurich (PIMUZ), Switzerland were in collaboration since
2006 to 2010 on research project entitled “Early Triassic Biostratigraphy and carbon isotope
stratigraphy of Salt Range, Pakistan (First Phase)”. As a result of this four years research
project (Phase-1), research outcome of this mutual collaboration, has been published in an
International monograph series of Paleontology and Stratigraphy by an International
Publisher with the title “Fossils and Strata, Dienerian (Early Triassic) Ammonoids from the
Northern Indian Margin, Number-63”, in December, 2018.



National & International Liaison:
PMNH has established liaison with similar institutions both within and outside Pakistan for
sharing of knowledge and expertise such as;


Ozone Cell, Ministry of Climate Change, Government of Pakistan



National Institute of Folk &Traditional Heritage (Lok Virsa)



University of Sindh, Jamshoro



University of Haripur, Hazara



National Museum of Natural History, Paris, France



Beijing Museum of Natural History, Beijing China



PMNH is an Institutional Member of International Council of Museum (ICOM). ICOM
has a network of 20,000 museums & 30,000 experts in various fields and 171 active
National Committees around the world.



Research Projects (National & International):
 05 research projects are in progress with collaboration of different National &
International R&D organizations.



Services to other Organizations:
In 2018-19, services were provided to the students of the following universities of Pakistan:


Quaid-e-Azam International University, Islamabad



University of Haripur, Hazara
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Bahria University, Islamabad



National Center of Excellence in Geology, University of Peshawar



National University of Sciences and Technology, Islamabad



Pakistan Institute of Engineering & Applied Sciences (PIEAS), Nilore, Islamabad



COMSATS University, Islamabad



PMAS-University of Arid Agriculture, Rawalpindi



Sindh Agricultural University, Sub-campus, Umerkot, Sindh

Seminars/Symposia/Presentations


To celebrate the International GIS Day 2018, an event was jointly organized on 14th November
in International Islamic University, Islamabad (IIUI) by Society for Conservation, GIS and
Department of Environmental Sciences, IIU, Islamabad in collaboration with Pakistan Museum
of Natural History (PMNH) Islamabad, Snow Leopard Foundation (SLF), WCS Pakistan and
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). Pakistan Museum of Natural History
displayed a stall at IIUI especially for the event where specimens of stuffed animals, birds,
reptiles, preserved verities of Mushrooms, higher plants, rocks, fossils and minerals were+ w
displayed for the students and participants of the event.



Dr. Syed Aneel Gilani, Dr. Sumaira Sahreen and Mr. Mishkatullah, scientists from Botanical &
Zoological Sciences Divisions, Pakistan Museum of Natural History, Islamabad participated in
the short training course on Classical weed biological control from 13-16 November, 2018, held
at Center for Agriculture and Biosciences International (CABI), Central and West Asia (CWA),
Rawalpindi.



Pakistan Museum of Natural History (PMNH) celebrated International Biological Diversity Day
on 22nd May, 2019 at PMNH in association with ICIMOD, Technology Times, International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO), Snow Leopard Foundation (SLF), Pakistan and International Islamic University,
Islamabad. The Ambassador of Nepal, H.E. Ms. Sewa Lamsal graced the occasion as the chief
guest.



Pakistan Museum of Natural History (PMNH) celebrated International Museum Week on 3rd
May, 2019 at PMNH in association with PSF, Center for Culture and Development (C2D), and
International Council of Museums (ICOM), UNESCO-Pakistan, and with the support of
Foundation Chanel, UNESCO-Pakistan and Talk walker. Museum Week event was organized in
the relevance to the International Museum Day which is observed on 18th May of every year.

Educational Activities
PMNH also facilitated visitors, National and International delegations and groups of students
during their visit to the PMNH display galleries by providing guided tours. Large number of
people and students from educational institutes from across the country visited PMNH. In 201819, 1,61,678 people visited PMNH including 70,444 students, 64,879 general public, 452
foreigners, and 25,903 children below 5 years of age.
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Important Visits to the PMNH Display Galleries in 2018-19


The group of 30 participants of the short training course on Classical weeds biological control
from 13-16 November, 2018, held at Center for Agriculture and Biosciences International
(CABI), Central and West Asia (CWA), Rawalpindi visited Pakistan Museum of Natural History,
Islamabad display galleries and herbaria on 14th November, 2018.



Twelve members Iraqi Geologists delegation came to the Islamabad, Pakistan on 11 th of
December, 2018 for official business meeting with PPL officials. They also visited PMNH
display galleries along with Muhammad Saad Mian, Administrative Officer and other officials
of Pakistan Petroleum Limited on 12th of December, 2018.



Prof. Dr. Muhammad Idrees, Vice Chancellor of Hazara University, Mansehra, along with senior
officials of the university, toured PMNH display galleries on 23 rd January, 2019. Dr. Muhammad
Rafique, Director General, PMNH received the honorable guests. Dr. Rafique, Director General,
PMNH briefed Hazara University delegation about the PMNH display galleries.



Pakistan Television Corporation (PTV)’s news team headed by anchorperson Naheed Chaudhry,
along with Producer and cameraman visited Pakistan Museum of Natural History for the
recording of PTV News channel program 45 Minutes on 1st January, 2019.



News Alert Islamabad Correspondent, Muhammad Jabir and cameraman visited Pakistan
Museum of Natural History for the recording of News Alert channel program on 1 st January,
2019.



Executive officials and senior officers of PMNH comprising Dr. Muhammad Rafique, Director
General, PMNH, Dr. Syed Lal Shah, Director, PSD, Dr. S. Aneel Gilani, Incharge, BSD, Dr.
Sumaira, Associate Curator, BSD, Mr. Aamir Yaseen, Incharge, ESD and Mr. Shahid Hussain,
Research Associate, ESD visited Shah Allah Ditta Caves in Islamabad along with worthy guests
Dr. Nadeem Omer, Executive Director, Centre for Culture & Development and Dr. Anees on 3rd
January, 2019 upon their special request as they wanted to know about the geology and
environment of Shah Allah Ditta Caves.
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Dr. Muhammad Rafique, Director General, PMNH sharing his views with the participants of the
International GIS Day Celebration at International Islamic University (Old Campus), Islamabad

Group photo of the participants of short training course of Classical weeds biological control from 13-16
November 2018 held at Center for Agriculture and Biosciences International (CABI), Central and West
Asia (CWA), Rawalpindi during their visit to the PMNH display galleries
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Team of Iraqi Geologists visited PMNH Display Galleries on 12th December, 2018

Dr. Muhammad Rafique, Director General, PMNH welcoming the honorable Ambassador of Nepal H.E.
Ms. Sewa Lamsal, on her arrival at PMNH
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Pakistan Scientific &Technological Information Centre (PASTIC)
Pakistan Scientific and Technological Information Centre (PASTIC), an affiliate of Pakistan Science
Foundation is a national S&T information dissemination agency serving as a gateway for access to and
delivery of S&T information and catering to the information needs of the scientists & engineers,
researchers, academicians, entrepreneurs and the industry. PASTIC National Center is housed in its
own building at Quaid-i-Azam University Campus, Islamabad with a comprehensive collection of
information resources in science and technology. PASTIC has sub-centers in Karachi, Lahore,
Peshawar, Quetta, Faisalabad and Muzaffarabad. Its sanctioned strength is 164 including Technical
and Administrative Staff. The non-development budget of PASTIC for the year 2018-19 was Rs.
192.214 million.

Objectives


Develop a National S&T/R&D Information Repository of indigenous S&T information
resources (databases).



Disseminate S&T/R&D information through contemporary information services & tools.



Strengthen National Science Reference Library through resource sharing and Inter-library
collaborations (consortium) and empowerment of information professionals.



Promotion of R&D based industrial development.



Develop collaborations with national and international information networks.



Facilitate printing of S&T/R&D Publications.



Capacity/skill development of researchers & entrepreneurs

Mission
To cater to S&T Information needs of R&D and Industrial sector through Anticipatory and Responsive
Information Services.
Vision
To be known as a leading national organization of Scientific & Technological information resources
for promoting & supporting Research & Development for sustainable socio-economic development.

Goal/Targets and Performance/Outcomes along with Future Plans

Goal/Target

Performance Indicators

Document Supply Service
 No. of S&T documents
supplied
to
R&D
Disseminate
Organizations,
S&T/R&D
Universities,
information
Professional Colleges,
through
Hospitals,
Industry,
contemporary
R&D Workers, Students
information
and Researchers by
services/ tools/
PASTIC.
publications
 No. of Users/Clients
served by PASTIC.

Performance/
Outcomes
2018-19
Planned Achieved
Targets
Targets

Future
Plans

90000

180190

200000

7500

9700

12,000
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Budget
Allocation
(2018-19)
Rs.
5,501,000/-

Bibliographic
Search
Service
 No. of References/
Abstracts
Supplied/
literatures
search
conducted by PASTIC.
 No. of Users/Clients
served
regarding
Literature
search/
Bibliographic
Information Services.
Technology
Roundup
(Technology
News-e
bulletin)
 No. of Issues brought
out annually.
Pakistan
Journal
of
Computer
and
Information
Systems
(PJCIS)
(A Peer reviewed Open
Access
bi-annual
publication)
 No. of Issues brought
out annually.
Technological
Information Services
 Seminars, Workshops
Symposia, Exhibitions
Promotion of
organized
under
R&D based
University/
Industry
industrial
Partnership Programme
development
and Technology &
Innovation
Support
Centre in collaboration
with IPO Pakistan.
Strengthen
National
PASTIC National Science
Science
Reference Library
No. of clients served
Reference
Library
IT Support Service &
S&T/R&D Databases
 No.
of
Abstracts
Develop
a
produced and indexed,
National
Abstracting
and
S&T/R&D
Indexing
Journals/
Information
References Publication
Repository of
i.e. PSA Food and
indigenous
Agricultural Sciences;
S&T
PSA Biochemistry &
information
Biotechnology;
PSA
resources
Animal & Veterinary
(databases)
Sciences; PSA Earth,
environment & Energy
etc.

7800

8100

10000

6500

6741

7000

6

6

6

2

2

2

16

14

16

13000

13300

14000

18000

18091

19000
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364,640/-

4,080,000/-




















Database of Industry of
Pakistan
Database of Pakistani
Commercializable
/
Indigenous Products
Database of Pakistani
Industrial Problems and
Proposed Solutions
Database of IndustryAcademia Linkages
Database of Foreign
Industries
Database
of
Universities/Institutes of
Pakistan
Database of Local &
International Industrial
Linkages
Union OPAC (Books of
11 libraries), (records
entered)
Energy
Publications
related to Pakistan,
(records entered)
Climate
Change
Publications related to
Pakistan,
(records
entered)
Scientific
Books
Published by Pakistani
Authors
(records
entered)

Facilitate
PASTIC Publication and
Printing
of
Printing Services
S&T/R&D
 No. of Printing jobs
Publications
completed
of S&T Org.
1. Trainings
PASTIC
Capacity/skill  No. of Library and
Information
development
Professionals/
of
Researchers trained in
researchers,
the
area
of
Information
ICT/Research Tools by
Professionals
PASTIC
entrepreneurs

5600

6000

8000

800

800

847

80

50

80

100

60

80

100

78

100

200

186

200

30

50

50

400000

420000

500000

500

432

600

370

357

500

3000

2654

3000

172

140

170

306,360/-

1200

1000

1000

750,000/-
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Pakistan Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (PCSIR)
Introduction
Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (PCSIR) was established in 1953 as an
autonomous body to build a strong scientific and technological base of the country for the development
of knowledge economy.
PCSIR is the premier public sector R&D organization of the country with a network of 17 research
laboratories/ units including 06 training institutes located all over the country. The mandate of PCSIR
is to utilize indigenous resources by promoting Scientific & Technological research in order to support
industrial sector for sustainable development of Pakistan. PCSIR provides cost effective technology
solutions to the industries for performance enhancement.
PCSIR provides services in almost every field of the economy including biotechnology, engineering,
food, advance and composite materials, leather, textile, herbal medicines and nutraceuticals, energy
etc. The council laboratories provide testing and certification services to various industrial sectors and
most of the exportable products are tested/ certified by its ISO-17025 accredited labs.
The activities undertaken during the year 2018-2019 are submitted below:

Science Wing
Research & Development
Progress & Performance (Outcome) and Targets of PCSIR in Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs)
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

Targets
Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs)
2018-19
Processes Developed
221
Processes Leased out
56
Patents Filed
42
Patents Obtained
05
Papers
Published
158
(International)
Papers Published (National)
50
Students Supervised
1675
Analytical
Equipment
190
Developed
Consultancies Provided
522
Technical/ Feasibility Reports
268
No. of Services Provided
40580
No. of Clients Served
13317
Interaction with Industries
1913
(Visits)
Exhibitions/
Conferences/
60
Seminars Organized
Workshops/
Training
86
Organized
Revenue Generated (In Pak Rs.)
(2018-19)
Technologies/
Products/
14.1124
Processes/ Royalty etc.
Analytical Testing/ Calibration
282.842
Consultancies/Collaborations/
109.309
Trainings/ HR/ Funded Projects
DAP
4.365
410.6284
Total
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Achieved
2019-20
230
100
70
20
180
70
1800
200
600
300
45000
14000
2000
70
120

490.00

ECP
Grand Total

72.758
483.3864

-

Major Initiatives
Establishment of Precision Systems Training Centre (PSTC) and PCSIR Laboratories at
Gwadar, Balochistan (on-going PSDP Project):
Gwadar is an important city of Pakistan with natural port and is an emerging hub of Commercial,
Economic and Social activities due to China Pak Economic Corridor (CPEC). A development project
“Establishment of Precision Systems Training Centre (PSTC) and PCSIR Laboratories at Gwadar
(Balochistan)” is being executed by PCSIR. These laboratories and training centre at Gwadar will not
only create jobs but will also play a vital role in the economic development by providing skilled
manpower and testing facilities to the local industries in food safety and security, building materials,
minerals, water testing, fisheries and chemicals.
2019 South and South East Asia Technology Transfer and Match Making Conference, Kunming,
Shanghai (June 13-19, 2019):
An high level 16 members delegation was organized by CSTTC-Sub Center Pakistan, established at
PCSIR Head Office Islamabad, comprising of senior scientists and officials from MoST, PCSIR,
PCRWR, PCRET, PSF, NIO and PSQCA along with top academicians from NUTECH, NUST and
COMSATS University, visited Kunming, China to attend South and South East Asia Technology
Transfer and Matchmaking Conference from June 13-19, 2019.
The most important aspect of delegation was the participation from business / private sector.
Representatives of SIMAP from Surgical Sector, Auto Parts Manufacturing (PAPAAM), Herbal
Medicine (Qarshi Industries) and President of Islamabad Chamber of Commerce and Industries
Islamabad, attended the conference.
This was the largest delegation of MoST ever visited China. The delegation was given due importance
during the conference and a whole day was dedicated to Pakistani and Chinese organizations for match
making and to discuss various aspects of technology transfer between both the countries. Detailed
presentations were given by the Pakistani and Chinese organization and discussions were held on the
technology requirements in Pakistan and mechanism of technology transfer.
Establishment of Science, Technology & Innovation Park (STIP) At PCSIR, Lahore:
Science and Technology Park (STP) in all over the world acts as bridge among the academia,
industries, R&D organizations and government, to provide infrastructure and research facilities for
continuous development and economic growth of a region. Establishment of Science and Technology
Park is the dire need for integrated innovative system at national level. In this context PCSIR has
instigated the establishment of PCSIR Science Technology and Innovation Park (STIP) for sustainable
economic development at PCSIR Laboratories Complex Lahore, as per verbal instructions of the
Honorable Ex Minister for Science and Technology. The idea and salient features of PCSIR- STIP,
Lahore have been briefed to the Honorable Ex Federal Minister and worthy Ex Secretary, MoST.
PCSIR also conducted a number of meetings with stakeholders for taking them on board and taken
necessary steps by providing technical and infrastructural support. A visit was also made by the
Honorable Ex Minister and Secretary MoST to PCSIR Laboratories Lahore to witness measures taken
to provide technical and infrastructure support to the industries.

MoST Sponsored R&D Projects
Ministry of Science and Technology has funded PCSIR to execute nine (9) R&D projects. Out of nine
projects, six are being carried out at PCSIR Labs. Lahore, whereas one project at PCSIR Labs Karachi
and two projects are being executed at PCSIR Labs Peshawar. These projects are designed to meet the
requirement of the industries and also to benefit the people of Pakistan. Three projects have been
completed six projects are under execution as listed below:
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MoST Funded R&D Projects Completed:





Replacement of table sugar with clarified rice syrup in beverages
Studies to minimize the aflatoxin contamination in rice
To develop technology for production of Nano Crystalline Cellulose (NCC) from Karka (wild
grass)

MoST Funded R&D Projects under Execution:








Hydroponics: Future of Agriculture Farming and Healthy Eating System.
Development of Emamectin Benzoate - A Potential Cotton Pest Herbicide.
Designing, Manufacturing and Testing of Electronic Load Controller and Governor for
Micro/Mini Hydro Power Station.
Development of Herbal Medicine for Urinary Tract Infection (UTI).
Synthesis of Novel Alkyd Resin Binder for Protective Coatings (Paints).
Designing, Development and Fabrication of High Temperature Ramping Control Furnace
1600ºC.

Need Based R&D Program
PCSIR has initiated a program to support industry by funding demand oriented, technology based R&D
projects to promote the scientific culture and to boost the knowledge based national economy. The list
of need based R&D projects being executed at various units of PCSIR is as under:
Completed Need Based R&D Project:






















Development of Color Matching/Color Assessment Cabinet (Digital). (Five Light Sources:
TL84, CWF, UV, and F/A).
Up gradation and modification of bio-fertilizer.
Production of food grade natural pink dye from indigenous sources and its application on food
items.
Enhanced Material Development for Small Arms Barrel.
Phytoremediation A Green Technology for Industrial Waste Water Treatment.
Production of micronutrients (ferrous/iron sulphate, copper sulphate, manganese sulphate and
zinc sulphate for poultry feed on semi-pilot scale (from scarp and indigenous sources).
Development of Hybrid Fuel –A clean coal Technology for alternate energy.
Production of Herbal Products from Nepta Praetervisa boiss, Polycharia sp. and Scriphedium
quettensis of Baluchistan.
To study the effect of photo- catalysts on the efficiency of water desalination by solar energy.
Development of Spontaneous and Quantitative Method for Fluoride Estimation in Water.
Development of Biopesticide from Plant Waste to Control Pest.
Synthesis of Pharmaceutical Grade Preservative, Chlorobutanol.
Preparation of Sodium Tripolyphosphate from Commercial Grade Chemicals.
Value Addition of Marble Slurry Waste from Marble Industry.
Designing, Fabrication of Energy Efficient (Dual System) Water Heater.
Development of PCR-Based Rapid Methods for the Detection of Food Borne Pathogens
Listeria Species (Listeria monocytogenes).
Designing and Development of Blood Tube Sealer.
Development of Biodegradable Coating Material for Slow Release, Eco Friendly and
Economical (SEFE) Urea Fertilizer.
Development of “Universal Centrifuge Control System”.
Production of Antimony Trioxide from Antimony Ore.
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Need Based R&D Projects Under Execution:





















Design and Development of Low Cost “Smart Flame Photometer”.
Processing of Seabuckthorn and its Value Addition for Industrial Feasible Food Products and
Cultivation/Propagation of Seabuckthorn Plant at Farm Field to Overcome the Dependency
on Wild Produce.
Buckwheat Based Gluten Free Product Development for Gluten Sensitive/Allergic People.
Developing Clean Technology in Leather Tanning Finishing Process.
Nano Colorants for Leather Dyeing: Synthesis and Commercial Applications.
Design and Fabrication of Waste Paper Pulper Unit.
Development of Nitrocellulose Lacquer.
Evaluation and Enhancement of Energy Efficiency of Electrical Motors.
Nano-Materials Based Coatings for Multifunctional Impacts on Glass Substrate.
Development of Herbal Product for Hypertension Normalization.
Development of Process for Commercial production of Lactulose.
Preparation of Sodium Tripolyphosphate from Commercial Grade Chemicals.
Value Addition of Marble Slurry Waste from Marble Industry.
Designing, Fabrication of Energy Efficient (Dual System) Water Heater.
Development of PCR-Based Rapid Methods for the Detection of Food Borne Pathogens
Listeria Species (Listeria monocytogenes).
Designing and Development of Blood Tube Sealer.
Development of Biodegradable Coating Material for Slow Release, Eco Friendly and
Economical (SEFE) Urea Fertilizer.
Development of “Universal Centrifuge Control System”.
Production of Antimony Trioxide from Antimony Ore.

Interaction with Public Sector Organizations
Organizational linkages with other public sector counterparts are being enhanced to share human &
material resources with an aim of creating synergies for the development of industrial sector and to
meet the national strategic requirements.
Collaboration with Defense Sector Organizations:





Pakistan Ordinance Factories (POF), Wah
Pakistan Aeronautical Complex (PAC), Kamra
Heavy Industry Taxila (HIT)

Human Resource Development in Collaboration with Federal/ Provincial Vocational Training
Authorities:
Apart from the regular diploma and certificate courses, PCSIR Laboratories/ Training Institutes are
conducting various trade related training courses in collaboration with following Federal/ Provincial
Vocational Training Authorities as per demand of the local industry:






National Vocational & Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC).
Punjab Skill Development Fund (PSDF).
Technical Education & Vocational Training Authority (TEVTA)
FATA Development Authority (FDA).
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Technology Wing
Development Activities
Ongoing PSDP Projects 2018-19
Sr#
1.

2.

3.

Project Name
Establishment of Technical Training
Centre for Precision. Mechanics and
Instrument Technology PSTC Gawadar
Balochistan
Up gradation of Food Processing &
Analytical Laboratory and Establishment
of Gems Cutting and Polishing Centre at
PCSIR Skardu, Gilgit-Baltistan.

Physical Progress
 Civil work is in progress (completed up
till roof level).
 Recruitment is under process

 Civil Works is in progress (completed
up to plaster level).
 Equipment, hardware and furniture
procured.
 04 groups of 82 participants training on
Food Processing and Preservation have
been completed.
Up gradation of Medicinal Botanic Centre  Admin approval issued on 15.08.2018.
as National Centre for Herbal Medicine,  Opening of Assignment account is in
PCSIR Labs. Complex, Peshawar
process.

New Approved PSDP Projects 2018-19:


Up gradation of Polymer and Plastic Laboratory at PCSIR Laboratories Complex, Lahore.

Human Resource Development (HRD) Programs
For the development of human resource there are seven (7) technical training centers located in
different provinces. The detail of these training centers is given below:
Technical
Training Centre

Courses

No. of Students Passed Out
(2018-19)

1

IIEE, Karachi

B. Engg.

Result awaited

2

PSTC, Karachi

DAE

151

Short Courses

31

3

PSTC, Lahore

DAE

111

4

PSTC, Quetta

5

CM & FT, Daska

6

PSTC, Peshawar

Sr. #

DAE (Enrolled)

12

Short Courses

130

DAE

25

Short Courses
DAE
Short courses (DIT)

79
27
19

Medium Term Future Plans


To execute demand driven R&D projects with financial support of MoST and relevant
industry.



Infrastructure and manpower for research in new fields e.g. nanotechnology, biotechnology,
biosensors, etc. shall be developed.



To extend the scope of accredited parameters for cement, Halal foods, food grade packaging
materials, rapid testing of SPS organisms, calibration, etc.
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To strengthen and establish linkages with academia and industry to facilitate the clients.



To establish technology parks in PCSIR Labs Lahore, Karachi and Peshawar.



To strengthen marketing cell for commercializing processes, products and technologies.



Institutional strengthening and establishment of new R&D disciplines which may include the
following:
o

Establishment of Halal lab in Karachi.

o

Pharmaceutical and toxicology studies of herbal medicines.

o

Establishment of E-library for advanced literature.

o

Proficiency testing provider in the areas of chemical, fuel, pesticides, heavy metals and
textiles.

o

Design and fabrication of scientific equipment.

o

Strengthening of PCSIR’s technical education institutes i.e. PSTCs, CM&FT and IIEE.

o

Establishment of Technical Training Centre for Precision. Mechanics and Instrument
Technology PSTC Gwadar Balochistan.

o

Up gradation of Food Processing & Analytical Laboratory and Establishment of Gems
Cutting and Polishing Centre at PCSIR Skardu, Gilgit-Baltistan.

o

Up gradation of Medicinal Botanic Centre as National Centre for Herbal Medicine,
PCSIR Labs. Complex, Peshawar.
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Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC)
Introduction
Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) is a statutory regulatory body established under PEC Act-1976
enacted by the Parliament. Its main statutory functions include registration of engineers, consulting
engineers, constructors/operators and accreditation of engineering programmes offered by
universities/institutions, ensuring and managing of continuing professional development, assisting the
Federal Government as Think Tank, establishing standards for engineering products and services
besides safeguarding the interest of its members. The council shall encourage, facilitate and regulate
working of professional engineering bodies for creativity and as custodians of engineering under the
umbrella of the Council.
PEC is financially self-sustaining institution, meets its expenses from the accrual of registration fees
from engineers, constructors, operator and consulting firms and having no dependency on government
or any other outside agency.
PEC interacts with the Government, both at the Federal and Provincial level by participating in
Commissions, Committees and Advisory Bodies. PEC is a fully representative body of the engineering
community in the country. PEC has also been providing support to the Government in conducting
technical enquiries and recommending remedial measures on the subjects referred. Over the years,
PEC has become an influential voice, which speaks for the engineering profession as a whole in the
country. It forms an effective bridge between Government, industry and academia.
In the last decade, PEC has achieved numerous national and international achievements and has
become part of the top internationally recognized engineering bodies. The major achievements include
excellence in the quality of engineering education, transformation of regulations in line with
international standards and best practices.
PEC maintains a very lean secretariat at its Head Quarter, regional and branch offices in various cities.
The main administrative control of the Council rests with its Governing Body (GB) which is composed
of sixty-six professional engineers registered with the Council, having more than 20 years of
professional standing and are elected for term of three years.

Accreditation of Engineering Programs
By virtue of its Act, PEC is the apex body for accreditation and licensing/registration within its
jurisdiction. The Council is carrying out process of accreditation for the 1st cycle (undergraduate level)
of engineering education so far. As on June, 2019, total number of engineering programs being offered
in the country in public and private sectors are more than 396 in 144 HEIs as a four years Bachelor
program after 12 years of schooling/education.
The accreditation process has been practiced in-line with international best practices as per the
Washington Accord/IEA guidelines through the Accreditation Manual 2014 (Outcome Based
Education and Assessment System of Accreditation OBE/OBA).
The Engineering Accreditation Department of PEC has been involved in execution of the accreditation
related policies and procedures in accordance with the PEC Regulations for Engineering Education
and the Accreditation Manual.

Status of Accredited Engineering Programs:
The detail of accredited engineering programs up to 92nd EA&QEC/EAB (June 2019) by engineering
accreditation department is as under:

Sr.
#

PEC Accredited Engineering Programs (Under Level-I & II)
(Up to 92nd EA&QEC/EAB-June 2019)
Location
No. of Universities/
Engineering
Engineering
Institutes
Programs
Programs
(Level-I)
(Level-II)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sr.
#
i
ii
iii
iv
v

Islamabad
Punjab
Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa
Sindh
Balochistan
AJ&K
Total

25
66
20

50
172
53

27
39
13

28
2
3
144

97
15
8
396

17
0
0
96

Type of Programs

No. of
Programs
396
70+
96
144
29

Accredited Engineering Programs till June 2019
Under Process Engineering Programs
Accredited Engineering Programs as per OBE Manual 2014
Engineering Universities/HEIs
Engineering Disciplines accredited so far

PEC Accredited Engineering Programs
(Upto June 2019)
500

396

400
300
172

200
100

25 50 27

66

39

20

53

144

97
13

28

17

2 15 0

3 8 0

Balochistan

AJ&K

96

0
Islamabad

Punjab
Khyber PakhtunkhwaSindh

No. of Universities/ Institutes

Total

Engineering Programs (Under Level-I)

Engineering Programs (Under Level-II)

Contribution for National Development
Curriculum Development/Revision as per WA of IEA guidelines
The National Curriculum Review Committee (NCRC) of HEC has composition with 50% nomination
from PEC comprising relevant experts/PEVs. The curriculum revision is ensured after three years. PEC
has prioritized curriculum development/revision jointly with Higher Education Commission (HEC)
focusing the Outcome Based Education in the country in-line with the Washington Accord guidelines
through benchmarking with the signatory countries.
Meanwhile, PEC approached HEC to develop/review Engineering Curricula by PEC in support of PEC
Act and Bye-Laws being the Regulatory Body. The Engineering Curriculum Revision and
Development Committee (ECRDC) has been formulated to work further on the revision of curricula
as per international best practices in-line with Outcome based Education System approach.

Performance/Outcomes


PEC played important role in a global perspective including mentoring to other economies in
Central Asia, Middle East, Africa and Far East towards standardization of their education and
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accreditation system in accordance with FEIAP (Asia Pacific level), FEIIC (at OIC level) and
Washington Accord under the umbrella of International Engineering Alliance
Training and capacity building of faculty from HEIs and Program Evaluators (PEVs) has been
prioritized. As per requests from HEIs, about 12 Trainings have been conducted for Faculty
and Quality Directors. About 300 faculty members, including 106 Program Evaluators have
been trained though these training.
The Engineering Curriculum Revision and Development Committee (ECRDC) has been
formulated to work further on the revision of curricula as per international best practices inline with Outcome Based Education System approach

Registration of Engineers
PEC registration is mandatory to practice engineering profession in the country. A person possessing
an accredited engineering qualification is eligible to be registered with the Council as Registered
Engineer (RE), however, he/she may apply for the title of Professional Engineer (PE) after five years
of experience along with requisite CPD points and passing Engineering Practice Examination (EPE).
Moreover, the Council is in process to open a register for International Professional Engineer (Int.PE)
as authorized by International Professional Engineers Agreement (IPEA).

Goals & Targets Achieved
In recent years, PEC has transformed registration system by initiating following reforms to facilitate
the engineering community:





Complimentary Registration for fresh engineering graduates.
Biometric verification of engineers for updation of their profile.
Discount offer to engineers having valid registration by more than 100 brands.
Issuance of Supervisory Certificates to fresh engineers.
Registration of International Professional Engineer (Int.P.Eng.).

Registered Engineers (REs) in the Year 2018-19
Region
Punjab
Sindh
KPK
Balochistan
AJ&K
FATA
Federal
Gilgit-Baltistan
Foreign

Registered Engineers (REs)
10373
6487
3402
589
585
477
428
238
165

Professional Engineers (PEs) in the Year 2018-19
Region
Punjab
Sindh
KPK
Balochistan
FATA
Federal

Professional Engineers (PEs)
66
30
16
03
01
06

Female Engineers Registered with
PEC in 2018-19

2315
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Engineers (Belonging to Minorities)
Registered with PEC in 2018-19

324

Registration of Constructors, Operators & Consultants
Constructor/Operator Department is responsible for registration of Construction, Operation and
Consulting Engineering firms. Statistics for the aforementioned fiscal year (2018-19) is as under:
Region
Punjab
Sindh
KPK
Balochistan
AJ&K
FATA
Federal
Gilgit-Baltistan

Contractors/Constructors
1048
929
571
302
50
60
682
320

Region
Punjab
Sindh
KPK
Balochistan
FATA
Federal

Operators
10
05
06
00
01
10

Region
Punjab
Sindh
KPK
Balochistan
Federal

Consultants
24
26
07
02
14

Reforms to make the Registration Process Easier
Over the period of time the Constructor/Operator Department went through a lot of reforms to make
the registration process transparent, and efficient. The reforms are as under:











Biometric verification of Engineers to eliminate fake/forged employment,
Minimum 70% mandatory employment of local engineers in foreign firms working in
Pakistan. This condition resulted in increase of local engineers employment in foreign
companies, from 13 engineers to approx. 600 engineers per year,
Introduction of clarity in identification of foreign and local firms through revised definition
in very clear terms so as to eliminate misuse and exploitation of each other’s status due to
previous vague definition,
Removal of ‘non-availability of technology’ as prerequisite for registration of foreign firms
so as to import modern engineering procedures and techniques in addition to facilitating
foreign investment essential for mega projects,
Restriction on foreign firms to be registered in C-A, C-B and C-I only in order to relieve local
construction industry of undue competitive pressure of foreign firms,
Online registration of Constructors and Operators,
Introduction of Annual Based License instead of Project Specific one for foreign firms,
embedded with monitoring, control and record maintenance mechanism.
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Employment opportunities for 10,000 fresh Engineers (Supervisory License),
Incentive schemes for Constructors and Operators,
Multistage checking of mandatory JV between foreign and local firms,
Introduction of the condition of equivalence/compatibility between JV partners so that the JV
may sustain resulting in timely finalization of projects,
Consideration of rented plant and machinery instead of owned machinery for registration of
firm,
Increase in mandatory financial standing as pre-requisite and fee for foreign firm registration
so that only credible and serious foreign companies are allowed to work in Pakistan,
Simplification of registration forms and documents,
Updation of progress to the applicant about registration case,
Establishment of Facilitation Center.

Facilitation Centre
PEC has established the Facilitation Centre (FC) in PEC HQ and Regional Offices in order to address
the issues of Constructors, Operators and Engineers besides providing One Window Solution.
Engineers, constructors, and operators are gathering requisite information to improve their professional
statures and manage expeditious disposal of their registration and allied cases. FC is basically PEC’s
interface with its clients, functioning on a solution providing approach through one window operation.
With its dedicated staff, FC manages centrally all the queries/issues of visiting engineers and
constructors by interacting directly with them as well as the concerned departments/offices of PEC.

Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) under PEC Act and CPD-Byelaws, is earnestly working for the
professional growth and skill enhancement of ever growing engineering community. Under New
Vision of CPD, specialized job-oriented and global certification courses are being introduced to
enhance employability and on-job performance. For wider coverage and remote outreach, webinars
and video-conferencing facilities have been integrated. This Vision envisages 100,000 jobs for fresh
engineers in next 5-years not only in national but international job-markets ensuring cross-border
mobility.
For the professional growth and skill development of engineers in the country, PEC has implemented
a three-pronged strategy as:





PEC regularly organizes nation-wide short courses, seminars, and trainings for engineers in
different disciplines.
Encouraging professional bodies all over country (like IEP, IEEP and universities) to impart
CPD activities (list available on PEC website) through registration with PEC as Professional
Engineering Bodies (PEBs)
Establishing professional development academies at various engineering universities/PEBs.

CPD Activities Conducted by PEC during 2018-2019
Province
Federal
Punjab
Sindh
KPK
Balochistan
AJK
Gilgit Baltistan
Total

No. of Short Courses
14
13
13
13
11
4
1
69
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No. of Engineers Participated
1147
1052
1378
1222
1866
412
88
7165

Professional Engineering Bodies (PEBs)
To facilitate the engineers, PEC has registered large number of Professional Engineering Bodies and
the list is available on PEC website. As per provision of Byelaw-16 of PDE Bylaws 2008, from July
2010 onwards, most of Continuing Professional Development activities (courses, training workshops,
etc.) are being undertaken by these PEBs.

Registration/Renewal Status of PEBs until June 2019
153
95

Total No. of PEBs
No. of PEBs having valid License/Renewal

CPD Activities (Short Courses/Workshops) by PEBs during 2018- 2019
Period

No. of Activities

No. of Engineer Participants

July2018-June 2019

214

7905

Engineering Practice Exam (EPE)
As per provisions of Byelaw-5(e) of PDE Byelaws-2008, PEC holds Engineering Practice
Examination for Registered Engineers (REs) to get prestigious title of Professional Engineer (PE)
through assessment of engineering competence, knowledge and skills an engineer. The EPE is an
essential part of assessment for the title of Professional Engineer.
So far, PEC has conducted 14 examinations in which 1,413 candidates appeared. The 15 th EPE is
scheduled to be held on 27th October 2019, for which the process in on-going as per schedule.

Professional Exams (EPE) Conducted during 2018-19
S.#
1
2

EPE
13th EPE
(Fall-2018)
14th EPE
(Spring-2019)

Applicants

Eligible

Appeared

Qualified

287

263

253

130

283

252

244

114

Standards for Engineering Contracts, Cost and Services
PEC has developed unified Bidding and Contracts Documents for procurement of engineering goods
and services. These documents were approved by the ECNEC and also adopted by PPRA. PEC has
further developed thirteen documents to facilitate procurement of goods and services which are
available at websites of PEC (www.pec.org.pk) and PPRA (www.ppra.org.pk). PEC has now
undertaken the initiative to revise/update these documents based on latest FIDIC and MDBs (Multi
Development Banks) documents 2012; incorporating users’ feedback and Federal Governments
relevant laws.

PEC Committee of Experts & Arbitrators on Bidding Documents
PEC is serving as a forum for arbitration pertaining to disputes in construction and consultancy
contracts as per PEC Act 1976 - Section (8)-s. The matters referred to PEC are adjudicated as per PEC
Construction/Consultancy Byelaws. Apart from panel of arbitrators/experts, PEC has also constituted
a Committee with the mandate to deal with such cases.

International Role:
Pakistan Engineering Council is representing Pakistan at the highest apex international professional
forums/bodies and has been actively working on going global through establishment of international
linkages and collaborations resulting in membership and recognition by relevant professional bodies
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at international level. Following are the notable international collaborations and linkages, notably but
not limited to the following:
 Washington Accord (WA) of International Engineering Alliance (IEA),
 International Professional Engineers Agreement (IPEA) under IEA
 Federation of Engineering Institutions of Asia and the Pacific (FEIAP)
 Federation of Engineering Institutions of Islamic Countries (FEIIC),
 Network of Accreditation Bodies for Engineering Education in Asia (NABEEA)
The Engineering Accreditation Department (EAD) also keeps close liaison with contemporary
counterpart regulatory professional bodies worldwide like BEM Malaysia, IES Singapore, CAST,
China, ABET, USA, Engineers Canada, EC, UK, SCE, Saudi Arabia, Engineers Australia, Engineering
New Zealand, JABEE, Japan, ABEEK, Korea and many other professional bodies.

Outcome of International Collaboration, Linkages and Achievements
Following are the major achievements of EAD during the prescribed period (2018-2019) regarding
benchmarking and International recognition of engineering qualifications offered in Pakistan and cross
border mobility of engineering graduates:


Nominator/Mentor to Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN):
PEC nominated by International Engineering Alliance (IEA) as Nominator/Mentor to “Council
for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN)” towards their Provisional Signatory
Status to Washington Accord of IEA. A two-member PEC expert team visited Nigeria on the
request of COREN in September, 2018 to observe their education and accreditation system in
line with WA guidelines.
As part of mentoring process, a delegation of COREN visited PEC Headquarters during
November, 2018 besides visits of various HEIs in Islamabad as part of knowledge exchange and
learning process of best practices in program accreditation recognized internationally and being
implemented by PEC since 2016 onwards.



32nd FEIIC Executive Council and EQAPS project meetings, January 7-8, 2019, Makkah:
PEC participated and
contributed in 32nd FEIIC
Council meeting as well as
Engineering Qualification,
Accreditation
&
Professional
Systems
(EQAPS) project meetings
on January 7-8, 2019 at
Makkah, Kingdom of
Saudi
Arabia (KSA).
Chairman, PEC, Engr.
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Jawed Salim Qureshi (Deputy President of FEIIC) and Head Accreditation, Engr. Dr. Nasir
Mahmood Khan (Deputy Chair of EQAPs) attended the meeting.


27th General Assembly and 5th Convention of FEIAP, June 28-July 2, 2019, Xian, China:
Pakistan, represented by PEC, is member of the Federation of Engineering Institutions of Asia
and Pacific (FEIAP). A three-member PEC delegation attended 27th General Assembly and 5th
Convention of FEIAP, held on June 28-July 2, 2019 at Xian, China. The delegation also met with
Deputy Chief of Mission, Pakistan Embassy, Beijing during the visit and discussed Embassy role
in fostering close collaboration with Chinese Counterparts/China Association for Science &
Technology (CAST).



Nominated as Reviewer for Myanmar Engineering Council (MEngC), Myanmar:
PEC has been nominated as an International Reviewer by FEIAP under sponsorship from
UNESCO for Myanmar. Accordingly, Myanmar Engineering Council (MEngC), Myanmar was
visited by a two-member
PEC expert panel in April
1-3, 2019 to review their
accreditation process under
FEIAP guidelines. The
PEC reviewers visited
Mandalay
Technical
University (MTU) and
submitted review report to
FEIAP Secretariat, which
was discussed in FEIAP
EXCO meeting during the
27th General Assembly on
June 28-July 2, 2019 at Xian, China. As a result, MEngC was declared as substantially equivalent
economy of Asia Pacific. Further, MEngC requested PEC for Mentoring towards WA status
under IEA which will be discussed in EAB in its forthcoming meeting during August 2019.



International Engineering Alliance (IEAM-2019), June 9-14, 2019, Hong Kong:
Pakistan, represented by PEC, is full member signatory of Washington Accord (WA) under the
umbrella of International Engineering Alliance (IEA). A two-member PEC delegation
participated in IEA Meeting (IEAM-2019) on June 9-14, 2019 at Hong Kong. PEC Annual
reports as full signatory of Washington Accord (WA) and authorized member of IPEA were
presented in closed sessions. Further, PEC also presented its review/nomination report for
Nigeria (COREN) towards its provisional signatory status. Malaysia was the second reviewer in
this regard. However, Nigeria was declined due to its partial preparedness and other identified
observations by the signatories/reviewers with the advice to work further with Mentors (Malaysia
& Pakistan).



NABEEA 16th Council meeting & 12th General Assembly, June 10, 2019, Hong Kong:
PEC delegation, as Council member, attended the 16th Council meeting & 12th General Assembly
of Network of Accreditation Bodies for Engineering Education in Asia (NABEEA) on June 10,
2019 at Hong Kong held in adjacent to IEAM meetings.
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National Recognition of PEC Efforts:


23rd March 2019 would always be remembered in the history of Pakistan Engineering Council
on the occasion of highest Civil Award “Pride of Performance” for Engr. Dr. Nasir Mahmood
Khan,
Head
of
Engineering Accreditation
Department. Dr. Nasir has
played central role for
promoting
quality
standards and outcomebased
engineering
education (OBE) in the
country
besides
establishing regional and
global
partnerships,
facilitating qualification
equivalence and crossborder mobility. The accomplishments are well recognized as full signatory status of Washington
Accord; International Professional Engineer licensing authority as well as contributions at FEAIP
and FEIIC forums.

Federal Minister for Science and Technology Visited PEC
The Federal Minister for Science and
Technology
Mr.
Fawad
Ahmad
th
Chaudhry visited PEC on 25 April,
2019. The Chairman Task Force on
Energy Mr. Nadeem Babar also
accompanied
him.
A
detailed
presentation related to working and
performance of PEC was made by
Chairman PEC. Numerous reforms and
initiatives taken during the current regime
were shared. While appreciating the
efforts and initiatives of PEC, the Federal
Minister assured his full support in
furthering the reforms for quality of
engineering education and growth of the
engineering profession. He also assured his support towards the Service Structure of Engineers. Several
PEC Governing Body Members and senior officers at Headquarters were also present during the
briefing.

Visit of Chairman, HEC to PEC
A delegation of Higher Education Commission
along with Dr Tariq Banuri, Chairman HEC visited
PEC Headquarters on 6 December, 2018. The
Chairman PEC Engr Jawed Salim Qureshi shared
PEC efforts towards quality engineering education
in line with international standards and best
practices. He also highlighted new initiatives,
reforms and future plans for the engineers and the
engineering sector. Dr Banuri appreciated the
reforms and initiatives pursued by PEC and
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assured full support. The matter of National Technology Council including its draft Bill was also
discussed.

Visit of Bradford University Delegation to PEC
A high-level delegation of Bradford
University, UK lead by Vice Chancellor,
Professor Brain Cantor visited PEC on 26th
February, 2019. The visit was part of PEC
Conference in Collaboration with World
Technology Universities Network wherein the
Vice Chancellors and the Rectors of various
universities were also present. The objective of
the conference was to highlight the role of
engineering & technology research and quality
education towards impact and value in society.

Training on Construction & Understanding Operations of Zig-Zag Brick Kilns
Brick Kiln Sector has pivotal role in the infrastructure development and at the same time one of the
ignored sector of the economy where energy consumption and environmental impacts are of great
concern. A three-day training and awareness program was organized for Brick Kiln owner, engineering
professionals and stakeholders from 11-14 September, 2018 at PEC, Headquarters in collaboration
with Ministry of Climate Change, NEECA, and ICIMOD. Ambassador of Nepal, Ms Sewa Lamsal,
Secretary, Ministry of Climate Change, Mr. Khizar Hayat Khan, Chairman, PEC, Jawed Salim
Qureshi, Country Head, ICOMOD, Dr Wahid Jasra and Experts from Nepal were present which was
widely covered in the media.

ICIMOD as a Regional Partner, took the task to improve the brick kilns design while achieving
significant reduction of black carbon and other emissions from brick kilns, which are responsible for
substantial air pollution in many cities of the world. The improved design helps save energy and fuel
up to 40% while up to 70% emission reduction besides enhancing good quality production from 70 to
95%.

National Consultative Workshop on Engineering Curriculum Development
PEC organized a National Consultative Workshop at Islamabad on 29 th April 2019 by involving all
relevant stakeholder mainly industry, academia and alumni while taking into consideration national
and global trends, policies and economic dynamics. The workshop was attended by Vice Chancellors,
Rectors and Deans of Engineering Universities besides representatives from HEC, industry, public
organizations and consulting firms such as NESPAK, ACE, Nestle Pakistan, POF, WAPDA, IRSA,
EDB, FWO, NHA, CDA, PCRWR, and NIE.
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The PEC initiative on stakeholder consultation was much appreciated and it was unanimously agreed
for establishing a strong link between academia and industry so that the program design and curriculum
development should encompass the dynamics of technological advancement, industrial needs and
management cum communication skills for engineering graduates.

Industrial Consultation Workshop for Capacity Building & Skill Enhancement of
Engineers
An Industrial Consultation Workshop was held at Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry on 18
May, 2019. Engr Almas Haider, President, LCCI, other members of the Chamber and industry were
present. The workshop was mainly attended by the representatives from industry, consulting firms, and
academia.
The main objective of the workshop was stakeholder consultation to exchange trends and challenges
being faced in the engineering and industrial sector, and skillsets needed for the engineers to play their
intended role in the industry as well as to be competitive in the national and International job-markets.
This was part of PEC efforts for the professional growth and skill enhancement of ever growing
engineering community.

Training on Innovation Management in SMEs for 7 Regional Countries
A 4-day Regional Training on "Innovative Management in SMEs" was organized during October, 2018
by PEC in collaboration with Asia Productivity Organization, Tokyo and National Productivity
Organization (NPO) through Video-Link/Webinar, wherein simultaneously professionals from 7
countries (Iran, India, Philippine, Fiji, Sri Lanka, Vietnam and Pakistan) participated. The participants
shared experiences from their respective countries and presented outcomes of case studies.

PEC participated in the S&T Conference and Expo held at PCSIR Lahore
Under the guidance of Senate Standing Committee on Science and Technology, Ministry of Science
and Technology organized the S&T Conference and Expo from 11-13 February, 2019 at PCSIR
Complex, Lahore. All S&T organizations including PEC actively participated for sharing objectives,
products and services amongst the general public, students and industrial partners. The event was
inaugurated by Senator Mushtaq Ahmed, Chairman, Senate Standing Committee who highly
appreciated the role of PEC in promoting quality engineering education in-line with international
standards and best practices.

Trainings by EAD, PEC on OBA/OBE for Capacity Building
PEC has been continuously striving to achieve and maintain the highest standards in engineering
education to be implemented in the country. In order to train the faculty and Quality Directors from
HEIs and the PEC Program Evaluators, a comprehensive training program has been running where
training workshops and sessions are conducted by PEC Master Trainers at various regions of the
country in accordance with Outcome Based Education and Assessment System of Accreditation
(OBE/OBA). The training workshops, mock accreditation sessions and other related training activities
are meant for capacity building of the concerned persons involved in implementation of the OBE
system as per the Washington Accord guidelines and the International/WA signatories’ best practices.
All the HEIs offering engineering programs have been kept on board and involved in the process.

Training for PEC Approved Program Evaluators (PEVs):
Sr.
No
1.

Region/ Venue
Sindh
(NED UET Karachi)

Date

No. of
PEVs

Resource Persons

Feb 25 to
March 01, 2019

34

Engr. Prof. Dr. Jameel Ahmed
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Engr. Dr. Nasir Mahmood Khan

2.

Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa

April 8-10,
2019

32

“—“

(UET, Peshawar)

Training for HEI Faculty and Quality Directors:
Sr #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

HEI / Faculty
Dawood University of Engineering and Technology, Karachi
University of Agriculture, Faisalabad
Mirpur University of Science and Technology , AJ&K
Wah Engineering College, Wah Cantt
Qurtuba University of Science & Information Technology, D.I.
Khan
Fatima Jinnah Women University, Rawalpindi
Muslim Youth University, Islamabad
Superior College, Lahore
University of Gujrat, Gujrat

Training Dates
26-27/11/2018
29-30/11/2018
2-3/12/2018
10/12/2018
11-12/01/2019
18-19/01/2019
14-15/03/2019
21-22/03/2019
22-23/04/2019

27th Annual General Meeting held at Lahore
The 27th AGM of Pakistan Engineering Council was held at University of Engineering & Technology
Lahore on 29th November, 2018. A large number of engineers participated besides engineering students
of various universities. The Ex-Chairpersons' PEC especially Engr. Dr. M Akram Sheikh and Senator
Rukhsana Zuberi also participated. During their address, they appreciated vital initiatives taken during
the tenure of present Chairman, especially the international accomplishments, mainly Washington
Accord and IPEA full signatory status.

PEC Governing Body takes Oath for Term 2018-21
After PEC Elections in August 2018, the newly elected Governing Body took oath in its 1 st session
held on 24th September 2018 at PEC Headquarters Islamabad during 32 nd GB meeting of the Council.
On this occasion, all the elected members showed their full confidence in the successful conduct of the
elections wherein nearly 40,000 engineers cast their vote.

Assistance to the Federal Government of Pakistan
Assistance to the Federal Government as Think Tank is another major function of the Council, for
which the Council formed a Think Tank Committee comprising eminent engineers, allied
professionals, academicians, policy makers, and researchers. Under the Convenorship of Chairman
PEC, the Sub-committees are working in major sectors of energy, water, telecommunication,
manufacturing, infrastructure and engineering education.
Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) being a supra body is providing “Assistance to the Federal
Government as Think Tank” on various national issues and development plans.
ICC and PEC signed an International License Agreement (ILA) on July 12, 2017 for revision of
Building Code of Pakistan. ICC has granted initial permission of two years for revision of said code.
Due to Elections of PEC Governing Body in 2017, now, the new Governing Body for the term 20182021 has been elected and therefore, PEC officially requested ICC for grant of a revised (ILA) which
is under process, as ICC and PEC will sign the revised ILA, the work on revision of Building Code of
Pakistan would be materialized.
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Linkages with Budget
The expenditure incurred upon accreditation and related activities for quality assurance by EAD are
conducted as per the budgetary allocation by PEC. The accreditation fees are charged by PEC through
Finance Department from the HEIs and concerned bodies as per the approved PEC policy.

Future Plans and Goals







Implementation of IPEA mechanism for registering engineers under the title for International
Professional Engineer (Int.PE).
The WA Review is conducted after five years of the grant of full signatory status.
Accordingly, PEC system will be reviewed by WA in 2022. Presently, about 96 engineering
programs are accredited under level-II (OBE), considered as substantially equivalent by WA.
In order to achieve the desired outcome, the target of shifting about 100 more engineering
programs on OBE as per WA guidelines is set for 2019/2020.
PEC is going organize 2nd Dean’s Conference of Engineering Institutions, October 2019 in
Islamabad with the main theme: “Globalization of Engineering Education and Practice”.
Through this conference, PEC intends to provide an opportunity to the participants to address
quality engineering education, standards, Outcome Based Education/Accreditation,
curriculum-design and benchmarking.
Training and Capacity Building of HEIs and PEVs:
o In order to facilitate implementation of OBE in the country a comprehensive training
schedule will be followed for training and capacity building of faculty from HEIs
throughout the country. This is in-line with the decision of 89th EAB/EA&QEC meeting.
o









A comprehensive, region-wise Training for capacity building of Program Evaluators
(PEVs) in-line with the Accreditation Manual-2014 as per WA guidelines and
international best practices has been planned and followed regularly.

Revision of Accreditation Manual-2014 is underway through a committee to incorporate
latest trends and requirements and eliminate anomalies.
Development of Post-Graduate Accreditation Manual
Establishment of National Engineering Academy for promoting professional engineering
activities.
Establishment of National Technology Science Park with the foremost aim to facilitate the
production and commercialization of state-of-the-art technologies arising from various
engineering disciplines and R&D activities to overall promotion of engineering profession.
33rd FEIIC Council Meeting and General Assembly, FICEER-2019 and 2nd FEIIC-EQAPS
Workshop, Makkah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 2-7 November 2019.
FEIAP Executive Council and General Assembly, 18-24 November 2019, Melbourne,
Australia.
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Pakistan Halal Authority (PHA)
Introduction
Pakistan Halal Authority (PHA) was established through an Act of the Parliament known as the
Pakistan Halal Authority Act No. VIII of 2016.
The purpose of establishing PHA is to promote imports and exports, trade and commerce with foreign
countries and inter-provincial trade and commerce in Halal articles and processes. The Provincial
Governments and the respective governments of Gilgit Baltistan and Azad Jammu and Kashmir may
also opt to adopt the provisions as envisaged in the Act.
There exists a huge international market of Halal business worth trillions of dollars, bulk of which is
being taken away by non-Muslim countries. Countries mostly involved in the Halal products exports
are Brazil, Australia, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, China, Korea, South Africa, America etc. The
scope of the Halal sector covers a wide range of items such as food, pharmaceuticals, health, food
supplements and toiletries etc. 85% of the Halal Food imports by OIC Nations are from Non-Muslim
Countries. Pakistan being a Muslim country is taking only a nominal share of this huge export potential,
due to non-existence of a legal and recognized entity / authority at the national level dealing with the
Halal sector.

Powers and functions of the Authority:
Powers and functions of the Authority shall be to:–
(a) Develop and implement strategies, plans and programmes for promotion of imports and
exports, trade and commerce with foreign countries and inter-provincial trade and commerce
in Halal articles and processes;
(b) Recommend the Halal Standards developed for articles and processes, to be notified in the
official Gazette by the Federal Government for adoption and notification by the National
Standards Body:
In this context, the Authority may consider the OIC Guidelines in schedule-I, relating to Halal food
and other articles or processes, as modified by the Organization of the Islamic Cooperation from time
to time, as a reference point;
(c) Recommend mechanism for the Accreditation of Halal Certification Bodies and adoption of
Halal Certification systems;
(d) Develop policies, plans and programmes for ensuring compliance of Halal articles and
processes with the Halal Standards;
(e) Develop and authorize use of Halal logo for Halal articles and processes;
(f) May operate as a certification body after obtaining due accreditation from the National
Accreditation Body;
(g) Levy fees for issue or renewal of the Halal certificate and / or authorizing the use of Halal
Logo;
(h) Maintain a register of all persons, firms and companies authorized to use the Halal logo;
(i) Inspect and test Halal products and processes for their quality, specification and
characteristics with relation to the Halal Standards, for purposes of imports and exports, trade
and commerce with foreign countries and inter-provincial trade and commerce;
(j) Prohibit production, storage and sale in the Islamabad Capital Territory of such Halal
products as do not conform to the Halal Standards;
(k) Arrange and conduct public awareness campaigns in relation to the Halal sector in general
and to Halal products and processes in particular;
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(l) Secure international recognition of the Halal logo to build confidence in the Halal
Certification system and Pakistani Halal products abroad;
(m) Co-ordinate with national and international organizations for strengthening the Halal sector;
(n) Promote and encourage establishment of libraries and laboratories for the purpose of
developing the Halal sector;
(o) Collect and circulate statistical and other information relating to the Halal sector; and
(p) Any other function assigned by the Government for development of the Halal sector and
promotion of Halal products and processes for purposes of the Act.
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National University of Technology (NUTECH)
Introduction
National University of Technology (NUTECH) has emerged as the first ‘University for Industry’. The
University is focused on promoting technology research, development and training of the youth in the
relevant fields and qualifications needed by the industries, economy to ensure knowledge and
technology based productivity driven rapid and sustainable economic development. NUTECH Bill
2018 was approved by the National Parliament on 14th February, 2018. Consequently, the university
was established as a Federally Chartered University through an Act of Parliament and Gazette notified
on 26th February, 2018. NUTECH has adopted/implemented policies as per HEC guidelines. NUTECH
aims to prepare the youth of Pakistan to take on the challenges of the twenty first century proffered by
rapid technology advancements. NUTECH has achieved far beyond the targets set for the first fiscal
year.

Objectives:
Following are the objectives set for NUTECH:









Approval of charter from Parliament.
Commencement of inaugural Academic Session with effect from Year 2018.
Infrastructure development required for Administration and Academic systems to support
academic program of NUTECH in near future.
Estimation of financial and budgetary requirements for financial year 2018-19.
Hiring of manpower for effective commencement of academic programs.
Statutes and Policies requirement.
Design of technology programs requirement for future needs of country.
Design of framework for University-Industry collaboration.

Public Sector Development Program: National University of Technology (NUTECH) is the 1st
ever federal chartered functional technology university. Government of Pakistan under PSDP (HEC)
allocated Rs. 2.851 Billion for the execution of development project “Establishment of Campus,
National University of Technology (NUTEH), Islamabad”. A comprehensive development proposal to
achieve the following quantify objectives has been prepared and is being processed with Planning
Commission, Government of Pakistan:



Establish/strengthen the campus of NUTECH as per international practices to provide
platform of higher education in 05-08 existing/projected applied engineering disciplines.
Performance Outcomes: It is estimated that in approximately 4-5 years’ time from now:o About 500-550 highly skilled workforce per annum will graduate from NUTECH.
o Campus will accommodate 08 departments, 2000-2500 students.
o Create direct 405 job opportunities (151 highly qualified faculty, 104 technical and
about 150 management/ service staff).
o Create about 200-250 indirect job opportunities through Consultant, Contractors,
Venders etc.
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Ser

1.

2.

Key Result
Areas

Enhance
the
quality of HE,
OBL, use of
innovative modes
of delivery

Increase faculty
with
highest
academic
qualification and
professional
skills

KPIs

Target
for the
year
2018-19

Target
for the
year
2019-20

Target
for the
year
2020-21

Responsibility

70%

75%

80%

100%

100%

100%

OBL: Percentage of students
that pass all the CLOs
OBL: All students that pass
percentage of CLOs
Innovate Modes: Use of
Problem-Based-Learning
Activities/approaches, case
studies, flipped learning,
cooperative
Innovative Modes: %age of
video lecturers available to
students
Faculty Strength: PhD
Faculty Induction

50%

60%

70%

HoDs/Director
LQEC/DoU
Director
NUQAD,
Director LQEC
HoDs

50%

60%

70%

HoDs

10%

20%

30%

Faculty/HoDs

N/A

5%

10%

HoDs, IT
Department

35

35

40

Registrar

Hiring record with
HR office

150 to be hired in 4
years, 28 already
hired (14 are TTS).
Average hiring will
be 37 PhDs per year.

Research:
Number
published papers in
journals

N/A

30

40

DoU

Use tools such as
publons.com

14 TTS faculty have
to publish 2 papers
per year which
should give us

Quality: Percentage student
feedback that is positive
OBL: Design and adoption
of OBL system

of
IF
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Monitoring protocol

Comments for
internal record
only

Basis of external
verification-reports
etc
Data collected from
students
Internal Audit, SAR,
Accreditation
Students’ semester
results
Students’ semester
results
Subject folders,
faculty selfassessment report,
accreditation,
students feedback
Students feedback

Ser

Key Result
Areas

KPIs

Target
for the
year
2018-19

Target
for the
year
2019-20

Target
for the
year
2020-21

Responsibility

Monitoring protocol

Comments for
internal record
only

Basis of external
verification-reports
etc
approx. 28 papers
straight away.

3.

Promote
Relevance RIC

Research:
Number
of
N/A
20
10
DoU
accepted proposals
Industry:
Number
of
N/A
5
10
Registrar
Verification by
workshops conducted
attendants
Industry:
Number
of
N/A
3
5
Registrar
Verification by
consultancy projects
partners
Office of Research Industrialization, Internationalization and Commercialization (ORIIC) and NUTECH Quality Assurance Department
(NUQAD) are being established in line with HEC guidelines and NUTECH vision.
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